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ABSTRACT

This thesis represents the most comprehensive analysis of nineteenth century New
Zealand domestic interiors produced to date. While anthropologists have
acknowledged the special significance of the house in domesticated societies as
representing a link between the individual and society, New Zealand historians have
tended to neglect these important instances of material culture as sources of information
about the past. The problem is how to reveal what and how domestic interiors can
contribute to our understanding of cultural developments in nineteenth century New
Zealand.

My approach has been to follow the new school of cultural history and seek to interpret
signs and uncover meaning rather than to look for causal laws of explanation. Aside
from using historical records such as social statistics and official accounts of industrial
exhibitions, I have looked to the houses and household objects themselves, original
drawings, paintings and photographs of domestic interiors, unpublished manuscripts
and contemporary fiction for information, so incorporating sources and methods
traditionally associated with anthropology, art history and literary studies.

Further interpreting the meanings suggested by these sources, I have chosen to relate
the major changes and developments to domestic interiors between c.l814-1914 to the
changing concepts of civilization and culture during the same period. The history of the
concept of culture as it emerged and developed in English thought has been well
documented. The progression of ideas which led to the distinction between culture and
civilization evolved as a response to the changing conditions of everyday life, and just
enough of the intellectual history has been written as to situate these ideas in the New
Zealand context as well.

Ill

This strategy has proved a most illuminating way of using the primary sources
available. The meanings which Pakeha attached to domestic interiors and the objects
they contained confirms that despite the geographical separation and the fact that the
European immigrants were in a novel, initially hostile environment, New Zealand
followed the same progression of ideas regarding civilization and culture as England
did. Indeed studying domestic interiors can enhance our understanding of how these
changing concepts actually affected individuals and society at large.

Ideas about civilized living shaped early European responses to Maori whare and
convinced them of the necessity to introduce change. The consequences for Maori
were profound and contributed to the breakdown in race relations. Ideas about
civilization and material progress at mid-century also imbued the house with particular
economic and social significance for intending European emigrants and effectively
drove colonists to recreate old domestic arrangements in the new land.

The concept of culture as it emerged in the late-nineteenth century led to a new
emphasis being placed on art furnishings in the home. Middle-class women used the
related concept of good taste to justify their position in society. Domestic interiors
became a target of commercial enterprise and women generally started to become the
prime consumers for the home. By the turn of the century when a modern
understanding was evolving of many cultures around the world, the idea of a distinct
New Zealand domestic interior spoke of a new-found pride for New Zealanders as a
nation.
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INTRODUCTION

Say the word 'domestic' and half the people you speak to turn away looking bored.
Mention 'domestic interiors' and most think immediately of curtains and wallpaper.
But writing a cultural history of domestic interiors in New Zealand in fact offers a topic
of almost limitless interest and scope for contributing to our understanding of the
nation's heritage.

The main source of this potential is that the house stands in a very special position,
spanning the link between the individual and society. As Peter Wilson writes in his
book, The Domestication of the Human Species, 'the house is the prism through which
both conceptions of the universe are concentrated and projections from everyday life are
dispersed' .1 No two houses that people live in are exactly the same. Each contains the
inhabitants' personal set of belongings which are used, arranged and kept as they see
\

fit. Yet, at the same time, the houses, the way they are designed and lived in, the
furnishings and decor, have meanings quite separate from their physical existence
which are public knowledge. It is by these structures or webs of meaning which the
symbolic anthropologist, Clifford Geertz, defines as culture, that each individual
regulates his or her behaviour and gives shape to their life. 2

Domestic interiors have been largely neglected by New Zealand historians as a source
of evidence about life in the past. Of the general surveys, Making New Zealand,
published in 1939-40, included a significantly higher proportion of photographs of
domestic interiors than any subsequent pictorial history of New Zealand.3 Alison
Drummond's book, At Home in New Zealand, published in 1967 centred exclusively
on domestic life in the early colonial period and also revealed an uncommon interest in
1P.J.

Wilson, The Domestication of the Human Species, New Haven/London, 1988, p.68.

2C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, New York, 1973, p.312.

3E.H. McCormick (ed), Making New Zealand: Pictorial Surveys of a Century, London/Edinburgh,
1940.
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Pakeha material culture. 4 Neither of these works, however, entailed any in-depth
analysis and so barely scratched the surface of the subject. When the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust drafted their first policy document for the assessment and
protection of historically significant interiors in 1996 they discovered very little
literature written specifically about New Zealand.s

The general neglect of domestic interiors may be due in part to overfarniliarity. Many of
the houses New Zealanders live in today, especially in cities like Dunedin, date back to
the tum of the century. Houses are so much part of our every day existence that we
often barely notice them. It is only under exceptional circumstances such as having
them bum down or moving town that we are forcibly reminded of their central role and
fundamental significance throughout our lives.6

Another reason for the neglect is no doubt a consequence of the view that domestic
\

interiors are the centre of family life and therefore private. During the nineteenthcentury this European middle-class concept was at its peak. The idea that people's
personal lives are intimate and should be kept separate from public affairs of the state
was embodied in the material structure of the middle-class house with its numerous
rooms, designed and furnished for specific purposes.? As the century progressed, the
division between public and private life became increasingly identified with gender and
the interior of the home perceived as the woman's sphere. 8

4A. Drummond, At Home in New Zealand: An Illustrated History of Everyday Things, Auckland,
1967.
ss. Smillie to writer, 26 April 1996.
6J. Carsten and S. Hugh-Jones, About the House Levi Strauss and Beyond, Cambridge/New York,
1995, p.4.
7J. Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of
Bourgeois Society, London, 1989, pp.43-46; R. Sennett, The Fall of Public Man, New York, 1977,
pp.89-106.
8L. Davidoff and C. Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class 1780-1850,
London, 1987, p.319.
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Nineteenth-century domestic interiors, like women's lives of the period, have remained
largely hidden from public view and subsequently marginalized in terms of value. In
New Zealand the number of works published on women and family is still relatively
small, but the discussion of the opposing values between public and private worlds has
dominated women's history in Britain and North America over the past fifteen years
and comprises an important body of literature which informs the present study.9

For more specialist information on domestic interiors one can turn to the work of
architectural historians who are understandably more concerned with houses than most.
In the past in New Zealand, these historians have tended to concentrate on the outside
form of architecturally-designed nineteenth and early twentieth-century buildings.
Jeremy Salmond's well-known book, Old New Zealand Houses is more popularist yet
focuses on the techniques of construction and types of building and spatial
organization. 10 Di Stewart and Jeremy Ashford's recent books on the common New
\

Zealand villa and bungalow include a chapter each on interiors and reveal a new interest
towards tracing more than just architectural origins and influences. 11

Histories of interior design published overseas such as Peter Thornton's, Authentic

Decor and Joanna Banharn's, Victorian Interior Design, serve as additional sources of
information on the symbolism and aesthetic values of interiors but often say relatively
little about the social organization of the people who lived inside. 12 Terence Lane and
Jessie Serle's documentary history of domestic interiors, Australians at Home is
exceptional in this respect and acted as a source of inspiration for the present study. 13 It
firmly locates the history of domestic Australian interiors within an international

9J. Giles, Women, Identity and Private Life in Britain, I900-50, London, 1995, p.l5.
10J. Salmond, Old New Zealand Houses I800-I940, Auckland, 1986.
11 D. Stewart, The New Zealand Villa Past and Present, Auckland, 1992; J. Ashford, The New Zealand
Bungalow, Auckland, 1994.
12 P. Thornton, Authentic Decor: The Domestic Interior I620-I920, London, 1984; J. Banham, S.
Macdonald and J. Porter, Victorian Interior Design, London, 1991.
13 T. Lane and J. Serle, Australians at Home: A Documentary History of Australian Domestic Interiors
from I788 to I9I4, Melbourne, 1990.
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framework of decorative design as well as situating them in the context of a colonial
society very close to New Zealand's own. It is, however, exclusively concerned with
the European world-view and so lacks any of the bi-cultural dimension so central to
New Zealand's history.

For an insight into how to interpret the changes which took place during the nineteenth
century as well as discovering the full significance which domestic interiors might hold
in New Zealand history, I have found it most enlightening to read the work of
anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu and sociologist, Norbert Elias. Bourdieu first
defamiliarized houses by studying those of the foreign Kabyle culture. He then turned
to his own French society and developed the concept of 'habitus'; the theory that
through habit and inhabiting, each person builds up a practical mastery of the
fundamental schemes of their culture. 14 Norbert Elias also used the concept of habitus
in the sense of 'second nature' or 'embodied social learning' .ts His theory of the
\

civilizing process connects what changes in the habitus of individuals such as eating
with a knife and fork can have with the broadest, long-term processes of development
throughout societies at large.I6

I have chosen to write a 'cultural history' of domestic interiors in order to capture some
of the breadth and depth of insights which may be gained from their study. The multidisciplinary nature of cultural history reflects a late-twentieth century understanding of
culture. It reconnects the restricted use of the concept as high art, which became
common during the late nineteenth century, with the modern anthropological sense of
the word. Practitioners of the 'new cultural history' have tended to look particularly to
anthropology, art history and literary studies for ideas as they seek to interpret signs

14 Carsten

and Hugh-Jones, p.2; P. Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, Cambridge, 1977, pp.899l.
15E. Dunning and S. Mennell in N. Elias, The Germans: Power Struggles and the Development of
Habitus in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, M. Schroter (ed), New York, 1996, p.ix.
16N. Elias, The Civilising Process: The History of Manners, Oxford, I, 1978; State Formation and
Civilisation, Oxford, II, 1982.
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and uncover meaning rather than look for causal laws of explanation.l7 These fields of
inquiry are especially relevant to the present study as some of the richest primary
resources it draws upon are hitherto unpublished letters, diaries, drawings and
photographs and the artifacts themselves.

The wealth of archival photographs of domestic interiors dating from c.1885 and held
in public collections, for instance, do not simply provide the thesis with illustrations but
act as sources of information in their own right. Individual photographs can be
analyzed in terms of subject, composition, design, spatial relationships and character. IS
Questions can be asked of the images, such as Why has the photograph been taken?
What are the activities of the household? What is the economic level?l9

Taken in

groups, photographs can also tell of changes in taste and style, providing confirmation
that people actually took notice of furnishing advice in newspaper columns.

\

The huge variety of possible avenues of investigation which the anthropological
definition of culture opens up becomes a difficulty in itself and means that people
inevitably analyze the complex whole into areas and elements (which is why this study
omits an analysis of gardens, fences and front doors which are other important parts of
the house). In this respect J. Tomlinson makes a valuable point when he writes, 'What
we need to understand is not what culture is, but how people use the tenn in
contemporary discourses.' 20 My own particular strategy, designed with a view to
preserving a broad view of the house, has therefore been to write a history of domestic
interiors in New Zealand which takes account of the changing concepts of civilization
and culture during the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.

17R. Chartier in
18M. Peters and

L. Hunt (ed), The New Cultural History, Berkeley, 1989, pp.10-12.
B. Mergen, "'Doing the Rest": The Uses of Photographs in American Studies',
American Quarterly, XXIX, 3 (1977), p.288.
19J. Collier and M. Collier, Visual Anthropology: Photography as a Research Method, Albuquerque,
1986, pp.48-50.
20J. Tomlinson, Cultural Imperialism: A Critical Introduction, London, 1991, p.5.
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The closely-entwined histories of the concepts of civilization and culture as they
developed in English thought during the nineteenth century have been well
documented. 21 Raymond Williams, in his book Culture and Society, explores the entry
of the word 'culture' into the English language and explains how the romantic poet,
S.T. Coleridge, first used the word 'cultivation' during the early-nineteenth century to
express the idea of a superior reality, removed from the actual course of events and run
of the market. 22 Coleridge wrote in reaction to the changed conditions of common life
brought about by industrialism and introduced to England the idea of culture as the true
standard of excellence, independent of civilization and the general progress of society.23
From Coleridge and later Ruskin, culture came to be constructed in terms of the arts.24

George Stocking in his books on the history of anthropology discusses the evolution of
the anthropological concept of civilization and culture over the same period.25 Stocking
reveals the complex interrelations of the humanist definition of culture, further
\

developed after Coleridge and Ruskin in the writings of Matthew Arnold, with
emerging anthropological definitions. By the early twentieth century, anthropologists
worked with the understanding of there being many cultures or whole ways of life
around the world. Stocking's studies are particularly relevant when interpreting
accounts of Maori domestic interiors.

Having addressed the problem of how to narrow the field of inquiry and defined the
parameters of the thesis, yet another difficulty arises concerning the method. The genre
of cultural history as it has developed from the French l'histoire des mentalites, is
21 R. Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, London, 1983, p.57. For a useful
overview of the literature concerning the history of the concept of culture see J. Clifford, The
Predicam.ent of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnology, Literature and Art, Cambridge Mass./London,
1988, pp.232-6.
22R. Williams, Culture and Society, New York, 1958, p.36.
23Williams, Culture and Society, pp.59,63.
24 Williams, p.70.
25 G.W. Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, New York/London, 1987; G.W. Stocking, Race, Culture
and Evolution: Essays in the History of Anthropology, New York, 1968; G.W. Stocking, After Tylor:
British Social Anthropology 1888-1951, London, 1996.
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supposed to be about how everyday people made sense of the world and they do not
generally walk around thinking in the same manner as philosophers. 2 6 Everyday
people, as Robert Darnton puts it, 'think with things, or with anything else that their
culture makes available to them, such as stories or ceremonies'. 27 I have therefore
sought only to sketch in enough of the intellectual history as to locate the changing
English ideas on civilization and culture to New Zealand. Here Michael Belgrave's
thesis, 'Archipelago of Exiles; A Study in the Imperialism of Ideas: Edward Tregear
and John Macmillan Brown', has also been of assistance as Belgrave discusses the
changing nineteenth-century European ethnographers' vision of Maori in relation to
their changing concept of culture. 28

The structure of my thesis reflects the layerings of meanings to be found in domestic
interiors as it moves from a discussion of the relatively bare and simple interior shape of
a whare towards the complexity of rooms and profusion of goods in a large town house
\

by the end of the century. At the same time, the early sections of the thesis seek to
convey the complexity of meanings associated with the domestic interior for Maori
before passing to a more exclusively Pakeha point of view.

Part One begins to explore the relationship between the European history of the ideas of
civilization and culture with domestic interiors. Section One reveals how these concepts
shaped early descriptions of Maori whare. Section Two details more fully some of the
basic European principles of civilized living by analyzing the houses and daily
behaviour of the first missionaries to New Zealand. Section Three, by contrast, turns
to the Maori world-view as embodied in whare and starts to give some idea of the
profound impact which altering dwellings entailed for Maori. Section Four connects

26R. Darn ton, The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural History, London, 1984,
pp.ll-12.
27 Ibid.
28M. Belgrave, 'Archipelago of Exiles; A Study in the Imperialism of Ideas: Edward Trcgear and John
Macmillan Brown', MPhil thesis, University of Auckland, 1979.
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the European assessment of whare and apparent progress in converting Maori from
'savagery' to 'civilization' with British colonizing interests.

Part Two focuses on the measure of civilization's progress as a by-product of economic
forces and outlines some of the conditions which gave rise to a new theory of sociocultural evolutionism in the 1860s. Section One investigates the importance of the
house and domestic interior to intending emigrants as a financial asset and home for the
family. Section Two contrasts settler dreams with the reality of most first homes in
New Zealand during the early colonial period. Section Three reveals how the desire for
comfort, security and success among individual settlers, particularly women, soon gave
rise to the type of competitive relationships and attitudes with regard to the house and
chattels which many had wanted to escape. Section Four assesses the pattern of
progress around the country, updating changes to Maori domestic interiors to the later
period of New Zealand wars. In the process, it notes the different social meanings
\

Maori attached to European-style houses and household objects, exposing a
contributing factor to the breakdown in race relations and the new European designation
of Maori as second-class citizens.

Part Three follows on closely from the previous section, providing a new definition of
culture for the period c.l865-1890. Section One outlines the circumstances under
which culture, or the spiritual aspects of human endeavour, came to be valued much
more highly during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Section Two discusses
how culture was, in effect, turned into a consumer product during the period of rapid
material progress in house building and development of 'Native Industries' during the
1870s. Section Three then turns to Bourdieu's idea of 'cultural capital' by tracing the
rise of the Aesthetic Movement and discussing the significance of taste with regard to
household furnishings. Section Four identifies the central importance of women to the
changing face of domestic interiors during the period of the 1880s, so gradually

9

revealing how the private sphere of the home was in fact profoundly caught up with the
requirements of the market.

It is as well to note at this point that Part Three offers a very different analysis of the
development of culture in New Zealand settler society than that put forward by Jeanine
Graham in The Oxford History of New Zealand. 29 Graham claims that 'although the
conditions became less arduous, respect for the cultural and intellectual pursuits did not
increase' and were never enough to counter the utilitarianism of the early years of the
colony. 30 She argues that the number of more cultured individuals declined alongside
the increased working-settler intake and that the new leaders of colonial society
generally lacked a cultural awareness.3 1

My argument with regard to domestic interiors does, however, support the model of
social development put forward more recently by James Belich in Making Peoples.32
Belich acknowledges the importance of culture in the upper case sense of the word in
colonial society by outlining how the social elite used genteel manners and customs to
network, first at a local level, then a regional level, and by the 1880s, at a national level.
His characterization of colonial gentility includes genteel manners, customs, dress,
accent, education, social connections, creditworthiness, a genteel residence and
occupation, and other property. Belich states that without at least some of these, a
person was marginalized, no matter how wealthy.33

Part Four of the thesis revolves around the idea of a distinct New Zealand domestic
interior which evolved as a facet of the nationalist movement around the turn of the
century. Section One links the search for a national cultural identity with middle-class

290. Rice (ed), The Oxford History of New ZeaLand, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1992, pp.ll2-140.

]()Graham in Rice, p.l31.
31 Ibid.
32J. Belich, Making Peoples: A History of the New ZeaLanders: From Polynesian SettLement to the
End of the Nineteenth Century, Auckland, !996.
:nBelich, pp.403-4.
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interests. Section Two identifies and explores the significance of the trend towards
some Pakeha New Zealanders incorporating Maori design into the interior decor of their
homes. Section Three indicates how scientific developments influenced attitudes
towards domestic interiors and introduces the modem concept of the bungalow.
Section Four draws together the various differences which have recurred as themes
throughout the thesis between Maori and Pakeha, urban and rural, middle and lowerclass, men and women, towards a general evaluation of New Zealand homes pre-World
War One. A final Conclusion sums up the main argument and locates it within the
larger context of New Zealand's historiography.

\

11

PART ONE

Signs of Higher Life c.1814-1840

Culture, as understood at the end of the twentieth century, is inseparable from
humankind. 1 Without it we would be unfinished animals, and domestication, a major
cultural innovation, has played a critical part in that evolutionary process. The huts,
houses, villages, towns and cities people live in may vary but they are all variations on
a theme.z 'Domesticated society', as Peter Wilson argues, 'is founded on and
dominated by the building, which serves not just as a shelter but as diagram and, more
generally, as the source of metaphors of structure that make possible the social
construction and reconstruction of reality'.3

Culture acts as a kind of subtle mechanism for the maintenance of order, meaning and
social cohesion amongst people and within this scheme of things, the house plays a
vital role. 4 Houses are like extensions of the people who inhabit them.s Houses
enable, mould, inform and constrain the activities and ideas of people living inside.
The physical structures promote and reinforce culturally correct social interactions in
children from birth and so are used by people both to construct themselves as
individuals as well as groups.

In order to gain a full appreciation of the specific significance of domestic interiors for
people living in New Zealand during the nineteenth century, however, it is helpful to

1Geertz,

p.46.
zwilson, p.xiii.
3Wilson, p.l 53.
4N. Prickett, 'An Archaeologists' Guide to the Maori Dwelling', New Zealand Journal ofArchaeology,
4 (1982), p.ll2.
5Carsten and Hugh-Jones, p.3.
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have an understanding of the history of the words 'culture' and 'civilization' for it is
around these concepts that the historical record of domestic interiors is closely
entwined. The word 'culture' did not, in fact, come into common usage as an
independent noun in English until the mid-nineteenth century. By then the Romantics
had developed the term to express other kinds of human development than those
implied by the word 'civilization'. 6

For Europeans living at the beginning of the nineteenth century, 'civilization' combined
the ideas of a process and an achieved condition. 7 It expressed a sense of historical
process, holding behind it the general spirit of the Enlightenment, with an emphasis on
progressive and secular human self-development. It also indicated an achieved
condition of refinement and order. The association of civilization with refinement of
manners was normal in both English and French. s

\

It was in the context of assessing the level of civilization that the earliest historical data
about domestic interiors in New Zealand was collected. The following section reveals
how the European concept of civilization shaped early descriptions of Maori whare.
Section Two details more fully some of the basic European principles of civilized living
by analyzing the houses and daily behaviour of the first missionaries to New Zealand.
Section Three, by contrast, turns to the Maori world-view as embodied in whare and
starts to give some idea of the profound impact which altering dwellings entailed for
Maori. Section Four connects the European assessment of whare and apparent
progress in converting Maori from 'savagery' to 'civilization' with British colonizing
interests.

6WiJliams, Keywords, pp.58, 88.
7The notion of civilization was not confined to Europe. See A. Peyrfitte, The Immobile Empire, New
York, 1992.
swmiams, pp.58, 88.
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I

During the late eighteenth century, male European explorers included descriptions of
Maori whare, the common generic term in Maori for a house or hut, in their journals
along with other topics such as dress and food.9 Although written with very little
understanding of Maori culture in the modem anthropological sense of the word,
visiting Europeans recognized that Maori habitations helped throw light on the nature of
the society they had only just discovered and represented a very different way of living
from the one they knew.

Descriptions of whare were used back in Europe to help assess the extent to which
Maori demonstrated a state of savagery or barbarism as opposed to the civilization of
their own world, and as such, tell at least as much about the observers themselves as
the realities of Maori life. For the Frenchman, Monneron, who had undoubtedly seen
\

substantial settlements around Tokerau in 1769, it was sufficient to say, 'their houses
are like those of all savages, which is to say small and undecorated'.lO Joseph Banks,
who had been raised in the splendour of Reves by Abbey in rural England, provided
more details but implied the same estimation of a savage existence in 1770:
Their houses are certainly the most inartificialy made of any thing among them,
scarce equal to a European dog kennel and resembling one in the door at least,
which is barely high and wide enough to admit a man crawling on all fours.
They are seldom more than 16 or 18 feet long, 8 or 10 broad and five or 6 high
from the ridge pole to the Ground and built with a sloping roof like our
European houses. The materials of both walls and roof is dry grass or hay and
very tightly it is put together, so that nescessarily they must be very warm,
Some are lind with bark of trees on the inside, and many have over the door or
fixd somewhere in the house a peice of Plank coverd with their carving, which
they seem to value much as we do a picture, placing it always as conspicuously
as possible. All these houses have the door at one end and near it is generaly a
square hole which serves for a window or probably in winter time more for a
chimney, for then they light a fire in the middle of the house. At the same end
where this door and window are placed the side walls and roof project, generaly
18 inches or 2 feet beyond the end wall, making a kind of Porch in which are
benches where the people of the house often sit. Within is a square place fencd
9Prickett, p.l19.
lOCit. A. Salmond, Two Worlds: First Meetings Between Maori and Europeans 1642-1772, Auckland,
1991, p.348.
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of with either boards or stones for the rest, in the middle of which they can
make a fire; round this the sides of the house are thick lyd with straw on which
they sleep. As for furniture they are not much troubled with it: one chest
commonly contains all their riches, consisting of Tools, Cloaths, arms, and a
few feathers to stick in their hair; their gourds and Baskets made of Bark which
serve them to keep fresh water, provision baskets, and the hammers with which
they beat their fern roots, are generaly left without the door.
Mean and low as these houses are they most perfectly resist all inclemencies
of the weather and answer consequently the purposes of mere shelter as well as
larger would do. The people I beleive spend little of the day in them (except
may be in winter): the porch seems to be the place for work, and those who
have not room there must set upon a stone or the ground in its neighbourhood. II

J .R. Forster, the principal scientific investigator on Cook's second voyage to the

Pacific, endeavoured to apply more of the objective, empirical method generally
devoted to scientific and plant studies to his observations of human life in New
Zealand.I2 In 1778 he noted some of the disparities in whare which existed between
different geographical and tribal areas. 13 To the far south in Dusky Bay, where Maori
lived a more nomadic existence, he found three families living in habitations 'of a few
sticks stuck into the ground and meanly covered with flags and rushes'. 14 Further
north in Queen Charlotte Sound, where there was a settlement of 400-500 people, the
whare were 'better, cleanlier, and lined on the insides with reeds'. 15 This information
supported his theory that all people belonged to one family of man but that some
primitive peoples living in harsher climatic conditions had fallen further from a state of
original happiness than others. 16

An estimate of the degree of skill and industry involved in the construction and
decoration of whare formed the basis of comparison with the houses of other island
groups and in this respect Maori habitations were not judged the worst. Another early
observer, Marion de Fresne, who maintained (at least until he was murdered) a strong

liCit. Salmond, p.277.
12 B. Smith, European Vision and the South Pacijic, Sydney, 1985, p.138.
13For more details of these differences see D. Martin, 'The Whare After Contact', MA thesis, University
of Otago, 1996.
14Cit. N. Prickett, 'Houses and House Life in Prehistoric New Zealand', MA thesis, University of
Otago, 1974, p.35.
15 Ibid.
16 Smith, p.87.
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belief in the Rousseauesque idea of the noble savage, saw whare in a positive light and
wrote how 'Among other things, their houses excited our admiration'.!? They were so
'neatly' built and he was most surprised to find the whole construction of one
'mortised, and very wellbound with their water-flag cords'. Mats decorated the walls
as well as 'quite well carved' wooden panels and roof supports. IS De Fresne would
probably have agreed with Forster's conclusion that 'The natives of New Zealand,
build some of their houses and cottages with an elegance and neatness, which makes
them far superior to the wretched hovels of the inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego'.I9

Descriptions dating to the first decades of the nineteenth century, however, tended to
support the notion of the ignoble savage. By this period, the biblical tradition, which
stressed the process of degeneration of Man since God's first creation, had reassumed a
kind of paradigmatic status in Britain. 20 Within this framework, the non-Christian
savages of the South Pacific had few if any redeeming features.2I Observers tended to
\

emphasise the discomfort of whare above all else.

Augustus Earle felt the whare he saw in Hokianga in 1827 had 'very much the
appearance of bird cages or rabbit hutches' because they were built so low to the
ground.22 The small doorway was frequently commented upon, the average estimation
tending to be around three feet high, about half the height of European ones.23 The
only way to enter such a small space was to crawl on hands and knees, or, as Polack
noted, to edge in on the stomach 'like a snake'.24

!7 Cit. J. Kennedy, 'Settlement in the South East Bay of Islands, 1772; A Study in Text-Aided Field
Archaeology', MA thesis, University of Otago, 1969, pp.219-20 and Prickett, 'An Archaeologist's
Guide', p.120.
18 Ibid.
19Cit. Prickett, 'Houses and House Life', p.34.
20Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, p.44.
21 Smith, p.5.
22 A. Earle, Narrative of a Nine Months' Residence in New Zealand in 1827, Christchurch, 1909, p.23.
23Martin, p.20.
24 J.L. Nicholas, Narrative of a Voyage to New Zealand 1814-1815, London, 1817, I, p.175; J.S.
Polack, Manners and Customs of the New Zealanders, London, 1840, I, p.208.
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Na#ve habit of getting out of a house.

Figure 1
J.L. Nicholas found, having managed to enter the whare of Chief Duaterra (Ruatara,
first protector of the New Zealand Mission), 'nothing to compensate the trouble of
getting in ... a few stones thrown together to serve for a fireplace, were the only
domestic articles I could possibly discover. Furniture there was none, and the smoke
finding no egress except through the door-way, which was the only aperture to be seen,
the dismal edifice teemed with suffocating vapour, and formed with the wretched
inmates, a complete picture of cheerless barbarism. '25
\

. Whare were not always quite as derelict as Nicholas described. William Y ate, while
agreeing that Maori had no furniture, mentioned that they typically possessed a water
calabash and small carved box containing 'their feathers, and all their little
ornaments' .26 Other accounts indicate that they used rushes and fern covered by mats
to sit and lie on. 27 Nevertheless archaeological evidence confirms that all permanent
whare, whether large and built for a chief (c.20-30 feet long), or small (c.7-18 feet long
with a ratio of length to breadth c.1.5 or 2 to 1), conformed more or less to the same
one-room, rectangular plan and an internal hearth or hearths down the centre. 2s

First hand experience at staying overnight in whare only served to compound the
European impression of the miserable Maori living conditions. The reason why whare
25Nicholas, pp.175-6.
26 W. Yate, An Account of New Zealand and of the Church Missionary Society's Mission in the
Northern Island, [1835] Shannon, 1970, p.154.
27 Makereti, The Old-Time Maori, [1938] Auckland, 1986, p.284; A. Anderson (ed), Traditional
Lifeways of the Southern Maori, Dunedin, 1994, pp.43-44.
28 Prickett, 'An Archaeologist's Guide', p.l19; Martin, pp.26-32.
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were built so close to the ground was in order to retain heat by excluding air. The
whare, built without any vents besides the door and possibly a small window which
could both be closed, soon filled with smoke. Coupled with the fact that an average
family of five shared the same confined space meant European travellers soon found the
atmosphere unbearably hot, smelly and airless and seldom enjoyed much sleep.29

Early European observations and descriptions of Maori whare confirmed Western ideas
about non-European 'savages'. Maori were judged superior to some other Pacific
peoples. Their dwellings, nevertheless, compared most unfavourably with the best
European houses and so helped to define 'civilization' by contrast.

II

\

Missionaries provided the first deliberate attempts to change Maori whare and domestic
behaviour and an analysis of the changes they sought to introduce by example and
instruction serves to define further European ideas about social ~rder and specific
content of civilization. Since the late eighteenth century, the missionary movement in
England had gathered impetus from discussion about the meaning of civilization and the
possibility of improving the lot of non-European peoples.3o It was very often assumed
that as soon as a 'savage' was made acquainted with 'the advantages connected with an
opposite mode to life' they would gladly abandon their old way of living for the new.31

Evangelicals believed that while the souls of all men were potentially equal in the sight
of God, only Christianity could transform the lives of heathens, changing them from

29 W.J. Phillips, Maori Houses and Food Stores, Wellington, 1952, pp.l6, 18, 24.
30 A. Porter, 'Commerce and Christianity: The Rise and Fall of a Nineteenth Century Missionary

Slogan', The Historical Journal, 28 (1985), p.599.
31 Anon, 'What is Civilization? How should it be Promoted? and The Constitution of the Society for its
Advancement', Journal of Civilization, I, 17 (1841), pp.257-8.
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being mere creatures of nature and making them equal in reality. 32 Most missionaries
asserted the proclamation of the Gospel as the leading objective while also recognizing
the need to fulfil civilizing functions. However, the precise relationship between
Christianity and civilization, or the methodology to be employed in foreign missions,
were never well defined. 33

Samuel Marsden founded the first New Zealand mission at Rangihoua in 1814
believing that Maori had first to be enticed by the comforts of civilized society before
they could be converted to Christianity. 34 The key was to be peaceful trading and the
development of 'artificial wants'. This meant to instil an appetite for manufactured
goods and with it, a desire to adopt European standards of comfort in the home.35
These changes would have to be paid for and so, in turn, inculcate industry and thrift.

Marsden arranged for chiefs in the Bay of Islands area and their sons to visit his
\

parsonage at Parramatta, New South Wales. There they saw the results of several
decades of European settlement. The Marsdens lived in a two-storeyed, brick,
Georgian-style house with many rooms, glass windows and walk-through doors.36
The Church Missionary Society (CMS) selected tradesmen to man the mission at
Rangihoua. They were directed to begin by building themselves houses and cultivating
crops, the intention being to become independent of Maori and so win their respect. 37

Attaining a degree of European comfort took some time, however, and there could be
some appreciable differences of opinion between what missionary men, missionary
wives and missionary officials considered comfortable and necessary. Due to their
32J. Binney, The Legacy of Guilt: A Life of Thomas Kendall, Auckland, 1968, p.6.
33T. Christensen and W.R. Hutchison (eds), Missionary Ideologies in the Imperialist Era: 1880-1920,
Denmark, 1982, p.6.
34M.P.K. Sorrenson, 'How to Civilize Savages: Some 'Answers' from Nineteenth-Century New
Zealand', New Zealand Journal of History, IX, 2 (1975), p.100.
35See account of Marsden's conversation with Chief George in December 1814 in J.R. Elder (ed), The
Letters and Journals of Samuel Marsden, Dunedin, 1932, p.89.
36A.T. Yarwood, Samuel Marsden: The Great Survivor, Melbourne, 1977, p.204.
37see Yarwood, p.85.
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isolated position and initial dependency on Maori, the early missionaries around New
Zealand usually started by living in conditions little different from those they had come
to convert. Indeed, on the odd occasion, the Maori way of doing things was
rediscovered as the most effective way of coping with a problem. J.F.
Riemenschneider found that the only way to drive away the stinging flies and
mosquitoes from his whare was to smoke them out. 38

When the first three English families arrived at Rangihoua in 1814 with very few
personal possessions of their own, they were each allocated a room in one large raupo
whare built for them by Maori. 39 It measured 60 by 14 feet, had partitions but no
boarded floor, windows or chimney. 40 Six years later they would each have a neatlooking, wooden, English-style house with some furniture imported from Australia.
According to Ensign McCrae, with the exception of the carpenter's home, they were
neither comfortable nor clean inside.4I
\

The Williams family, which settled at Paihia in 1823, appear to have been the first to
bring any quantity of furniture, china and other household chattles with them but they
too had to share a raupo whare measuring 40 by 15 feet divided into four rooms (each
10 by 15 feet) with another family and numerous visitors. 42 Henry Williams found the
whare 'exceedingly comfortable' once he lined their two rooms with some green and
white fabric. 43 His wife, Marianne Williams, on the other hand, battling along with the

38See P. Oettli, 'Please excuse the dark smudges, dear Fathers: The Papers of Johann Friedrich
Riemenschneider', Archifacts, April1993, pp.3-4.
39Drummond, At Home in New Zealand, pp.9-10.
40 Drummond, p.66.
41Jbid. According to R.A. Cruise, they were 'as neat and comfortable as their remote situation from the
civilised world could admit of. R.A. Cruise, Journal of a Ten Months' Residence in New Zealand
[1823] Christchurch, 1957, p.42.
42Drummond, p.13.
43H. Williams, cit. Drummond, p.68; H. Williams, 'Extracts from letters of the Rev. Henry Williams
and his wife from their first setting out as missionaries to New Zealand in September 1822 to the end
of 1824, MS WIL, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington (ATL), pp.56, 61.
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crowded conditions and trying to cook for everyone outside, frequently threw herself
on the bed for a good cry.44

It should be noted in this context of assessing the standard of living conditions that the
European concept of comfort had evolved over a long period of time and was complex
in nature. W. Rybczynski has described it as being like an onion, with many
transparent layers which must be taken as a whole.45 In the seventeenth century
comfort first took on its meaning of privacy, intimacy and domesticity. During the
eighteenth century, as French women demanded furnishings such as chaises longues
which were more informal and convenient, comfort carne to be associated with ease and
leisure. In the nineteenth century the emphasis shifted to mechanically aided comforts
to do with light, heat and ventilation as well as spaciousness while still retaining the
earlier meanings.46

\

CMS missionaries were expected to keep the dimensions of their houses modest and
floor plans conservative, especially while Marsden was still in charge of Society funds.
The Butler family at Te Tii discovered this much to their annoyance in 1823. Having
drawn up plans for an L-shaped house with three rooms each measuring 14 feet, a 6
foot passage throughout and a verandah, Marsden had it vetoed.47 He reduced the
building to 48 by 15 feet, cut off the verandah, squared up the floor plan and divided it
into four rooms - a kitchen, two bedrooms and a dining room. He considered this quite
large enough for a small missionary family.48

Improvements were hard won. What in England might have seemed indispensable
soon came to be appreciated as luxuries. According to Henry Williams 'to build one
house in New Zealand is as much as any man should be required to do in the course of
44'Ibid.
45 W. Rybczynski, Home: A Short History of an Idea, London, 1986, pp.230-2.
46Rybczynski, pp.94, 98, 231.
47J. Butler, 'Journal', cit. Elder, pp.381-2, 385.
48Marsden in Elder, pp.381, 392.
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his life'. 49 Just constructing a chimney could take five weeks of intensive labour and be
fraught with problems. As a result, AN. Brown at Tauranga looked upon his chimney
'with as much pleasure as many of my friends would at the Elgin Marbles'. 50
Similarly, Sarah Selwyn felt 'we had reached a high point of civilization' when the legs
and claws of her large round drawing room table finally arrived and were installed in
place of a cask. 51

The experiment at Rangihoua was essentially a failure, partly owing to the
overwhelming Maori interest in trading muskets above all else. The second head of the
CMS mission, Henry Williams, placed evangelism above civilization. 52 Nevertheless,
wittingly or unwittingly the missionaries continued to promote certain British
conventions within the home, believing in only one correct set of values and way of
life. Most derived from the lower-middle and upper-working classes where Godliness,
cleanliness, hard work, respectability and aspirations to middle-class economic status
\

were the predominant values and they were unable to distinguish between these values
and their essential theological beliefs. 53

The practice continued of dividing houses into rooms. A Maori at Pipiriki is recorded
to have said in 1846:
what wonderful people these pakehas are, they divide everything into rooms,
they have rooms in their houses and rooms even in their clothes, and just as it is
in their houses so is it in their clothes, they have one room appropriated to this
another for that one to eat in another to sleep in another to cook in and in their
clothes there is one pocket for the handkerchief another for papers another for
the watch, another for key etc. 54

49Williams

cit. Drummond, p.99. Williams also conceded, 'In some respects I wish my house to be
furnished a little after the English fashion. It will be pleasing to the recollection, beneficial to the
children, and will be attended with no disadvantage to the Natives'.
50June 1835, A.N. Brown Journal, I, MS40, Auckland Institute and Museum (AIM).
51S.H. Selwyn, 'Reminiscences', MS 297, Hocken Library, Dunedin (HL), p.l9.
52Sorrenson, p.l 01.
53K.R. Howe, Where the Waves Fall: A New South Sea Islands History from First Settlement to
Colonial Rule, Sydney, 1984, p.ll3-l4.
54]1 April 1846, R. Taylor Journal, IV, MS 302, AIM.
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In Britain rooms were divided by function, primarily between cooking, eating and
sleeping. A single room could be divided by screens or curtains as in plate 11, but for a
respectable working-class family, two rooms was the absolute minimum, representing
the difference between a horne and just a shelter.ss It was considered in the interests of
morality that parents should sleep separately from their children, and, ideally, that male
children sleep in a separate room from female. The more space and rooms a house had
the more decent and comfortable it became. 56

Allied to the division of rooms by function was the notion of privacy in the horne.
Privacy, according to the social anthropologist Peter Wilson, is 'inextricably bound
with giving and receiving attention'.57 European missionaries and lay-people alike
quickly felt the need to escape from Maori and seek time and space to themselves in
their houses. Augustus Earle recorded how 'Our house was generally crowded with
visitors: for, as it was the workmanship of King George and his people, they were
\

prodigiously proud of it, and each seemed to think he had an undoubted right to sit in it
as much as he liked. This, at times, we felt as a great annoyance; but we were obliged
to be very cautious not to say or do anything that should give offence to them'.58 Jane
Williams similarly found it very difficult to keep Maori out of their house at Turangi
while they had no proper doors but was forced to remain courteous. 59 Europeans were
so vastly outnumbered and lived in fear of having their possessions taken by Maori. 60

55 J. Burnett, A Social History of Housing 1815-1985, London/New York, 1986, p.67.
56L. Davidoff, The Best Circles, London, 1973, p.90.
57Wilson, p.176.
58 Earle, p.109.
59 Cit. F. Porter (ed), Turanga Journals, 1840-1850: Letters and Journals of William and Jane Williams,
Missionaries to Poverty Bay, Wellington, 1974, p.90.
60Marianne Williams noted how the pendulum of the clock numbered among the articles stolen from
their home. 15 July 1824, Williams, 'Extracts from Letters'. John Morgan wrote after a robbery at
Matamata Station how 'It was very trying to walk around the Pa, and see slaves and petty chiefs, men,
women and children, wearing our clothes; men wearing the gowns and underlinen of our wives, others
with shirts sheets, tablecloths, bed curtains etc.etc.etc. wrapped round them.' 1 October 1836, J.
Morgan, Letters and Journals, Auckland Public Library (APL).
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At the established mission stations, where missionaries were expected to live a•s well as
minister to their t1ock, they found it necessary to teach that a man's house was his castle
and that it was a great misdemeanour to enter it uninvited.61 Once inside the house, one
room had to be clearly designated as the place where any meeting would be conducted.
Richard Taylor kept the entrance room to his house as 'a natives' parlour' and by 1846
found that few presumed to venture further unless invited.62 Robert Maunsell kept a
little room further to the back of his house for this purpose but his househelp found she
could still only admit Maori visitors through a side door closeby. The front door led
past the bedrooms and, if allowed in that way, they would enter these without
compunction. 63

A story concerning the Selwyns similarly reveals how a chair could be almost as
effective as a weapon in keeping a 'native' in his place within the house. Sarah Selwyn
wrote of an incident when a taua (fighting party) came to their home: 'George invited
\

the elders to come into his room politely seating them on chairs, which put a stopper on
the steam'.64 (According to H.F. McKillop, Maori found 'one of the most difficult
habits to drop is to discontmue seating themselves on their ankles - a most peculiar
posture, and to our stiff-limbed race as uncomfortable as the use of a chair is to a
Maori'). 65

Missionary wives also endeavoured to instil their own ideas of cleanliness on Maori.
Though most were forced to live temporarily with earthen t1oors, dirt or 'matter out of
place' offended their sense of order.66 For the sake of cleanliness and preservation
from fleas, Marianne Williams declared that missionary wives had to act as
6 1E. Hickson (nee Fairburn), 'Journal of Reminiscences', MSIOI, AIML.
629 November 1846, Taylor, Journal, IV.
63 H.F.E., 'Life amongst the missionaries in New Zealand. Mary Rymill, a sketch of her life', MS
267, AIML.
64Selwyn, 'Reminiscences', p.23.
65 H.F. McKillop, Reminiscences of Twelve Months Service in New Zealand, [ 1849] Christchurch,
1973, p.35.
66M. Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo, London, 1966,
p.35.
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housemaids, making all the beds and superintending everything to do with cooking.
Even the best of Maori girls 'if not watched, would strain the milk with the duster,
wash the tea things with the knife cloth, or wipe the tables with the flannel for scouring
the floor'. 67

Dirt in the food confused or contradicted boundaries which separated above from
below. The appropriate use of basic items of furniture such as beds, tables and chairs
literally served to lift people off the ground and out of the dirt. Many of the early to
mid-nineteenth century European conventions regarding cleanliness possessed a
psychological and social significance as they represented a triumph over the
environment. 68 Once in weatherboard houses, the women could at least try, like Mrs
Kemp, to keep their homes as 'neat as wax' and often had their rooms whitewashed
which exaggerated the semblance of organization inside. 69

\

In addition, dirt, like overcrowding, was linked with immorality since it symbolized
impurity of mind as well as body. 'Cleanliness is next to Godliness' was an often
repeated proverb.7° In Heaven, the house of God and ideal place for Christians,
nothing was defiled. As a native teacher from Taupo preached, giving his own
rendition of John 14:2:
Again in the European house there are many rooms some for food some for
sitting in, some for sleeping; thus is it with God's kingdom, in my father's
house are many mansions. Again, some rooms are carpeted and ornamented
with beautiful seats and tables therefore no one with dirty blankets or muddy
feet are admitted lest they should spoil them so in heaven can nothing unclean or
unholy enter for everything there is beautiful and lovely.7 1

As the following section will reveal, Maori had their own ideas about guarding against
the impure.
6711 February 1824, H Williams, 'Extracts from letters'.
68Burnett, p.113.
69 N. Easdale, Missionary and Maori: Kerikeri 1819-1860, Lincoln, 1991, p.52.
70•checks to Home Civilization', Journal of Civilization, I, (1841), p.l02.
7! 9 November 1846, Taylor, Journal, IV.
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Although primitive, the domestic interiors of early missionary houses nevertheless
answered what most Europeans would have considered the bare essentials. A division
had to be made between the living and sleeping areas and ideally cooking also took
place in a separate room rather than having to be conducted outdoors which was usually
the case due to the risk of fire. As well as these vertical divisions, horizontal
boundaries in the form of tables, chairs and walk-through doors distinguished between
above and below. Notions of decency, privacy and cleanliness were all embodied
within this basic structure.

III

Early missionaries had little real understanding of the Maori perception of the world as
\

embodied in their whare. Symbolic and behavioural boundaries also determined the
Maori traditional house-form. Missionaries did not appreciate the complexity of the
civilizing process they were trying to impose for, by this time, Europeans had largely
lost sight of the changes their own societies had been going through since the Middle
Ages.

The types of alterations to the domestic interior which missionaries sought to institute
virtually overnight had taken centuries to develop in Europe. Only in the seventeenth
century in Britain, and eighteenth century on the Continent, had rooms in houses taken
on specialist functions as the individualist ideology gained popularity.72 Other signs of
the increasing individualism had included the use of separate chairs, the growing
popularity of mirrors and portrait painting.73 Changing social standards associated with
72 See

Habermas, pp.44-45.

73Y-F. Tuan cit. R.W. Belk, 'Cultural and Historical Differences in Concepts of Self and their Effects

on Attitudes towards Having and Giving' in Kinnear, T.C. (ed), Advances in Consumer Research, XI,
Provo U.T., 1984, p.753.
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biological functions such as sex, defecation and sleeping had entailed the actual
restmcturing of personality as it altered the balance between external and selfconstraints.7 4

A story J.L. Nicholas, a travelling companion of Marsden's, related in 1817 regarding
Maori eating practices described below serves to illustrate some of the factors and
personal cost involved when social control was taken of body functions.75 Essentially
it involved a clash with two fundamental and closely related Maori concepts; tapu and
mana. When Europeans began to impose their ideas about houses and daily living
habits on the Maori, these were the two most important indigenous concepts to be
affected.

The incident happened at breakfast on board ship with a chief and two cooks. Nicholas
observed the chief, Tarra, taking his rice out of the plate with a spoon, putting the rice
into his hand from the spoon, and then into his mouth. Similarly when it came to
drinking, he poured the tea into his palm and drank from there, 'scmpulously
abstaining from touching with his lips the vessel out of which he ate and drank'. The
cook, Pomaree, on the other hand was 'handling his knife and fork with all the
dexterity of a European'.

Nicholas's reaction was to try and get Tarra to give up 'this absurd practice' but Tarra
refused 'with an air of offended consequence'. The chief explained that the other two
could eat like Europeans because they were only cooks, but that he was an ariki and
'taboo taboo'. Nicholas turned to Pomaree and made fun of him for being a cook, 'at
which his pride taking instant alarm, he ceased copying us, and began to imitate Tarra'.
In the end Pomaree 'was not invulnerable to the shafts of ridicule, and our jokes very
soon made him desist from such foolery, and go on as before.'

74See Elias, The Civilising Process.
75Nicholas, I, pp.286-7.
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When Tarra described himself as being 'taboo taboo', it seems reasonable to assume he
was giving an English translation to the Maori concept of tapu. Anything designated
tapu had to be treated with the utmost care according to prescribed rules because it was
linked to the world of the atua (gods). If these rules were broken and a god or spirit
offended, it was believed to result in trouble, sickness or deathJ6

Tarra was tapu was because he was an ariki and held great mana. An ariki commanded
much power and prestige (mana) because he belonged to a long line of first born sons
and was a headman of a tribe.7 7 Such a person of rank lived constantly under the
influence of atua, and had to guard against contact with anything in the human world
which might diminish his exalted stateJ8 In this case, it was the eating utensils and
drinking vessel which presented the danger. As they were noa (free from tapu), Tarra
had to avoid their coming into contact with his head, the most tapu part of the body.
\

For Pomaree and Tupee the cutlery did not present the same threat because they were
only cooks and did not hold the same degree of mana and personal tapu. The articles
which came into contact with their bodies did not contain the same extension of tapuJ9
In other words, Pomaree and Tupee had the option to eat with knives and forks in the
European manner. Indeed Pomaree eventually saw this activity as a source of mana
because it showed he was enlightened enough to make a choice. so

The concepts oftapu and mana were nowhere more vital than inside the Maori whare.si
Anything which might endanger the tapu of a house was kept away.sz Excrement, for
76J. Metge, The Maoris of New Zealand: Rautahi, London, 1976, pp.58-9.
77F.A. Hanson and L. Hanson, Counterpoint in Maori Culture, London, 1983, p.l4; Makereti, p.l60.
78Hanson and Hanson, p.52.
79see M. Shirres, 'Tapu', Journal of the Polynesian Society, 91 (1982), p.37.
80I am grateful to Godfrey Pohatu for reading my interpretation and clarifying this last point.
81 This was not true of temporary shelters, however. See Prickett, 'An Archaeologists Guide', pp.ll4,
119.
82 Prickett, 'Houses and House Life', p.93.
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example, was not permitted anywhere near. 83 Each cluster of houses had a latrine sited
some distance away. 84 J.S. Polack noted that very young children 'at whose tender age
nature is stronger than the inclinations of the parents would exactly wish' posed a
problem. They were turned out of the most superior houses like 'many European
families who keep their drawing-rooms tapued from the little urchins who are so
uncleanly in their habits'.85

Maori believed that cooking made things noa and Cruise noted in his journal 'they
ascribe the most fatal consequences to the act of eating in their houses'.86 All food was
stored away from the whare in a separately constructed storehouse on posts known as a
pataka. Food could be eaten outside under the whare porch which was not tapu.s7
Only those unfavoured members of society such as cooks, who were not uneasy about
their tapu, could use the pataka as a sleeping place. ss

\

As the archaeologist, Nigel Prickett, found in his study of Maori dwellings, the tapu of
the house was indistinguishable from the tapu of the owner. 89 This meant that some
houses held greater mana than others. The larger houses of chiefs reflected the chiefs
status and wider group pride as only they commanded the resources necessary for the
erection of carved dwellings. Such important houses were usually named and might be
personified in their own right, the rafters for example, representing the ribs of a human.
The carvings inside were predominantly representations of ancestors and not just
regarded as images of the mythical or dead but as the very people themselves. The
whole house would therefore 'be an integrated symbol of person and power'.90

83Hanson and Hanson, p.78.
84 Salmond, Two Worlds, pp.I66, 419.
85Polack, II, p.32.
86 Cruise, p.l28
87 Prickett, 'Houses and House Life', p.92.
88 Prickett, 'Houses and House Life', p.42.
89Prickett, 'An Archaeologist's Guide', p.l20.
90 Ibid.
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The social organization within the permanent whare was also complex, contrary to
popular European opinion. Information is so scarce as to make it impossible to know
what was in general practice. Maori of all regions did share a fundamentally similar
world view, however, and Prickett offers some indications as to behaviour in traditional
wharepuni or chiefs houses which functioned in addition as places of assembly and
accommodation for visitors. 91 Far from simply crowding in, no one was allowed to
rest in the central passage from the hearth to the door, and the space immediately to the
right of the door was the most honoured position where a guest would be placed. The
area towards the front was for the more senior. Men slept with their heads to the wall
so keepingtheir most tapu parts out of harm's way. Women, who were regarded as
unclean, slept in the space between the men's feet and middle area behind the hearth. 92

The Maori concept of self was essentially group based, their sense of identity and mana
ascribed to them at birth in relation to the rest of the tribe and whakapapa and directly
\

influenced by their actions.93 There were few differences in the number of possessions
owned by individuals and such prized pieces as greenstone mere had group ownership
and significance. The stable social hierarchy meant that Maori of all ranks could live in
close proximity with one another without fear of diminishing authority of prestige. 94

Rather than simply being a matter of introducing a few new ideas, the civilizing process
involved profound mental and social adjustment for Maori. Even bringing into use a
custom as seemingly superficial as eating with a knife and fork, disrupted two of the
most fundamental concepts around which Maori organized their daily existence. As
Pierre Bourdieu argues the reformation of personal habits is one of the most
fundamental ways in which a culture inculcates its moral, metaphysical, and political
scheme of things.95
9! Prickett, 'An Archaeologist's Guide', pp.l40-l.
92 Ibid.
93Belk, pp. 754, 758.
9 4 Prickett, 'An Archaeologist's Guide', p.l38.
95Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, pp.94-95; P. Stallybrass and A. White, Politics and
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IV
Just what difference the European presence had made to savage Maori existence over
the previous decades became subject to public debate during the late 1830s and 1840s
as the issue arose of organized colonisation and humanitarians sought to protect Maori
from the worst effects of uncontrolled European contact. The majority of whare in fact
remained unaltered but evidence of 'improvements' made to Maori domestic interiors by
whalers was used to win support for increasing the general European population. A
handful of exceptional homes inhabited by Christian chiefs suggested just how much
could be achieved. In effect, the state of Maori domestic interiors became part of a
defence for civilization itself and justification for further official British intervention.

E. Jerningham Wakefield, who, like his father Edward Gibbon, promoted the concept
of colonisation as an extension of civilised society rather than just a means of ridding
\

Britain of paupers, once again emphasized the wretched living conditions of Maori in
their natural state in his book Adventure in New Zealand from 1839 to 1844.
Wakefield described in emotive, humanitarian, narrative form how 'Crowded together,
as the natives were, in small, filthy, and unwholesome huts, we found that the animal
heat, unpurified by ventilation, forced them to sleep quite naked, and that both sexes
and all ages lay thus huddled together, like dormice in a nest.' 96 He declared, 'Without
a great reform in this particular no one, however well-disposed to do so, could hope to
effect a change in their morals, or to raise them up to the level of white people.'97

Wakefield argued that the whalers and sealers rather than the missionaries had
inadvertently been the first civilizers in New Zealand. 98 At the same time as they

Poetics a/Transgression, London, 1986, p.88.
96E.J. Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand from 1839 to 1844, [1845] Auckland, 1971, I, pp.41-42.
For a discussion of this literary genre see T.W. Laquer, 'Bodies, Details, and the Humanitarian
Narrative' in Hunt, L. (ed), The New Cultural History, Berkeley/Los Angeles, 1989.
97Wakefield, I, p.42.
98Wakefield, II, pp.432-3. Wakefield considered Marsden's expedition in 1814 an exception.
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introduced many of 'the vices of the refuse of civilization', notably drinking and
whoring, 'they taught them [Maori] many of the wants and luxuries of civilized life,
and supplied those wants as they arose. They taught them to appreciate the comforts of
cleanliness, of good houses, food, and clothing; they held out to their emulation the
industry, the perseverance, and the energy of the White man. '99

A description Wakefield gave of a typical whaler's house is worth quoting at length
since he mentioned most of what is known about the nature of their homes:
A whaler's house is generally built by the natives. It is either entirely composed
of teeds and rushes woven over a wooden frame, -or else the walls consist of a
wattled hurdle made of supple-jack (kareau) covered inside and out with clay,
and the roof is thatched. A large chimney nearly fills one end of the house; and
generally swarms with natives, iron pots and kettles, favourite dogs, and joints
of the whale's backbone, which serve as stools ...Bunks with neat curtains line
the greater part of the sides of the house. A large deal table and two long
benches stand in the middle of the hard earthen floor. The rafters support spare
coils of rope, oars, masts and sails, lances, spades and harpoons, and a tin oillamp carefully burnished. Two square holes in the wall serve as windows, with
wooden shutters for the night. The harness-cask (for salt meat), flour keg, and
water-butt, stand on one side, and a neat dresser, shining with bright tin dishes
and a few glasses and articles of crockery, on the other side of the door .... The
great cleanliness and neatness which prevail in the house, and in the dress of the
native women and their children, reminds one of a Dutch coaster; this is
evidently a point on which the whaler is exceedingly particular.10o

\

Early whalers' houses comprised one room and often adapted Maori methods of
construction. 101 Dicky Barrett's house was considered 'a very superior edifice'
compared to most, being built of sawn timber and floored and lined inside.ro2 The main
features in which they differed were their greater height, windows, a door a person
could walk through and the presence of at least a little makeshift furniture. 103 Wakefield
referred to the novel use of whale vertebrae as stools while J.F.H. Wohlers mentioned
how typically in the deep south 'I found a clean seat, not perhaps on a chair - chairs and
tables were rare articles at that time in this part of the world -but on a seaman's chest,
99 Ibid.

IOOwakefield, I, pp.330-l.
IOlMorton, pp.253-4.

I02Wakefield, I, p.44.
103 Morton, p.253.
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drawn for me to the fire.' 104 Most of all, it was the superior cleanliness of whalers'
houses which commentators emphasized as this also set their abodes apart from those
of other pre-1840 settlers or 'Pakeha Maori' of dubious character, such as sawyers. lOs

The sailors quickly trained their Maori wives to keep themselves groomed in the
European fashion and their houses looking 'ship-shape'.t06 The 'neat curtains', 'coils
of rope', highly polished surfaces of the 'carefully burnished' tin oil-lamp and 'neat
dresser shining bright with tin dishes' found in the typical whaler's house gave a visual
order and brightness to the interior which defied wild nature outside. Wakefield
considered that the Maori wives in turn assisted in civilizing their own countrymen by
setting a fine example. to?

The hospitable atmosphere of whalers' homes was also counted as a virtue, a
characteristic they shared with Maori. Although European seamen were known to have
\

taken advantage of Maori beliefs regarding food in the whare and suspended a dead
pigeon or piece of pork from the roof whenever they wanted to be alone, whalers, like
Maori, tended to find comfort in company rather than privacy.tos 'A stranger was
always welcome to a share of the meal, a drop of grog, and a seat on a stool, made of a
whale's vertebra, in the ample chimney-comer' in a whaler's home. 109 Similarly
Dieffenbach noted of Maori in 1842, 'The tribes more removed from intercourse with
Europeans are hospitable, and this cardinal virtue was one common to all. In the
interior a stranger whether European or native, is always received with welcome'. 110
104J.F.H.Wohlers, 'On the Conversion and Civilization of the Maoris in the South of New Zealand',
Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, XIV (1881), p.127.
105Morton, pp.218, 253.
106Morton, p.218; Wakefield, I, p.324-5.
107Ibid.
108cruise, p.129.
109Wakefield, I, p.50.
IIODieffenbach, Travels in New Zealand cit. Howe, p.9. Richard Taylor tells a story which provides
further insight into the different attitudes towards hospitality between Maori and missionary. He wrote,
'when I told him [Te Heuheu] I must return this evening to Tokan he said he could not hear of it that
we had not slept together, which I suppose was the greatest token of friendship he could show me, this
being the token Te Kuru gave E.J. Wakefield of his friendship, of which that gentleman boasted to me,
saying they both had slept beneath the same blanket. I told him I was quite satisfied with the assurance
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Missionaries, on the other hand, were more selective about who and how they admitted
visitors into their homes. 111 Augustus Earle considered that while missionary houses at
Kerikeri in 1827 might have been 'all cleanliness and comfort', they could also be
found 'all order, silence, and unsociability'.II2 Wakefield wrote:
Although they [missionaries] professed such warm philanthropy towards the
natives, they carried this philanthropy into their social relations with them to a
far less degree than the unassuming colonists. The principal teachers under the
missionaries are generally their house-servants at the same time; black their
shoes, clean their windows, make their beds, groom their horses, and cook
their dinner. The missionaries do not admit their most industrious pupils, or the
proteges to whom they are most attached, to dine with them at the table, or to
walk when they like into their sitting-room, and hold converse on terms of
equality and mutual farniliarity.m

By their own admission, missionaries very rarely invited Maori to dine at the same table
and even then, they were likely to be a source of entertainment, never quite attaining the
\

essential and unchanging civilization of the European. 114 William Cotton for example,
related the tale of a visit from Edward Patuone in 1842: 'He is one of the few Rangitiras
who are admitted to the honor of entering our dining room. He sat on a chair just like a
gentleman, and was served with some kaikai.. .a basin of this soupe a la Maori was
served up to him with a desert spoon in it, when he much amused us by remarking that
the spoon 'was somewhat of the largest'. I immediately sent and brought him three to
choose from.' 11 5

of his friendship without having this further proof.' 3 July, 1846, Taylor, Journal, IV.
!IlSee Wilson, pp.98ff on the different attitudes toward hospitality between 'public' and 'private'
societies.
ll2Earle, p.38.
113Wakefield, II, p.455.
114For example see C. Heaphy, Narrative of a Residence in Various Parts of New Zealand, London,
1842, pp.50-55. The Reminiscences of Elizabeth Holman contain a story which tell of a similar
inequality between a trader called Holman and the elderly principal chief in the Bay oflslands. 'One day
the old fellow came into Mr Holman's tent while he was taking his dinner & he smelt badly of dried
sharks so Mr H said to him no gentleman comes into another ones house while taking his meals unless
he is asked. He got up in a most dignified manner and left the tent without a word some little time
after this Mr H has occasion to see Mr Pee and went to his settlement and walked into his house old
Pee very quietly got up put his hand on Mr Holman's shoulder saying no gentleman walks into another
house without being asked.' E.A. Holman, 'Mrs Holmans Reminiscences', 1897, MS 146, AIM.
1156 September 1842, W. Cotton, Journal, qMS 1841-1848, ATL.
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Opinions of missionaries tended to be biased on account of the church opposition to
organized colonisation but Bishop Selwyn agreed that changes to whare before 1840
revealed more influence of whalers and sealers than missionaries and the findings of
modern scholarship confirms this. 116 A recent analysis of written descriptions of whare
dating from the 1820s and 1830s indicates that there had been no change in half the
examples.m There was, however, a gradual trend emerging towards adopting some
features of the European house, especially in those coastal regions of the South Island
where Maori had experienced significant contact with seafarers even before 1800.

E. Shortland wrote ofwhare at Waikouaiti on the Otago coast c.1844:

\

Their houses were built in a different fashion from those in the Northern Island.
They were more lofty, and had a door opening with a wooden hinge, not sliding
forward and back in a groove like the lid of a box, as is there common. They
were furnished also with a window, fire-place, and chimney, and generally bedplaces, built like a stage, about ten inches from the ground. These peculiarities
were probably borrowed from the whaler's huts, to which they bore a general
resemblance. liS

Charles Heaphy even noted similarities with a whaling station at a pa on the West Coast
of the South Island in 1846 where there had been no whaling operations. 11 9

In the North Island, Richard Taylor also implied a connection between the influence of

seafarers and emergence of a superior form of whare when he described a typical
ferryman's house to be found on any waterway where a ferry had been established by
the Government and maintained by Maori.
It is more comfortable than the generality of native houses and is a step towards
a better kind of erection. It is neatly built of Toi toi stalks .... The interior is
divided into two rooms by a reed partition. The first room has a door made of
adzed blanks sufficiently high to allow of walking in which is not the case in the
116G. Selwyn cit. Morton, p.218.
117Martin, p.49.
liSE. Shortland, The Southern Districts of New Zealand, [1851] Christchurch, 1974, p.116-7.
119Cit. Morton, p.254.
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usual Maori house which must be entered on all fours. The room is lighted by a
small square opening which at night is closed by a sliding panel. There is also a
chimney, an European luxury, but the smoke seemed determined to adhere to
the native fashion and refused to make use of it as a means of exit. I preferred
having the fire made in the middle of the room which was much more tolerable.
The furniture consisted of a table and two forms also made of adzed planks ...
The inner room had two raised bunks as sleeping places with a passage
between. These were covered with dried flag leaves and a wirey plant which is
very elastic (tara kupenga) and over this a neat mat made of the leaf of the ti tree
(ti dracedra) was thrown which made it quite a comfortable bed place. This also
had a sliding pannel [sic] as a window.12o

While throughout the nineteenth century, the height of the door, matched by an increase
in size of the whare itself, might almost be taken as an index of European influence
generally, bunks were a distinctive form of bed built against a wall, used on American
whale ships. 12I

The most spectacular changes, however, or certainly those which received the most
public attention, were those to be found at Otaki, the district where missionary,
\

Octavius Hadfield was based from 1839. Hadfield evidently maintained a rare
, · appreciation of the importance of understanding Maori habits and customs when
endeavouring to bring about religious conversion and recognized some of the
conflicting motivations and complexity of meaning behind the whole civilizing process.
As he wrote to the CMS headquarters in London:
Persons at home are apt to connect in their ideas civilization with the reception
of christianity; and can scarcely form a conception of a real conversion without
assuming as an axiom that the persons so converted must immediately become
neat, cleanly etc. and they consequently question the reality of the conversion,
when these results are not found. But this is an unwarranted assumption to
which the civilized mind is led without ground or even proof that such a result is
even to be looked for or expected as an immediate fruit of the reception of the
gospel. On the contrary, the scriptural view of the effect of conversion, and that
which agrees with what I practically witness, appears to me at least to be a
deadness to worldly things, and a carelessness about the things of the body . 122

1204 August 1851, Taylor, Journal, VII.
121 Prickett, 'Houses and House Life', p.87; Morton, p.254 ; Wakefield, I, p.330.
122Hadfield to CMS, 8 October 1841, Letters to Christian Missionary Society, 1838-1868, APL.
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Tamihana Te Rauparaha, son of Rauparaha of the Ngati Raukawa, or Thompson as he
became known to the Pakeha, was advertised in particular as one of the most promising
converts of his generation living in the region. In striking contrast to his father who
had 'all the vices and qualities which belong to a savage', Thompson was heralded in
the NZ Spectator and Cook Strait Guardian in 1847 as an individual who 'has profited
by the lessons and examples of civilisation'.I23

Thompson built himself a three or four roomed weatherboard house 'very neatly
finished by an English carpenter' which measured about 33 by 18 feet with a
verandah. 124 The interior combined both European and Maori features. It had wooden
floors, doors and glazed windows and European furniture. 125 In 1854 in one of the
rooms 'there hung a portrait of Rauparaha, and another of the great Duke of
Wellington'. 126 The walls and ceiling were ornamented in Maori style, 'the supports
being broad totara posts painted in native patterns white and red: the intervals between
\

the posts are panelled with white and black lattice work very pretty the ceiling being
also painted and finished with reeds'. The lower section of the two centre supports
inside (and posts along the verandah) were 'carved in the grotesque figure of a
native'. 127 All in all Judge H.S. Chapman considered the house 'one of the prettiest
things I ever saw' .12s

Thompson and his wife Ruta led an exemplary life, not only dressing as gentle persons,
but also conducting themselves as such. McKillop described how Thompson 'always
l23Nz Spectator and Cook's Strait Guardian, 17 February 1847. Te Rauparaha was particularly well
known for his part in the Wairau Massacre in 1843 which seriously shook the confidence of Europeans
in New Zealand at the time. Rather ironically he had been charged a week before the massacre with the
destruction of a hastily built hut, termed a 'house' as an excuse to issue a warrant. SeeP. Burns, Te
Rauparaha: A New Perspective, Reed, 1980, p.240.
124H.S. Chapman described it as having 'four good rooms' whereas R. Taylor wrote that it was divided
into three. Chapman to his father, 29 November 1848, H.S. Chapman Papers, 1843-1929, MS Papers
53 (micro), ATL; December 1848, Taylor, Journal, V.
125McKillop, p.260.
126A.S. Thomson, The Story of New Zealand, London, II, 1902, p.183.
127December 1848, Taylor, Journal, V.
128Chapman to father, 29 November 1848, Chapman Papers.
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uses at his meals plates and knives and forks: the table is covered with a white
tablecloth; and both he and his wife sit at the table in the European manner on chairs'.I29
The Wanganui missionary, Richard Taylor, was likewise impressed by Thompson's
ability to take 'a seat on the sofa as though he was quite at his ease'.I30 He noted,
presumably as another point to her credit and seemingly unaware of his own invasion
of her privacy, how Rupa was embarrassed when he inspected her bedroom. In fact
Taylor found more refinement in their manners than ordinarily found amongst his own
countrymen. 131 He added, 'They have been honoured by the company of Governors,
Captains, Judges and all the great men of the colony'.132

According to Judge H.S. Chapman, the Ngati Raukawa were 'undoubtedly the most
civilised of the New Zealanders'.l33 Thompson's cousin, Martin (Matene te Whiwhi)
had a house 'though far less pretending than the other was still a picture of neatness and
cleanliness'. 134 The chief, Te Puni, also built himself a European-style house at Pitone
Pa. In 1858 he held a celebrated party there. A select group consisting mainly of the
Captain and cabin passengers of the 'Oliver Lang', dined in a room where 'the table
was covered, and the walls hung, with kaitaka mats of the finest description. The room
is furnished with sofa, chairs and table: the windows hung with lace-work curtains; an
excellent portrait of the chief, by Mr Barraud of Wellington, and an American clock,
ornament the walls; the wine was in decanters: the candlesticks, ornamented with paper
frills, alternating with bouquets of flowers in vases.' 135

It was in the interests of the development of New Zealand as a British colony that by

c.1840, all Maori were seen to be at least in some measure civilized and emigration
agents promoted the idea that this was indeed the case. George Fife Angas used
12\JMcKillop, p.261.
1304 October 1844, Taylor, Journal, III.
131December 1848,Taylor, Journal, V.
132 Ibid.
133Chapman to father, 29 November 1848, Chapman Papers.
134December 1848, Taylor, Journal, V.
135Nz Spectator, 22 September 1858; Lyttelton Times (L T), 6 October 1858.
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paintings of Maori executed by his son, G. French Angas, when lecturing in English
counties on the advantages of immigrating. 136 These paintings, while providing an
important advance in the amount of factual information available on Maori culture,
tended to present the natives in picturesque terms. One painting, published as an
engraving, revealed the interior of a whare at Rangihaeata's pa at Porirua (plate 1).
Two women are shown busily engaged in the female pursuit of making flax garments.
Articles are neatly suspended from the rafters and the smoke rising the small fire
disappears unnoticed in the clean, ordered environment. A second painting showing
two unoccupied females squatting together inside a whare at Queen Charlotte Sound,
was not published until relatively recently (plate 2).137

Europeans in the 1840s, like the earliest explorers, continued to take those Maori they
encountered in the coastal regions as typical of the whole country. Maori living in areas
where they had been in longest contact with Europeans, had begun to accommodate and
adapt to demands brought by Europeans and this process was interpreted by Europeans
as representing the first steps in their civilization.t3s Thompson and Te Puni had
evidently been totally reclaimed from the habits and practices of savage life. They
recognized the advantages that would accrue to them by becoming Europeanized and
had achieved that condition of social order and level of refinement which defined the
common usage of the term 'civilization'. In other areas of New Zealand, however,
whare remained unchanged, in retrospect, a sure sign of the basic continuity of Maori
culture up until the middle of the nineteenth century.

136Smith, p.302.
137G.C. Petersen and S.M. Mead, Portraits of the New Zealand Maori Painted in 1844 by George
French Angas, Wellington, 1972, p.9.
l38See J.M.R. Owens, 'New Zealand before Annexation' in The Oxford Histo;y of New Zealand, p.28.
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PART TWO

The Measure of Progress c.1840-1865

Part Two focuses on the economic and social value Europeans placed on the house and
household chattels during a period when 'civilization', or that which had come to
represent the self-consciousness of the West, was closely aligned to material progress.
Although a new theory of socio-cultural evolutionism would emerge by the mid-1860s,
c.l840 when the social policies for Britain's newest colony were being formulated and
British citizens began making the momentous decision to sail to the other end of the
earth to live, material and spiritual progress were essentially seen as opposite sides of
the same coin and the family formed the basic economic and social unit. 1

\

The following section explains why the image of living in a European-style house of
one's own in New Zealand represented a vision of material prosperity and happy
domesticity. Section Two contrasts settler dreams with the reality of most first homes
in New Zealand during the early colonial period. Section Three reveals how the desire
for comfort, security and success among individual settlers, particularly women, soon
gave rise to the type of competitive relationships and attitudes with regard to the house
and chattels which many had wanted to escape. Section Four assesses the pattern of
progress around the country, updating changes to Maori domestic interiors to the later
period of the New Zealand wars. In the process, it notes the different social meanings
Maori attached to European-style houses and household objects, exposing a
contributing factor to the breakdown in race relations and new European designation of
Maori as second-class citizens.

1Stocking,

Victorian Anthropology, p.220.
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By the mid-nineteenth century in England, the middle-class family in particular had
come to represent the best of British material, social and religious values. To be
middle-class required a material base of about £300 per annum which enabled the
employment of one or two domestic servants. 2 The possibilities open to any individual
in their lives were limited by family status, those with landed property being at the top
of the hierarchy. 3 The entrepreneurial ideal of free trade and individual competition had
become the dominant ideology during the industrial revolution, and men who worked
hard enough were able to enlarge greatly their sphere of independent agency. 4 The
family, nevertheless, remained central as a vital source of business capital, personnel,
social contract and reputation. 5

The qualities of self-denial, industry, continence and foresight which characterized the
\

middle-class family were also widely regarded as the means of individual upward
mobility and the mechanism of social progress. 6 The monogamous middle-class
marriage spoke of the same sort of rigorous self-discipline and suppression of opposing
instinctual tendencies as did the ability to suppress the desire to spend all one earned
with no thought for the future.7 Those of the working-class who learnt the 'lesson of
self-denial' and gained respectability might also enjoy the fruits of unprecedented
progress in civilization whereas those who simply indulged their appetites were, in
effect, choosing to be poor. 8

2S.

D'Cruze, 'Women and the Family' in J. Purvis (ed), Women's History Britain, 1850-1945, London,
1995, p.54.
3Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, p.209.
4Stocking, p.212.
5Purvis, p.53.
6Stocking, p.217.
7 Stocking, p.216.
8stocking, p.2!7.
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Yet, while the might and refinement of Britain appeared to have advanced enormously
over the previous decades as mechanized industry made vast quantities of goods
available to more people at a lower price and the network of railroads diminished what
remained of 'traditional England' in relation to 'industrial England', all the negative side
of industrialization was also coming to the fore and Britain did not necessarily seem
such a perfect place to live. 9 Friederich Engels' critique and Edwin Chadwick's Report
on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of 1842 drew attention to the
poor living conditions of the British working-class.JO Dickens described slums in
London which he imagined would have shocked even the South Sea savages. II
Individuals higher up the social scale but tightly enmeshed within society felt alienated
from themselves. 12 Society came to seem quite unnatural and nature was seen more and
more as the symbol of everything good, normal and healthy.l3

The romantic ideal of private family life evolved in this context to represent the
antithesis of the capitalist public sphere. 14 Home was ideologically stmctured as a place
where the 'natural female' nurturing values predominated as opposed to the aggressive
and competitive ways of men. 15 A woman's presence was especially important as an
influence for the good. The middle-class family household had become a moral refuge
from the harsh market forces of competitive individualism.

With these views in mind, new missionary arrivals to New Zealand from England
supported moves to actively institute a model of family life for Maori which would both
ensure their material prosperity and personal happiness. As John Morgan who ran the

9Stocking, pp.3-5.
10 Burnett, p.41; F. Engels, The Condition of the Working-Class in England: From Personal
Observation and Authentic Sources, Moscow, 1973.
11 Dickens cit. U.C. Knoeptlamacher and G.B. Tennyson (eds), Nature and the Victorian Imagination,
London, 1977, p.36.
12N. Elias, The Society of Individuals, Oxford/Cambridge Mass., 1991, p.l26.
13EJias, Society of Individuals, p.l27.
14Purvis, pp.53-54.
15For an analysis of the historical specificity of this concept of female nature seeM. Poovey, Uneven
Developments: The Ideological Work of Gender in Mid- Victorian England, London, 1989.
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CMS mission at Otawaho with his wife from 1841-1863 maintained, missionaries
could not claim to have made 'any great or permanent advancement in civilization' until
Maori had been settled into villages of neat weatherboard houses. Only by living in the
comfort of European-style houses could Maori be expected 'to adopt the British idea of
the family unit, with the lower middle-class values of industry, thrift and Christian
respectability'. 16 Thomas Chapman heard some advocate that missionary homes should
be positioned inside pas instead of perhaps five minutes walk away, presumably so that
they could prove more of an inspiration. 17 Thomas Grace and his wife, at their mission
in Turanga, included one or two Maori chiefs or teachers at their table almost constantly
and promised to give furniture and domestic utensils to the first two to build themselves
English cottages. Is

Government officials promoted a similar basis for the amalgamation of Maori and the
settler community. George Grey, Governor of New Zealand between 1845-53, created
\

or supported schools which had the aim of altering Maori social institutions by forming
'a taste for the diet, clothing, comforts, and habits of the Europeans'. 19 Grey tended to
see Maori customs and beliefs as part of a negative system of savagery which rendered
them incapable of raising themselves to true civilization and Christianity without
European help.zo Throughout the period 1840-1860, the state most consistently
pursued this policy which James Belich calls 'soft-conversion' in contrast to the 'hard
conversion' of land confiscations and war to which New Zealand historians have
tended to pay more attention.2I

16J. Morgan cit. K.R. Howe, 'Missionaries, Maoris and "Civilization" in the Upper Waikato, 18331863', MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1970, p.73.
17 December 1850, T. Chapman, Journal, II, MS 56, AIM.
lST.S. Grace to H. Venn, 2 December 1850 in S.J. Britten and A.V. Grace, A Pioneer Missionary
among the Maoris, 1850-1879, Being Letters and Journals of Thomas Samuel Grace, Palmerston
North, [1928], p.13.
l9T.H. Beaglehole, 'Maori Schools, 1816-1880', MA thesis, Victoria University College, 1955, p.66.
20Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, pp.104-5.
2tc. Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi, Wellington, 1987, p.2; Belich, Making Peoples, p.193. J.
Binney, J. Bassett and E. Olssen in The People and the Land, Wellington, 1993 concentrate on the
Maori and Pakeha relationship with the land, which is particularly topical given the current Waitangi
Tribunal claims.
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A portrait by Joseph Merrett, who worked under the patronage of the Governor during
the mid-1840s, powerfully portrays this assimilationist policy with regard to family life
(plate 3). Rakapa Ngawai, second wife of Pakeha storekeeper John Edwards, is
depicted with her two children inside their home at Otawhao (Te Awamutu).22 The
Edwards had been married by John Morgan in 1850 and details ofRakapa's domestic
interior tell as much of her conversion to European civilization as her clothes and pose.
The respectable weatherboard house has a wooden floor and full-sized door. The table
to one side also serves as an attribute, suggestive of a simple but well-ordered existence
inside her own little home.

A similar picture of financial improvement and domestic happiness encouraged
Europeans to immigrate and improve their living conditions. In stark contrast to the
rural poverty and housing shortages of overcrowded towns and cities in Britain, the
general image promoted of New Zealand in nineteenth century books and emigration
\

handbooks was one of natural beauty and promise for those prepared to work. Reports
Tho Needlewoman at Rome and Abroad.

AT HOM«. '
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Figure 2
of a mild climate encouraged hopes for a healthy outdoor lifestyle as opposed to being
closeted inside all day because of the cold. 23 A house of one's own, nevertheless,
formed a crucial part of the bounty the country offered.
22R. Blackley, 'The Portraits of Joseph Merrett', Art New Zealand, 56 (1990), pp.84-85.
23 According to a rum our on the board the Moo !tan which sailed into Port Chalmers on Christmas Day,
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Miles Fairburn, in his book The Ideal Society and Its Enemies, has demonstrated how
home-ownership was most often stated in advice manuals as the goal for manual
workers. 24 He cites examples from mid-to-late nineteenth century advice books such as
that by James Buller who wrote, 'Some portions of the country are heavily timbered:
these are best for the poor, hard-working man, who dint of his own labour will, in a
few years, make a smiling homestead out of his acres of bush'.25 W.E. McAdams,
targeting the single women in his audience at a lecture addressed to the working-classes
in 1873, may also be included:
In Christchurch a girl of 20 or 23 can earn from £30 to £40 a year, and a
comfortable home, with no oppressively hard work, and if she be well
conducted and of decent appearance she is sure to get a husband, who can keep
a house over her head. For such persons New Zealand is a paradise ... Any well
behaved young woman who now earns £16 in England, would find in new
Zealand a much happier home. 26

\

The word 'Home' in these publications was sometimes used as a synonym for an
'independency' or competency. 27 That is, it implied a degree of freedom gained
through hard work and having productive capital. Most of the population in Britain,
except for the privileged few who had inherited properties, lived in rental
accommodation.28 The working-class paid an average of 16 per cent of their wages on
rent, about twice the proportion spent by the rniddle-classes. 29 Acquiring their own
house meant people could look forward to a brighter future for themselves and their
children. As an 'Old Colonist' recalled in 1872, 'When we left the old country, where
we had witnessed much pauperism, we fondly dreamed that by coming out to these far

immemorial. Gentlemen of position had slept with their families in the open with impunity and
pleasure.' Otago Daily Times and Otago Witness Jubilee Supplement, 1898, p.17.
24M. Fairburn, The Ideal Society and Its Enemies, Auckland, 1989, pp.42-44.
25 Ibid.
26W.E. McAdams, A Lecture on the Colony of New Zealand, Addressed to the Working Classes,
London, 1873, p.17.
27Fairburn, p.43. See also A. Rapaport, House, Form and Culture, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1969,
p.134.
28Davidoff, p.85.
29Burnett, p.96.
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ends of the earth we had left that great evil behind us, and that here we should be
enabled to provide, not only for ourselves as parents, but also for our children, and in
due time to place them in tolerably comfortable circumstances on homesteads of their
own.' 30

Robert Pemberton's The Happy Colony published in 1854 provides a rare insight into
the interior of a working-class dream house at mid-century. Pemberton wrote of the
homes to be established in the New Plymouth area by the 'Workmen of Great Britain':

\

homes ... will be large, spacious, well ventilated, and well fitted up with every
convenience for health and comfort .... Every house will be amply furnished
with cupboards and wardrobes, placed against dry walls, and with baths and
water-closets (and these might be made of gold, for aught it is worth, as that
great philosopher, Sir Thomas More observed, to show his just contempt of the
false estimation of that metal). All the houses will be substantially furnished,
and the furniture will be attached to the house, as the saying is, for ever; and
altho' the inmates may change their dwellings, or die, the furniture will
considered as part of the house, and always ready for any new occupant. As
regards the bedding, that will be composed of mattresses - not those hard flock
mattresses of the English, but those beautiful wool mattresses that the French
make, and which are fresh carded every year.3I

The passage reads like a description of everything the typical British working-class
home was not and was never likely to be because tenants could not afford to pay
landlords higher rents. Small, overcrowded, badly ventilated, damp, lacking in
amenities like water and sanitation - the thought of not having to enter by a dingy
communal hall and stairway or to share a neglected privy probably would have put a
smile on anyone's face.

The emphasis placed on comfortable and ample furnishings was also understandable
given the disadvantages brought about by the British leasing system. Unfurnished
tenancies of three, five or seven years left occupants to renovate and decorate rooms
themselves.32 A 'furnished' labourer's dwelling in London for much of the nineteenth
30Nelson Examiner and NZ Chronicle, 13 April 1872. See also Thomson, II, p.313.
31R. Pemberton, The Happy Colony, London, 1854, pp.204-5.
32Davidoff, p.85.
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century lacked any decoration and contained only a few broken sticks.33 If a tenant
failed to pay his or her rent even a day after it was due, a landlord or bailiff was entitled
to enter the property and draw up an inventory of goods which might be sold to cover
the arrears and expenses incurred. 34

One particular item of furniture, the bed, had always featured large in the popular vision
of luxury since the Italian Renaissance. 35 During that time the houses of mistresses had
begun to be viewed as models in home fumishing.36 By the nineteenth century, good
bedding, hung out to dry for anyone to see, also bore connotations of respectability and
French-made goods such as wool mattresses were associated with comfort and ease.37

Pemberton's comment that the taps could be made of gold but nobody would care
represented part of a more general dismissal along utilitarian lines of customs and
traditions that had nothing but tradition to justify their existence. In contrast to Great
\

Britain where 'The Kingdom of Mammon is Wealth, and the last refuge of feudalism
and tyranny', Pemberton envisaged a country where 'The Kingdom of God is
Labour'. 38 That is, hard work would be properly rewarded. The proper standard of
law and morality would depend on the greatest happiness of the greatest number and a
good bed was a joy to all.

For those emigrants who already had money to pick and choose, the arcadian or utopian
propaganda circulated about New Zealand also appealed to a need, not so much for a
higher standard of living as for a greater quality of life. Jane Maria Richmond wrote,
'Emigrating with a capital like ours we can take every comfort with us and need work

33A.S. Wohl, 'The Housing of the Working Classes in London 1815-1914' in S.D. Chapman (ed), The
History of Working Class Housing, Devon, 1971, p.21.
34M.J. Daunton, House and Home in the Victorian City: Working Class Housing 1850-1914, London,
1983, p.150.
3Sw. Sombart, Luxury and Capitalism, [1913] Michigan, 1967, pp.l02-4.
36Ibid.
37Burnett, p.174.
38Cit. E.H. McCormick, 'The Happy Colony', Landfall, IX, 4 (1955), p.315.
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no harder than we like, we must of course expect to live in a rougher plainer style than
we do here'. 39 She wanted instead 'to be where my brothers are influential men where
there is ample scope for activity of mind and body, and the employment of their capital
in safety, where they will be wealthy eno' to feel that they can marry without the least
impudence the moment they set foot in the settlement if they so desire, and last but not
least there is every hope of their being healthier.'4o

Members of the British middle-class wanted to be freed from status anxiety and to feel
that their lives and possessions were safe and secure. 41 Images of abundant nature and
tales of the simple life style in New Zealand appealed to those romantics who wanted to
step back in time and recapture some of the advantages of 'Old England' during preindustrial times. 42 They were prepared to go backwards as far as the grandeur of their
homes was concerned. 'Uncle John' advised in his Hints to Colonists that the new
colonist had (or at least should have): 'left an old country for a new. He does not
\

expect to find here the combined advantages of both. There were houses, furniture,
· neighbours, social institutions ... and a vast variety of conveniences and comforts which
an old settler almost forgets. England was once a new country, and her present state of
maturity is the growth of ages. The colonist leaves home to aid in making another
England. '43

The type of house which many residing in the middle of London or northern cities
might have dreamt about as a dwelling place was the picturesque cottage they read about
time and again in nineteenth century literature with its connotations of peace and
tranquillity, innocence and love. According to the nineteenth century French novelist
Georges Sand, everyone can be divided into two types, those whose ideal house is a

39Jane Maria Richmond to Margaret Taylor, 21 June 1850 in G.H. Scholefield (ed), The RichmondAtkinson Papers, Wellington, 1960, I, p.61.
40 Ibid.
41Fairburn, p.63.
42see R. Williams, The Country and the Town, London, 1973, pp.9-12.
43Uncle John, Hints to Colonists, Auckland, 1859, p.17.
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cottage and those whose ideal is a castle. 44 The image of a rose-covered cottage
conjured up a whole way of life and specified a certain kind of honest livelihood, loving
and virtuous spouse and happy domestic arrangement freed from a society driven by
commercial values. 45 As Coleridge envisaged in his poem, The Eolian Harp:
My pensive Sara! thy soft cheek reclined
Thus on mine arm, most soothing sweet it is
To sit beside our cot, our cot o'ergrown
With white-flowered jasrnin, and the broad-leaved myrtle,
(Meet emblems they of Innocence and Love!)46

T.A. Bowden and his partner certainly had an ambition when they emigrated to Nelson
in 1855 to live together "'In a cottage in a Wood, Rosa, ever fair and good" etc'.47
Charles Hursthouse (a relation of Maria Richmond's) may well have encouraged others
when he advised 'persons of delicate health ... go to the settlements of New Plymouth or
Nelson ... purchase a few acres in some sheltered dell or valley near the sea; have a
snug, thatched, rose-covered cottage.' 48 One can only speculate whether M. Hirst in
\

1854 or K. Bathgate in 1876 imagined themselves as the ideal woman, Esther
Summerson, living in a pretty cottage, as they read Bleak House on the voyage out to
New Zealand. 49

The European-style house featured large in the minds of those with a vision of New
Zealand as a British colony. It represented, for everyone, an economic base for a better
future. For some, if not for many, it also held the promise of a happy family life, at
one with unspoilt nature and freed from the pressures of highly-industrialized society.

44 See G.H. Ford, 'Felicious Space' in Knoepflamacher and Tennyson, p.30.
45see G. McCracken, Culture and Consumption: New Approaches to the Symbolic Character of
Consumer Goods and Activities, Bloomington, 1988, p.110; W. Houghton, The Victorian State of
Mind, New Haven, 1959, p.381; Williams, Country and Town, p.42.
46J. Reeves (ed), Selected Poems of S.T. Coleridge, Oxford, 1956, p.16.
47T.A. Bowden, "'My Life" or "Memoirs of an Unpretending Family"', 1898, Nelson Provincial
Museum.
48C.F. Hursthouse, Emigration, London, 1853, p.25.
49M. Hirst, Journal/Letter, 1854, MS446, HL; K.A. Bathgate, Letter 1876-77, MISC MS 256, HL.
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II

The two fantasies of a castle or a rose-covered cottage are both examples of what Grant
McCracken has termed 'displaced meaning'. 50 This category of meaning amounts to a
strategy used by individuals and cultures in order to cope with the discrepancy between
the real and the ideal. Ideals are kept safe and perpetuated by removing them from daily
life and relocating them in some distant cultural domain. 5 1 They may be attributed to a
golden age in the past, or else to the future, which is limited only by the imagination. 52
Distant space works just as efficiently as distant time for placing ideals beyond close
scrutiny. The reality almost always fails to live up to expectations and indeed for most
of the earliest immigrants, the reality of living conditions in New Zealand came as a
disappointment. 53

\

T. A. Bowden recalled how many of those arriving at Nelson in May 1855 who 'gazed
upon the rough woody hill, without sign of habitation, or cultivation' burst into tears. 54
E. Muter noticed how at Lyttelton 'The characteristic features of the country by many of
the girls passed unnoticed, while their eyes fixed in despair on the wooden boxes
termed houses'. 55 Muter considered that as people's 'air-built castles' were demolished
on landing, and the host of unexpected expenses drained their limited resources, it was
only due to poverty and shame that more immigrants did not make the return passage on
the vessel that had brought them out. 56

50McCracken, pp.1 04-17.
5l Ibid.
52Ibid.
53LT, 14 June 1851.
54Bowden, "My Life", p.92.
55E. Muter, Travels and Adventures of an Officer's Wife in India, China and New Zealand, London,
1864, p.211.
56Muter, pp.207-8. A writer for the LT offered this advice to anyone feeling despondent or
disappointed: 'let him ask the settlers on the plains, what opinions they have formed after a few
months' acquaintance with this country, and let him think how little inconvenience he will suffer from
such another week, when he is settled in a tolerably comfortable house a few months hence'. LT, 14
June 1851.
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Most of the houses built in New Zealand towns between c.181 0-1850 and up until the
1870s in remote areas, conformed to the same basic model; namely, free-standing, onestoreyed and small, with one or two rooms, a door in the centre of one long wall with a
window on each side. 57 Simple construction methods meant that roofs could only span
about five metres and most cottages were only one room wide. 58 The fireplace typically
joined to the house at one end with a wall around it and had its own roof. Chimneys
were great fire hazards and many of the first settlers cooked outside in the open. 59

An exception to the rule was the distinctive V-hut which featured in the Canterbury
area. It derived its name from being in the shape of an inverted letter V and was the
fashionable alternative to a sod 'whare'. 60 A sketch by Alfred Chapman of the interior
of one reveals that settlers also lit fires on the earth floors inside their homes in a very
primitive fashion (plate 4). Food and gear could simply be strung up on the rafters as
\

seen in plates 5 and 8.61

Written descriptions of homes often did not extend beyond giving the number of rooms
but settlers who did elaborate on the nature of their surroundings tended to focus on the
physical discomforts (see plate 6). It should be borne in mind that those who recorded
their thoughts mainly derived from the British middle-class and found themselves in
even more reduced circumstances than they had expected. Sarah Low, a case in point,
described her first Dunedin residence so as to reveal how she was living in conditions
of adversity:
57J. Salmond, Old New Zealand Houses, pp.30, 41, 73.
58Salmond, p.64.
59Salmond, p.67.
60G.R. Hart, 'Stray Leaves for the Early History of Canterbury', Canterbury Museum.
61 For example, the surveyor's raupo house in Christchurch, 'was composed of uprights and framework
of poles of different thickness, tied together with flax. The room was strung round with saddles, bridles
and 'gear' of every kind- guns, knives, a few books and beds all round the room on a sort of shelf.'
Edward Ward, Journal of Edward Ward 1850-51, Christchurch, 1951, pp.89-90. For a highly amusing
description of the dreadful conditions of one man's house on a station near Dunedin in 1853 see
William H. Cutten to Mother, November 1853 in Stuart W. Grief and Hardwicke Knight, Cutten,
Dunedin, 1979, pp.49-50.
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Certainly if I could have guessed half the inconveniences attending us in such a
new settlement I would never have come ... the main apartment about the size of
our hall at Hampton Wick was used as a hen house of course with the earth for
flooring, an extraordinary fireplace which from my utter inability to comprehend
has caused the destruction and waste of several savory dinners: the space for
two doors at which we hang curtains, the one enters our bed room a small
apartment the size of our cabin, ... which is not the warmer for having another
space at which I have another curtain opposite to the one by which we enter and
which gives into the other only apartment of the house, added to this, the roof is
so imperfect (covered with the universal roofing "Shingles" pieces of wood like
slates) that every shower and they are very frequent causes me to hop about
placing waterproofs and thick coats over our beds.62

The most common complaint was about having holes in the walls which let in the cold,
wind and rain. Dr A. C. Barker described the misery of living at Studdingsail Hall,
Christchurch (plate 7) in the great south-west storms as follows:

\

The strong rafters bent like osiers before the force of the wind, while the rain
squeezed through the painted sailcloth as if it had been a sieve, wetting and
drenching everything in the tent, and this not for an hour but for two or three
days at a time, without a moment's cessation. Frequently at these times the fire
would be put out and we had nothing but to sit shivering in cold and hunger
from morning till night, while all around the country was in deep pools of
water.63
(Fortunately it was not long before the Barkers moved to the more comfortable quarters
of Blackwall House shown in plate 12). In another Christchurch house the
weatherboards had so shrunk in the heat that there were half inch gaps in the walls and
floor. As a result, the occupants were 'breathing and practically eating dust' from the
road outside every time a nor'wester blew.64 Having wallpaper actually affected the
material comfort of rooms.

The smallness of the houses was also often commented upon. Virtually all the early
houses would have been classed as cottages had they been in England and clearly some
families were not accustomed to living in such a confined area. 65 Thin partitions
between rooms, or having walls which only went part of the way to the ceiling (see
62Sarah Low from Dunedin, 6 November 1849, S. Low Letters, C61, Otago Settlers Museum.
63A.C. Barker to Mat, 18 June 1851, Journals and Letters, MS BAR, ATL.
64T.I. Joynt, 'Reminiscences', 1856-1860s, c.1900, Canterbury Museum.
65Salmond, Old New Zealand Houses, p.61.
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Frontispiece) did not help as it meant there was little sound-proofing. The Orbell
family, for instance, settlers in Matanak:a (Coastal Otago), were accustomed to having a
nursery in England. M.C. Orbell, who before losing money in 1842 had done little else
but foxhunt, built a two-room, weatherboard cottage which measured 20 feet by 12
feet. Besides the fact that sand used to shower through the roof whenever a south-west
wind blew, the parents and five daughters had to cram indoors at night to sleep while
the remaining children (at least three sons) found shelter in a store.66

European settlers required a fighting spirit if they were to find happiness in their new
home and this is exactly what many of them demonstrated by choosing to emigrate at
all. It was those peasant farmers with intelligence and strength of will who removed
themselves from the poor domestic conditions in Britain after 1850. 67 When such
determined individuals acquired a house, the knowledge that it belonged to them really
did afford some satisfaction, however humble the conditions in the first place.
\

Elizabeth Caudwell recalled the great pride she felt hanging the cups up on little hooks
along the dresser in her first house in Golden Bay.68 Eliza Stack described her house at
Kaiapoi as a 'tiny box', 'but it was our own, and we both felt very happy to be the
possessors of it. And it was not long before we made it look very pretty and cosy
inside.' 69

Eliza Stack was married to a clergyman and their house furnishings were typical for a
middle-class couple's home in the 1850s, being a mixture of imported and make-shift
items (compare plate 10)JO High custom duties and freight costs deterred colonists
from bringing more furniture than could fit into their ship cabins for free. Smart ways
were devised for fitting in as much as possible and cabin passengers were often so
66M.C. Orbell, Reminiscences of Early Life in New Zealand, 1849-1870, Canterbury Museum.
67Burnett, pp.45-46.
68E. Caudwell, Reminiscences, 1890, Washbourn Family Papers, MS Papers1771, ATL, p.195.
69E.R.J. Jones (later Stack), Journal1858-9, III, Archives 18, Dunedin Public Library, p.179.
70For a description of another household displaying a similar mixture of refined furniture and rough
simplicity see Marianne Clifford to Parents, 11 December 1846, Hercy Family, Letters from Marianne
Clifford, 1846, MS 90-396, ATL.
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crowded with possessions they could scarcely get in and out of bed,? I As the years
went by and steam liners with larger cabins replaced sailing ships, the size and amount
of imported furniture increased accordingly.7 2 Some idea of a cabin's capacity may be
gained from the fact that in 1871 the two desirable stern cabins, intended to hold a
family of five or six, had a regulation size of 10 to 12 square feet, about half the size of
the Orbell's first house at Matanaka.73

The Stacks would probably have been considered fortunate having as much as a piano,
work table, a dozen chairs and two tables which they had not made themselves, but
they constructed all their own drawers, wardrobes and dressing tables out of tin-lined
packing cases heavily disguised under glazed calico, muslin and lace. They also made
their own beds.74 Middle-class homes, in other words, were generally furnished and
decorated in a much simpler manner than in England. Martha Adams noted in Nelson
such details as skins used for mats and sofa covers, floors without carpets, and latches
\

instead of knobs on inside doors as evidence of this fact in 1850.75

What especially struck Martha Adams were the white-washed, unplastered walls in the
bedroom of her first rented accommodation. They seemed 'clean, tho' very strange
looking to our English eyes'.76 On her way to Nelson, she had observed a similar
phenomenon at the Henway Vicarage in New Plymouth where the otherwise neatly
furnished bedroom had rough bare walls without any covering.77 Likewise H.S
Chapman, living in Karori around the same period, observed generally, 'Here
everything has such a spick and span new, white-washed look- such a Yankey-like
[sic] want of comfort about all ... '.7 8
71C.F. Hursthouse, The New Zealand Handbook, London, 1871, p.495.
72I am grateful to Dr Mervyn Palmer for drawing this to my attention.
73Hursthouse, New Zealand Handbook, p.489.
74Jones, Journal, III, p.179.
7520 November 1850, Martha Adams, Journal, 1850-1852, MS ADA, ATL.
76g November 1850, Adams, Journal.
772 November 1850, Adams, Journal.
78Chapman cit. Drummond, p.104. C.R. Carter also observed that colonial cottages tended to be
painted white and 'looked neat, clean and fresh'. Cit. C. Cochrane in The Making of Wellington, 1800-
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Chapman's referral to 'Yankey' or American houses, especially those in New England,
is interesting because it highlights the atmosphere of many first homes. Although the
odd drawing or print told of a previous life in England and house forms conformed to
European tradition, houses on the frontier in New Zealand and America both
represented a fresh beginning for their inhabitants. The houses therefore had a newness
about them, quite unlike the English thatched cottage which had been lived in for
centuries and therefore carried associations of previous occupants and a feeling of
continuity with the pastJ9

Neither an English-style rose-covered cottage nor a castle were immediately attainable in
the new colony and those who felt short on status in their dwellings and possessions
were encouraged to make a virtue out of necessity and at least to keep their houses neat
and clean. 'How easy it is to be neat- to be clean' [in fact it was not easy at all when a
\

house had walls like venetian blinds or was actually made out of dirt] read an article in
·the Nelson Examiner in 1852 and again in the Otago Witness five years later. 80 'How
easy it is to invest our houses with the truest elegance'. The article went on to explain
that true elegance did not mean expensive curtains and furniture. Rather, 'Contentment
must always be most graceful; it sheds serenity over the scene of its abode; it
transforms a waste into a garden. The home lighted by these intimations of a nobler
and brighter life, may be wanting in much which the discontented desire; but to its
inhabitants it will be a palace, far out vying the oriental in brilliancy and glory'. 81

1914, D. Hamer and R.Nicholls (eds), Wellington, 1990, p.l15.
79Knoepflamacher and Tennyson, p.41.
SONelson Examiner and NZ Chronicle, 7 February 1852; Otago Witness (OW), 26 September 1857.
M.A. Bishop managed to keep her wooden house in Christchurch clean but found she needed to 'stand
with a duster in my hand all day'. M.A. Bishop, Journal, 1850-1851, Z.Ms BIS, Canterbury Public
Library.
81 Ibid.
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Lord John Russell, appointed secretary for the colonies in 1839, was convinced of the
necessity of frugality generally in a colony. 82 He specifically ordered Captain Hobson
to set a good example and to live in a plain and simple manner at Government House in
Auckland. 83

The House was duly made of wood instead of more imposing and

permanent stone, and would have looked very meagre substituted for any like purpose
in England or Scotland. 84 Officials did not want to see a repeat of the type of boom and
bust in housing which had occurred in Australia where pastoralists, civil servants and
merchants had built and furnished extravagant homes in the 1830s but had been forced
into bankruptcy by the depression of the 1840s which hit all classes. 85

It was for the good of the colony and indeed their own true happiness that all bachelor
immigrants should marry, work hard, live frugally, establish a dwelling 'comfortably
furnished, clean, bright, salubrious and sweet', and have children rather than live an
empty life of luxury. 86 As an article published in the Otago Witness in 1853 claimed,
\

'Our object should be to multiply the number of virtuous and happy homes. The
domestic hearth is the seed-plot of a noble and flourishing commonwealth .... Reckless
speculation among capitalists, and its sure counterpart, improvidence and debauchery
among workmen- are the deadliest foes of the household virtues'.87

The same 'displaced meaning' strategy which had made New Zealand a location for
people's ideals continued to be used in association with houses in order to sustain hope
once they landed. The vision of a freestanding house set upon its own clearly defined
plot of land spoke of financial security and independence. The image of happy
domesticity also continued to dominate the rhetoric of how a home should be.

82£ncyclopedia Britannica, London, 1961, XIX, p.680; Wakefield, Adventure in New Zealand, II,
p.175.
83Ibid.
84Ibid.; Alex Campbell to Parents, 9 October 1859, Letters, 1859-1869, MS 50, AIM.
85Lane and Serle, pp.12-14.
86QW, 28 May 1853. For a similar message see Otago News, 28 September 1850.
87QW, 28 May 1853.
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The public division of the ideal home and domestic interior into a separate private
sphere removed from the stresses and strains of the market place actually masked the
aggressive and competitive relations which could exist not just between men and
women but between women themselves. 88 Miles Fairburn in The Ideal Society and Its

Enemies has identified a dominant idea in nineteenth century New Zealand society
which valued unpretentious behaviour and a disregard for keeping up appearances.s9
There can be no doubt that life continued to be freed more generally from social
constraints in New Zealand than in Britain. The interdependencies of people were less
highly developed in the colony. Nevertheless, there is evidence contained in women's
diaries and reminiscences which suggests that as people adapted to their changed
conditions of life and set new standards to answer the different social needs, old

\

Figure 3

sssee Giles, pp.16-17.
89Fairburn, p.l87. This ideal is reflected in Martha Adams' description ofMr and Mrs Samuel Popham
Kings' house in New Plymouth in 1850 as 'a model of a colonial home'. She admired how the door lay
open 'all day long'. The interior was lined entirely with red pine and the boarded floor covered in 'native
mats'. In the principal sitting room, pictures, maps and engravings covered the walls and there were
piles of books in every corner. She found evidence of taste and refinement in the books, flowers and
needlework spread around the room. Then glancing up, she was 'astonished to see the thatched roof and
wooden rafters across the building'. 'Here then', she concluded, in 'delightful society, unfettered by
fashion or false pride we spent our happy hours.' Adams, Journal, p.143. See Marianne Clifford to
Parents, 11 December 1846, Hercy Family Letters for a similar description of the Fox household in
Nelson.
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pressures soon made themselves felt to 'keep up with the Jones' and to recreate
English-style, middle-class interiors.

A brief case history of Anne and Luke Abraham during the 1860s provides an insight
into how the desire for comfort, security and success amongst individual settlers,
particularly women, soon gave rise to the type of competitive relationships and attitudes
with regard to the house which many had wanted to escape altogether. If anything, the
abundant image of New Zealand served only to heighten the sense of striving and
want. 90

Anne Abraham was the daughter of an Irish farmer in County Tipperary. At the age of
nineteen she emigrated to Australia because of the potato famine and lived in Melbourne
between 1852-1856. There she married Luke Abraham, an old acquaintance from
Ireland. He worked with the police on the Jim Crow diggings until they had saved
\

enough to move to New Zealand. In Wellington he worked among other things as a
sawyer before settling permanently at Kaikoura in 1860.

They lived in a Maori-style whare at first which proved snug and water-tight with its
thatched roof, clay floor and mud-lined walls. There were two rooms but they only
lived in one with their toddler and baby, using the other to store food and farm
equipment. A circle of wood from a large fallen tree did for a table. They slept on a
bed made from manuka rails and stripped raupo which was comfortable but Anne was
pleased to have a large counterpane because it was not beautiful to look at. 'With our
makeshifts', she wrote, 'I used to wonder if we were any relation to Robinson Crusoe,
but the fact that they were our own made us quite contented'. 91 She had been raised to
expect hard times and felt proud and happy to have a house of her own.

90Fairburn, p.l34.
91 Anne Abraham, 'Backward look Backward' [Reminiscences dictated when she was 100 years old],
private collection. I am grateful to Beverley McCulloch and Murray Boyd for allowing me access to
this material.
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Very soon, however, more settlers arrived and began to pit-saw timber for constructing
houses. Now, with the means available, the Abrahams built a second, more substantial
weatherboard home. It was mud-lined with a shingle roof and still only comprised two
rooms but it had a floor and Anne considered the new house a great improvement on
what they had lived in before. The old whare became a shed. The furnishings were
also upgraded. A ship's carpenter made them a table and chairs. They bought two iron
bedsteads and feather mattresses and installed a colonial oven with a 'fountain' for hot
water. 92

Anne looked back at what followed with some sadness and remorse because while her
husband was easy-going and quite content just to have a family, a home and enough
money for food and clothing, she was ambitious and 'was anxious to put for ever, the
spectre of "want" out of my memory'. 93 To be fair to her, they did have five children
by this stage but in 1867 she presumably drove him to have a new weatherboard house
\

built which conformed to a popular plan of the period. It had four matchlined rooms
with a short passageway downstairs and two rooms upstairs under a high-pitched roof.
Another room entered from the outside on the south end of the house acted as a dairy
and storeroom and the house had a wide verandah along the front.

Inside, the house only had one chimney in the kitchen so it became a kitchen-living
room. They got some new furniture, but could not afford very much since they had
had to save everything they could just to build the house. In fact Abraham had been
forced to sell half of the section because the family was so financially-pressed. Anne
was furious when she found out. She found 'To look around at other couples
acquiring more land and building up the foundation of future prosperity was a gall to
me' and there they were selling instead of buying. Abraham took to drink.
92A fountain was a six or eight gallon kettle which had a tap instead of a spout. Ibid.
93Similarly, T.A. Bowden commented that if he had only had his own comfort to consider he would
have been quite happy and contented to go on living in his first house, 'Mud Hall'. However, when he
saw his wife 'weeping, and bewailing our fruitless attempts to make things at all decent or comfortable,
I felt that I must make a change as soon as I possibly could.' Bowden, "My Life", pp.ll5-16.
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Accounts written by middle-class women also indicate that rather than being content to
do without permanently, the 'little comforts' from 'Home' (the term fondly used for
Great Britain) became far more valuable to them both for sentimental and monetary
reasons once they had been left behind or survived the arduous journey by land and
sea.94 Miles Fairburn who made 'the colony's social organization- the fabric of
interpersonal relationships, the sorts of ties people formed, the settings and institutions
which bonded them together and through which they interacted' the governing category
of his book, The Ideal Society and Its Enemies, briefly noted the tendency of colonists
to cling to old-world cultural forms in the shape of mementoes, photographs and potplants.95

Home for most Europeans did not mean just a shelter or competency or place of birth,
but a place where one was surrounded by dear, familiar things.96 Memories lingered of
\

past belongings and their associations with distant people and far off places could
· effectively drive people to recover what they had lost.97 As M.A. Bishop observed,
'People have an idea that abroad you can do any thing.; not so, pride, the position in
life you are accustomed to move in & follow you there & tho one may do things never
done before, yet you cannot forget what you are.'98

94As a newspaper article stated in 1843, 'We grow attached unconsciously to the objects we see every
day. We may not think so at the time- we may be discontented, and used to talk of their faults; but let
us be on the eve of quitting them for ever, and we find that they are dearer than we dreamed.' New
Zealand Gazette and Wellington Spectator, 27 May 1843.
95Fairburn, pp.11, 202-3.
96 See C.F. Hursthouse, A Short Synaptical View of the "New Zealand of Today", London, 1867, p.27.
97Mary Hob house found that memories of her 'belongings and all their proceedings come before one in
somewhat fitful flashes, sometimes emerging into full daylight, sometimes retiring into total
obscurity'. S. Tunnicliffe (ed), The Selected Letters of Mary Hobhouse, Wellington, 1992, p.59.
Looking back, Jane Bannerman realized what a mistake it had been to sel.l goods in England. The
family furniture had been of good quality and similar items were much more expensive to buy in New
Zealand. It took years for them to recover what they had left behind. J. Bannerman (Burns),
Reminiscences of her life to 1855, MI 536/B, HL. Of course such feelings were not confined to the
more privileged members of New Zealand society. The loss of an item as humble as a pair of scissors
could be mourned for almost like a person. as in the case of Jane Harrison's mother when their chimney
collapsed burying everything that had been lying on the mantelpiece. Jane Law (nee Harrison), Notes
written for 1898 Otago Witness Jubilee article, Otago Settlers Museum.
9816 April 1851, Bishop, Journal.
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For this reason Charles Hursthouse, in his well-known handbook, New Zealand, or

Zealandia, the Britain of the South, urged emigrants to take the best of everything they
had and to include their articles of parlour furniture- their little ornamental nick-nacks,
pianos and prints because these were precisely what the pioneer colonists lacked and
wanted most as they strove to smarten up their homes and make themselves
comfortable. 99 'A piano, a book, a picture', he wrote, 'lends a homely charm to the
new house in the new land which is actually profitable'. 100 In case anyone thought to
sell such articles in New Zealand rather than make use of them themselves, Hursthouse
told of being offered a price no one would believe for a Landseer print. Someone else
swapped fifty acres of fine land for an old piano. 101

It seemed everything was for sale in the 1850s and 1860s and in the economic climate
which favoured upward mobility, conspicuous consumption offered a viable means to
\

express, confirm and solidify social status. 102 Household chattels such as crockery and
cutlery sets for women in particular, functioned both as bridges to higher social
standing as well as fences, marking off one status group from another.I03 J.R. Godley,
founder of the Canterbury settlement, and his wife Charlotte, soon felt the need to
replace their common assortment of willow pattern plates and dishes with a proper
dinner service so as to be able to ask new arrivals to dinner.I04 Household rituals
which helped give such objects as fine china social meaning, could likewise act both as
a force for change as well as a force for stability as people learnt to distinguish one class
from another and from this, ascertain the appropriate way each person was to be
treated. 105
99C.F. Hursthouse, New Zealand, or Zealandia, the Britain of the South in 2 volumes, 1857, II, p.447.
lOOJbid.
101Hursthouse, New Zealand, or Zealandia, p.448.
102E. Muter pointed to the large number of commission agents and advertisements as evidence of the
vast amount of property constantly changing hands. 'Everything', she wrote, 'is for sale- no land, no
house, no article, being sacred from the profanation of an auctioneer's hammer.' Muter, II, p.243-4.
103See M. Douglas and B. Isherwood, The World of Goods, New York, 1978, p.l2.
I04c. Godley, Letters from Early Dunedin, Christchurch, 1951, pp.65-66.
I05see McCracken, pp.71-89 for the theory of meaning manufacture and the movement of goods; J.
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The ritual of social calling serves as a primary example. It has been observed that
nothing so divided the life-styles of the middle and working classes in England as the
formality of calling and visiting and Charlotte Godley found to her surprise that there
was just as much etiquette about visiting in Dunedin in 1850 as in England.I06 Social
calling was not as common a past-time for women in the colony as it was in England
during the same period. Poor roads made communication difficult, particularly in rural
areas. Nevertheless in the towns, home visits became part of social life from the first,
enabling people to exchange news and to see the interiors of houses. Martha Adams
wrote of life in Nelson in 1850, 'We have been to a great number of houses, as many
persons have called on us.' 107 Similarly Jane McGlashan noted in Dunedin in 1853,
'In returning the visits of our neighbours (for the new arrivals are called on first) we
have had an opportunity of seeing the interior of several houses.'Ios

\

An important new development in New Zealand was that just anyone was liable to visit
anyone. Eliza Stack noted in the context of calling in Auckland, 'how oblivious the
rising generation in the colony were of social distinctions'. 109 She was amazed one day
to have two young women ushered into her drawing room while she was entertaining
friends. They had come to repay the parish visit she had made to their sick 'Mamma', a
poor widow, living in a cottage 'who regretted her inability to come herself.
Afterwards, 'My friends chaffed me very much about my new acquaintances, and
expressed the hope that the Hospital patients would not think it_ necessary to return my
calls upon them.' 110

Kron, Home-Psych, New York, 1983, p.16; B. Benedict, Anthropology of World Fairs, London, 1983,
p.6.
106Davidoff, p.46; Godley, p.19.
107Adams, Journal, p.159.
108Jane McGlashan, Journal of Voyage 'Rajah', 1853, M35, Otago Settlers Museum.
109Jones, Journal, I, p.l7.
llOJbid.
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A Punch cartoon suggests this type of attitude and behaviour which demanded equal
respect for all settlers was not uncommon amongst the lower classes (figure 4). As the
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Figure 4
writer of an article entitled 'What Makes the Gentleman' noted in 1843, 'we have never,
in the society of what are styled the gentry at home, met with a hundredth part of the
\

"ma'ams" and "sirs" which we hear bandied about in the cottage of a colonial
labourer'.Ill Servants, who comprised 62.7 per cent of single women immigrants
between 1853-1871, in particular knew how to play ladies and emigrated in order to
attain all the material trappings of a finer life for themselves. 112 As the group closest at
hand to the lifestyle of the middle classes they could perform an important role in the
process of social emulation and increased spending on new commodities. Neil
McKendrick described the vital importance of the domestic servant class in the chain of
fashion, social emulation and increased spending in his investigation of the
commercialization of eighteenth-century Britain and it seems highly likely that domestic
servants played a similar role in the birth of a consumer society in nineteenth-century
New Zealand.ll3

Ill Nelson

Examiner and New Zealand Chronicle, 9 December 1843.
Macdonald, A Woman of Good Character, Wellington, 1990, p.49.
113N. McKendrick, J. Brewer and J.H. Plumb, Birth of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of
Eighteenth Century Britain, London, 1982, pp.21-22.
II2c.
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Such transgressions of old social barriers by settlers of a lower class could evoke a
feeling of insecurity amongst settlers of middle-class background as it suggested that
social distinctions were based on little more than purchasing power, and middle-class
households which did not maintain English standards were also regarded as potentially
threatening and disruptive. Margaret Herring wrote of a visit to one home in Upper
Hutt where she found the table set with a silver sugar basin, rusty iron salt spoons,
common brassy looking forks and an old tin teapot 'woefully amusing' .114 She
considered such a disregard for the refinements of life 'blameworthy even in this remote
district' .11s J.R. Godley stated the message publicly at his farewell address in 1852:
Take for example that common notion which so many educated and intelligent
people have of colonization, that notion that it will enable them to live a sort of
careless, indolent, easy-going life, under the vines and their fig trees, among
their children and their flowers, to revel in the spontaneous plenty of an
exuberant soil, and to enjoy all the luxuries of civilization without its
responsibilities, its restraints, and its labour. This is the kind of life that many
of us fondly dreamed of. I will not say that I did not sometimes dream of it
myself. But would this, even if it were not out the question, be a life worthy of
a man- of an Englishman?1I6
\

An incident Jane Bannerman (nee Bums) recalled reveals how the pressure on middleclass families to conform could also come from 'below'. Kitty, the old nurse of the
Cargills', another prominent early Dunedin family, had heard a report of the kitchen
where Jane's family spent most of their time. The Bums were very proud of this room
which was large compared to the rest of the house and had a good view of the Otago
Harbour. Jane described it as follows:
There was a long dresser down one side and a good sized table across the
window .... We had some chairs from the ship and some more were added
afterwards. Over the dresser were shelves for dishes .... Then there was the
wide fireplace ....It was quite a grand place .. .it was spotlessly clean, and when
our mornings work was over, the dinner things put away, we laid down a piece.
of carpet that had been in the dining room at Monkton [their old manse in
Ayrshire]; put a nice blue cloth on the table, and Mother's easy chair be side the

114Margaret Herring cit. F. Porter and C. Macdonald, My Pen Will Write What My Heart Dictates, ·
Wellington, 1996, p.169-70.
115Margaret Herring to sister, 1 October 1861, Letters, 1861-1870, qMS HER, ATL.
116LT, 25 December 1852; LT Supplement, 29 January 29, 1862.
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fire, and here was drawing room, dining room and kitchen all in one and we felt
rich and very happy .m
Kitty evidently returned to her own mistress and said "I have been to look at this
kitchen, and it is nice, yet, nice enought [sic], but it's too like a parlour. I like a parlour
to be a parlour, and a kitchen to be a kitchen."IIS

The Bums' comfortable kitchen come sitting room was more akin to the cosy cottage of
rural Scotland than a prominent town house. Compared to the English, Scottish
Protestants tended to ignore class divisions and a study of Scottish settlers on South
Canterbury farms in the 1920s has revealed that even when they could afford servants,
they tended to remain one rather than two-table farnilies.II 9 Such arrangements were
particularly suited to the majority of households in New Zealand which had to do
without the luxury of a servant. What with space at such a premium and the warmth a
colonial oven offered in cold weather, the kitchen often became a sitting room as
weli.I20
\

For the socially pretentious in England as well as Scotland, however, the drawing room
or parlour contained a piano and only the best furniture and was used primarily for
entertaining. 12I This was where the mistress of the house hosted her fashionable
afternoon tea parties while the kitchen tended to be the servants' domain where they
cooked and ate their meals. In these two very different areas of the house, the higher
class would discuss the lower class and vice versa. A cartoon from the Punch, or the
Auckland Charivari reveals the significance which the New Zealand drawing room or

117The kitchen also contained a piano. Bannerman, Reminiscences, p.46.
118Jbid.
119W. Stanton Reid, The Scottish Tradition in Canada, London, 1976, p.131; E. Hatch, Respectable
Lives: Social Standing in Rural Canterbury, Berkeley, 1992, pp.152ff.
12~he Greenwood's house in Nelson serves as another example. Sarah Greenwood wrote, 'You cannot
think how I please myself in picturing that room [my best parlour in my new house] to my
imagination, for as we shall have a back kitchen and no resident servant to interfere with us, the front
kitchen will be our common sitting room.' Sarah Greenwood to Aunt, 17 September 1843, Greenwood
Family Papers, MS PAPERS 98, ATL.
121 Burnett, p.77.
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TWO SIDES TO A QUESTION.••No. 4.

FigureS
parlour assumed as a site for assembly and space of discourse in the new society where
anything that spoke of class hierarchies was a highly sensitive area (figure 5).122 As
was the case in America, 'The front parlour helped fill the need for a more controlled
social environment in which the rules governing social interaction could be
\

formalized.'l 23

In 1860 Mary Hobhouse had no doubt that the English-style interior represented the
pinnacle of civilization. She believed that unless 'ordinary comfort refinement and
regularity' were sacrificed due to devotion to a specific cause, 'it only degrades people
from the rank of gentry, and destroys self respect and proper distinctions'.l24 For this
reason the wife of the Bishop of Nelson endeavoured 'to make our house and
household as like that of a parsonage at home as possible'.I25

Mary Hobhouse proudly described her bedroom where the walls were neither
whitewashed brick nor rough boards nor unbleached calico flapping to and fro in the
wind as was commonly the case. It might have looked just 'very decently comfortable'
122Compare Stallybrass and White, p.80.

mc.E. Clark, American Family Home 1800-1960, Chapel Hill, 1986, pp.42-43.
124Hobhouse in Tunnicliffe, p.26.

125fuid.
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to someone fresh from England or Sydney ('which is just halfway between home and
this colony as to civilisation') but in a New Zealand setting, the room big enough to
sleep two without fear of suffocation, the presence of a fireplace, the Heal's dark blue
enamelled bedstead with gilt vases supporting a spring mattress and acres of pink and
white counterpane, the old green leather and inlaid writing table, the chest of drawers
and, above all, striking colour of the Turkey red walls seemed positively luxurious.I26

Coloured walls were also a feature and status symbol in H.S. Chapman's home which
boasted one of the nicest principal rooms in New Zealand. The walls were painted with
pale blue distemper and decorated with family portraits, two seascapes and a landscape
watercolour. On the floor lay 'a thick Persian carpet (real) on which our tread is as soft
as on velvet'. Furniture comprised a mahogany what-not, sideboard, table covered
with books and round dining table in the centre of the room, plus a couch, writing table
and novel work table made of native woods found on the property.I27
\

Whenever the Bishop came to visit 'Homewood' he would say to Chapman how the
books and family portraits reminded him of Old England and for the Anglican clergy, at
the very least, an English style interior represented the ideai.I28 A painting of the
drawing room at Bishopscourt in Christchurch in 1859, during Bishop Harper's time,
could be mistaken for an illustration of a drawing room in Hampshire a decade or so
earlier (plate 13). 129 It had the usual rectangular plan with a flat ceiling and walls treated
as one decorative unit.I30 The chimney piece was of a restrained, classical design and
the curtains hung symmetrically below a simple pelmet, looped low at the sides just as
the decorator, Arrowsmith, had suggested in his The Paper Hangers and Upholsterer's
126Hobhouse in Tunnicliffe, pp.51, 54.
127Chapman to father, 24 March 1844, Chapman Papers.
128Chapman cit. Drummond, p.l04. According to Richard Taylor, 'The many comfortable homes of
the Canterbury Pilgrims would make one think they had brought with them these domestic shrines
from the land of their nativity. R. Taylor, The Past and Present of New Zealand; With Its Prospects for
the Future, London/Wanganui, 1868, p.218.
129Compare the drawing room, Hollington House, East Woodhay, Hampshire, 1843 illustrated in
Susan Lasdun, Victorians at Home, London, 1981, p.53 and Thornton, p.272.
I3DThornton, p.222.
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Guide (c.l830). 131 Furnished with pictures, a round table in the centre of the room,
piano, regency chair and large sofa the overall affect was comfortable without being
ostentatious.

The ideal of the private world of the home as a peaceful haven was exactly that, an
ideal. Women also competed. Imported connections between the concept of civilized
living and the role of the middle-class family in society countered any relaxation of old
social mores or re-organization of the domestic interior in the new colony. Some
important transformations did take place as a consequence of the conflict of interests
between classes. Yet the voices which upheld the model English middle-class
household were strong.

IV

\

By the early 1860s it was becoming quite apparent from the houses that not all New
Zealanders were progressing at the same rate. The greatest discrepancy lay between the
homes of Pakeha and Maori, despite the continued Maori interest in European material
goods. From the mid-1850s, new ideas about race, society and social change began to
be introduced into the discussion of Maori which had their origins in romantic
conceptions of nature and the increased weight being placed on the explanatory power
of the biological sciences. 132 Whereas writers and ethnologists such as Polack, Angas
and Wakefield had previously viewed civilization as transferable social practices, by the
1870s, Europeans came to view Maori as the end product of thousands of years of
interaction with the unique New Zealand environment and their social practices as
fundamental to their biological makeup.I33

131Thornton, p.225.
132Belgrave, p.57.
133Belgrave, pp.57-59.
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Two decades after the arrival of the first European colonists, it had become
commonplace for Pakeha or non-Maori homeowners to add on more rooms as they
could afford to do so. The basic box-like form could be modified by the adding a
verandah, lean-to or extra storey. 134 The older parts of the house could be relegated to
the more private or menial functions. H.S. Chapman had intended this type of
development from the first. He designed his house on board ship so that what was to
be his first bedroom would become the kitchen; the original sitting room, a second
kitchen; and the servant's room, a pantry . 135 Esther Hickson described the typical
pattern of development of houses for the Auckland region as follows:

\

The settler goes to a wild patch of land and after selecting what he thinks will be
the best site for a house, he generally plans for himself the style of house, in
most cases of the most modest description, without any taste displayed in any
one particular. When the house is partly finished he will bring his wife and
children to it and they do the best they can while the place is being
completed ... .In the course of time and during which the wife will find her
patience severely taxed by the difficulty she has to encounter from want of
conveniences, the houses will be partially finished and a few little erections such
as fowl house, pigsty, and cowshed all of the roughest description will be
added and if things prosper, that is, if the settlers are patient and persevering,
and self denying, each working hard and saving in their own sphere, you will
see a better house go up and better appointment altogether, and lastly a
flourishing, well to do family. This has been the course in most cases in this
province. Some people with means enough would have nice places erected with
all conveniences, but they were the rare exceptions. In general the husband and
wife did all the work themselves.I36

Yet such developments around the country were far from even and orderly. Conditions
actually regressed in the Taranaki region as acts of aggression broke out between Maori
and Pakeha. Settlers, particularly those living in outlying areas, were advised to keep
every vessel in their houses filled with water in case of attack. 137 Where families had
the means, women and children buried their valuables and evacuated to Nelson. The
Richmond family took their piano, books and pictures away with them. Their buried
crockery was dug up and smashed. Inside the 'palace of art' as the family fondly called

134Salmond notes as many as 216 possible combinations in Old New Zealand Houses, p.74
135Chapman to father, 29 September 1843, Chapman Papers.
136Esther Hickson (nee Fairburn), Journal of Reminiscences, MS 101, AIM.
137H.W. Young, Hints on Household Defence, Wellington, 1869, p.9.
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their house, the special white and gold arabesque wallpaper was torn off the drawing
room walls, the windows smashed and fires lit on the floor in the middle of the
rooms. 138 By the end of 1861, two hundred farms had been ruined.I39

Moreover, according to Attorney-General William Swainson in 1850, not one in ten of
the colonists possessed the foresight to save their low wages.I40 For those who
immigrated with little more than what they stood up in, the expense of building and
owning a house could mean that they continued to live with few comforts inside. In
fact, by the mid-1860s, it was being claimed that some labourers would be better off
selling their land, investing the capital and renting since ownership was a luxury they
could ill-afford. An article published in the New Zealand Herald spoke for the small
freeholder in the country who lived in a state of 'misery and anxiety' and whose story
was usually left unheard. 141 'The possessor of a piece of freehold land', the article
claimed, 'pays largely for the indulgence of a mere sentiment' and 'is always behind the
\

world. He is in arrears for his rates and taxes; his house, built originally perhaps, for a
supposed competence, is out of order, a room or two disused.'l 42

The greatest discrepancy, however, was between Maori and Pakeha homes even though
the figures being spent by Maori on European items looked to be improving. AS.
Thomson carried out a survey in the Wellington district designed to measure the
progress of 'true civilisation' amongst supposedly the most civilized Maori in the
country. Thomson's most significant finding in his own estimation was the amount of
free labour being exchanged to purchase useful and luxury items. 143 In 1850, every
138J.C. Richmond to Margaret Taylor cit. D.J. Moore, 'Hurworth' typescript, New Zealand Historic
Places Trust, 1968, p.18.
139J. Belich, New Zealand Wars, Auckland, 1986, p.106.
140w. Swainson, 'Review', New Zealand Magazine, I, 1 (1850), p.91.
I41NzH, 4 March 1864.
142Ibid. Another article observed how houses built of weatherboards as opposed to raupo or slab were
the 'only one of the three with any pretentions to comfort or permanency, and on this account is
frequently adopted by settlers who can ill afford its expense'. 'Colonial Experience', SMM, I, 3 (1863),
p.113. For a more lengthy discussion of houses in towns as opposed to the country, see Part III.
143A.S. Thomson, The Story of New Zealand: Past and Present- Savage and Civilised [1859]
Christchurch, 1974, II, pp.294, 299.
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Maori spent an estimated 25 shillings on European goods, and by 1858, they paid
upward of £40,000 of the customs revenue. 144 Thomson upheld the paramount
importance of conservatism or the acquisition of moveable goods because without
conservatism, no one person could become rich or poor and 'Englishmen respect men
for possessing wealth',l45

The evidence which survives concerning whare suggests that there was, in fact, no
rapid or widespread change between 1840-1865.146 In 1859 Thomson counted twentyfive weatherboard houses in his survey and noted that the 1,002 whare were as badly
ventilated as they had ever been. 147 Changes to the main characteristics of whare
continued to be gradual. David Martin in his recent study stresses that although the
trend towards higher doorways was maintained, the substantial majority in all areas in
the 1840s remained smaller than six feet.148

\

Missionary Thomas Chapman wrote from Rotorua in 1846 how, 'For these three years
· have I been unceasingly striving with those of my district to divide their houses into at
least two, or three compartments, but hitherto in vain. My own head teacher is now
finishing a house 24 by 16, as a pattern to all; having one general sitting room with a
chimney well built in it; the other end of the house being divided into two bedrooms.'149
Eleven years later he still could hardly perceive any change in social and domestic
conditions. He wrote from Maketu, 'Their one-roomed houses I have almost ceased to
144Ibid.
145Thomson, I, p.l91.
146Martin, p.66. The following report of a traveller's journey between Auckland and Wanganui in 1849
provides an added insight into the gradual changes being made. 'Doors, with their hinges, are taking the
place of the sliding pieces of wood fitting into the holes, by which they ['the Natives'] are wont to go
into and come out of the warries. The houses lately erected are higher in the roof than those formerly
built. In some few instances we have seen rude side-tables and bedsteads in the Maori abodes. With the
exception of these, and a few stools and a table or two, I saw no appearance of furniture in my journey.
Chimneys are seldom added to the houses; and I think that from the Maories' love of sitting round the
fire for a korero, they will be long of taking to chimney-building.. .'. Nelson Examiner and New
Zealand Chronicle, 13 April1850.
147Thomson, II, p.337.
148Martin, p.51.
14928 March 1846, T. Chapman, Letters and Journals, I.
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remonstrate about. Always met with the one excuse, that "by and bye" we shall build
better and more suitable houses, wearies you."so

Thomas Grace enjoyed greater success. He reported from Turanga in 1852, 'The
Maoris have learned that eating bread is better than native food, and that to sit at the
table and use a knife and fork is no punishment. They acknowledge that our mode of
working is superior to theirs, and have found out that their huts are obstacles to
everything in the shape of domestic comfort. Their keen desire for clothes has greatly
moderated, and a wish for knives, forks, spoons and plates, pots, pans, smoothing
irons, and tea-kettles has taken its place.' 151 In 1851 Grace had faced furious
opposition from other Europeans who no doubt agreed with the opinion of missionaries
who had long been in the country that this mode of proceeding 'will make tyrants of the
Natives' .1 52 Grace attributed 'an extraordinary advance in civilisation' a year later
precisely to this opposition.
\

Grace's explanation for why some Maori should have adopted a European mode of
living more readily than others fits with Elias's theories regarding the civilizing process.
Elias postulates that when a particular people impose behavioural change for 'reasons of
respect', individuals may consciously restrain their urges in the company of others.I53
The nature and degree to which they might regulate their behaviour would depend on
the social position of the person in their company. Only as the hierarchy of society
becomes more equal and dependent on one another and the changes of behaviour are
explained in abstract terms of morality and hygiene may the socially 'correct' behaviour
be produced voluntarily. The sense of embarassment and shame, at first engendered so

150chapman, Journal, 1857, II, p.659.
151Grace in Brittan and Grace, p.18.
152Grace to H.Venn in Brittan and Grace, p.13.
153Elias, The Civilising Process, II, p.236; S. Mennell, Norbert Elias: An Introduction,
Oxford/Cambridge Mass., 1992; Elias, Society of Individuals, p.66.
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as to regulate a person's external relations with other people, would become much more
unconscious and automatic and begin to operate even when the individual was alone.I54

Maori had all along adopted European houses and objects for reasons of prestige,
novelty and the expectation of benefit. 155 Maori chiefs had been the first to build
separate weatherboard houses as their mana came under threat with the influx of
Europeans. Egalitarian ideas such as all eating with knives and forks meant that it
became increasingly difficult for chiefs to maintain their social position in the closelypacked environment of the communal whare (as described in Part 1).156 Gradually,
from the 1820s onwards, chiefs began to move into private dwellings where their
physical separation helped maintain social distance.I57

European objects, in addition, could modify or be used alongside Maori objects, which
could result in some intriguing interiors. Iss On paying a visit to chief Rangitakina's
\

house in 1848, Thomas Chapman said he could only smile at the odd arrangement of
Rangitakina's peculiar furniture but he found the house comfortable and overall, 'The
House was quite a modern native drawing room'.
Having but very lately established prayers at his pa, I found his prayer books
and Testaments placed upon a large painted chest, under the window and for his
convenience, the bell was suspended outside the window, hanging down in its
front, having a string attached to the clapper, leading inside the house. Thus, he
could conveniently ring the bell, morning and evening, call his people to
prayers. As yet he had not erected a chapel. Near the said painted chesthaving a vacant space between - were neatly arranged, some dozen cleaned
muskets, each with its appendages. Turning the corner there stood a new patent
Flour Mill, just purchased, having a pack of dirty, very common playing cards,
lying carelessly on its top- this (the cards) is a new importation- a little further
one [sic] were some calabashes of shark oil suspended, and parts of a new
fishing net, carelessly lying on some spears and paddles. At the end, opposite
the window, were piled in careful order, several baskets of superiorly made
flax, having several English and native garments lying on them. The door was
in the centre and on either side of it were chests with muskets, spears and
paddles standing between. The lids of these chests were covered with various
154Elias, The Civilising Process, I, p.l52; Mennell, p.49.
155Howe, 'Missionaries, Maoris and "Civilisation"', p.28.
156pfickett, 'An Archaeologist's Guide', p.ll3.
!57Ibid.
158Jbid.
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small articles - such as, a powder horn, sword, shot belt, draught board, pint
pots, fishing line, carving tools etc etc. The ceiling was not unfurnished. Dyed
parts of native garments, neatly coiled up fishing line, bright hatchets, german
pipes, pieces of carved wood, knives etc. were stuck up, or suspended about it
in various directions.I59

The meaning of an object in one culture might be quite different in another and so the
Maori possession of a European-style house and chattels did not necessarily mean
radically different behaviour within the home. Te Heu Heu built himself a 'very decent'
house but was very anxious for European guests not to boil water in it. 160 Hoterene
Taipari had beautiful beds in his large house on Parawai Hill but would allow no one to
sleep in them.I6I Some of the chiefs on Ruapuke Island had constructed weatherboard
houses. Inside, the 'princes, princesses and ladies of rank' spent their days lying flat
on the ground beside the fire in the small lean-to which served as a kitchen.I62

What some Maori had done was to buy into a new way of defining their self identity.
As R.W. Belk has explained, in so-called primitive societies such as the traditional
\

Maori, precious possessions which are communally owned tend to be taken as direct
evidence of actual performance. 163 Unlike larger scale societies, doing tends to be more
important than having. Therefore whatever prized items a chief might have around him
are taken as direct evidence of his achievements and that of his tribe.

In larger scale societies where there is increased individuality and anonymity such as
that which existed in nineteenth century Britain, having becomes a substitute for
doing.l64 With increasing privacy, possessions such as houses and furniture may
indirectly become a means for conveying an image of the owner which is at odds with

159June 1848, Chapman, Journal, I.
16027 January 1852, Taylor, Journal, VII.
161A. Drummond (ed), Thames Journals ofVicesimus Lush 1868-82, Christchurch, 1975, p.32.
162J.F.H. Wohlers cit. S, Natusch, Brothers Wohlers A Biography, Christchurch, 1969, p.89.
163Belk, pp.753-60.
164Belk, p.758.
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actual performance. 165 Household possessions are assumed to reflect the values of the
inhabitants.

Given the right surroundings, the presence of a single European object in a house could
therefore be assumed to reflect 'civilized' values and personality. Eliza Jones for
example, wrote about a visit to Makirikiri in the Waikato in 1858, 'Our new friends
ushered us into their Chiefs nice large house, where clean mats supplied the place of
carpets. And, wonder of wonders, the smoke was actually escaping up a wide chimney
instead of by the door and windows. On a pedestal stood a large clock, so we felt once
more amidst civilised surroundings.'l66

A clock to a European, especially to someone like Eliza Jones who had frequented
mission schools, implied a consciousness of strict time-keeping not known in the less
differentiated society of the Maori. By teaching in schools that punctuality was a virtue
\

and lateness a sin, knowledge of time was combined with obedience and self-control. 167
Early drawings of settler homes suggest that a clock formed a desirable part of the
furniture (see plates 7, 11). Europeans coming from a highly industrialized society may
well have felt lost without one but in actual fact there was probably not much use for a
clock to anyone in Makirikiri during 1850s. There were no banks or offices to be
opened at certain fixed hours, even if a common language of time measurement would
eventually make all the difference to productivity and performance.I68

The failure to understand the differing social meanings attached to houses and
household objects which could occur between Maori and Pakeha societies added to the
crisis in racial relations in the late 1850s and early 1860s. Anger and suspicion spread

165Jbid.
166Jones, Journal, II, p.139.
167D.S. Landes, Revolution in Time: Clocks and the Making of the Modern World, Cambridge, 1983,
p.2.
168Landes, p.7. For a discussion of time in relation to the civilising process seeN. Elias, H. Martins
and R. Whitley (eds), Scientific Establishments and Hierarchies, Dordrecht, 1982, pp.17ff.
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on both sides and Maori came to be regarded as hypocrites for having adopted
Christianity and European manners at all. 169 Confused, a writer of an article in the

Southern Monthly Magazine asked, 'Who is to Blame?' At first civilization had
seemed to work like magic, lifting, if reports were to be believed 'like a morning's
mist, the whole dark atmosphere of ignorance, violence, and vice .... '170 Maori chiefs
had discarded mats and taiahas for trousers, blankets and muskets and 'Maori
gentlemen' had built better houses. 'So far we were progressive - and there we
stopped'. The puzzle was:
Maoris are still fonder of warm trousers and a good blanket than of a mat and
theprimitive state of things as regards their nether man. They have by no
means ceased to regard with looks of envy the comfort of their pakeha
neighbours .... This part of their civilisation is as perfect as ever; but...this is
all ... no farther do they seem inclined to go, or to be led by us.' 171

Just as the 1857 Mutiny in India revealed the failure to impose more advanced ideas on
the mass of the population and convinced may Britons that India was a barbaric country
\

which could only be civilized by force, so the New Zealand Wars transformed the
European assessment of Maori and heightened Pakeha self-consciousness of their
European identity and cultural superiority .172 Accounts of the battles in England and
New Zealand papers continually cast Maori as savages. 173 Despite plenty of evidence
that Maori possessed a knowledge of the art of war, counted amongst the attributes of
truly civilized peoples, Europeans declared that they lacked the 'higher mental faculties'
necessary for military manoeuvres.17 4 Following the fall of Rangiriri, an article in the

Southern Monthly Magazine in 1864 actually proclaimed 'the great and immutable truth,
that civilization and barbarism are essentially and actively antagonistic' and called it 'a
war of civilization' rather than a fight for power, land, money or profit.J7 5
169Taylor, Past and Present, p.112.
170'Who is to Blame?', Southern Monthly Magazine (SMM), III, 19 (1864), p.24.
171Who is to Blame?', p.28.
172for information on India see P. Bowler, The Invention of Progress: Victorians and the Past,
Oxford/Cambridge Mass., 1989, pp.32ff.
173Belich, New Zealand Wars, pp.324ff.
174Ibid.
175Qur Colonisation Scheme', SMM, II, 14 (1864), p.79. See also NZH 25 November 1863 and New
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By 1868 a Maori of any rank was liable to be viewed as an inferior being and, as
science began to rival religion in its explanatory power, it was widely taken for granted
that Maori, like all things native, were bound to die out in the face of the more vigorous
immigrants. 176 In areas such as Otawhao, the New Zealand Wars undid much of what
missionaries had achieved. 177 Indifference and lacks of funds would hamper
missionary efforts to institute change in the immediate future. Ferdinand von
Hochstetter estimated in 1867 that by around the year 2000, Maori would die out
leaving a European population of half a million.178

In answer to the question of why all people had not progressed equally, historians and
anthropologists writing in England and New Zealand now began to see the stages of
civilization's development as more than just a by-product of economic forces. 179 It
was necessary to analyze in greater depth the mental and social factors determining the
transition from one level to the next. 180 Differences in cultures around the world came
to be explained in terms of varying speeds of ascent up a uniform ladder of progress
rather than a degeneration away from a primordial form.1 81 Herbert Spencer made it
clear that the human mind adapted itself to its environment, leaving savages mentally
inferior to civilized Englishmen. 182 There were limits to how far an individual could
transcend the bounds of the culture in which he was raised. 183 As the following part
wi11 reveal, this realization would lend increasing importance to the domestic interior as
the environment where people spent much of their time.

Zealander cit. Belich, New Zealand Wars, p.l56.
l76Belich, p.ll2; R. Galbreath, Walter Buller: The Reluctant Conservationist, Wellington, 1989,
pp.8l, 139.
177J. Morgan to Secretaries of CMS, I July 1862, Morgan, Letters and Journals, II. See also W.
Ronaldson to H.Venn, 30 May 1868, W. Ronaldson, Letters, APL; Grace in Brittan and Grace, p.297.
l78p. von Hochstetter, New Zealand, Stuttgart, 1867, p.222.
l7'lStocking, Victorian Anthropology, p.45; Bowler, p.33.
180Ibid.
181 Bowler, p.34.
I8 2 Bowler, p.38.
183Bowler, p.33.
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PART THREE

The Value of Culture c.1865-1890

Optimistic ideas of progressing forward combined with doubts as to whether all aspects
of civilized life advanced together, expressed both in Britain, and in New Zealand as
discussed in Part Two, eventually led to a demand for a distinction to be made between
the concepts of civilization and culture in the English language. I By the last quarter of
the nineteenth century, the word 'culture', derived from the word 'cultivation' as in the
tending of plants and animals, became the term used to differentiate between human and
material development. 2 'Civilization', though often used loosely, referred to matters
such as banking and machinery whereas 'culture' usually applied to the spiritual aspects
of man's endeavour- reading, writing, arithmetic, the fine arts, religion and knowledge
\

of science. Cultural pursuits were thought to involve the higher mental faculties and so
helped separate man from beast and civilized men from savages.

The following section outlines the circumstances under which culture, or the spiritual
aspects of human endeavour, came to be valued much more highly during the latter part
of the century. Section Two discusses how culture was, in effect, turned into a
consumer product during the period of rapid material progress in house building and
development of 'Native Industries' during the 1870s. Section Three then turns to
Bourdieu's idea of 'cultural capital' by tracing the rise of the Aesthetic Movement and
discussing the significance of taste with regard to household furnishings. Section Four
identifies the central importance of women to the changing face of domestic interiors
during the decade of the 1880s, so gradually revealing how the private sphere of the
home was in fact profoundly caught up with the requirements of the market.

1E.H. Gombrich, In Search of Cultural History, Oxford, 1969, p.5.
2Williams, Keywords, p.87.
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I

During the years c.1865-1890, such cultural pursuits as the art of interior decorating
carne to be valued much more highly in New Zealand than they had previously. There
had been little question before that material interests should take precedence but, as D.
Macgregor predicted, 'Many things that go to swell the fulness of human life and
culture are quite unattainable in a young Colony like this, and the want of them must
grow more and more urgent as the accumulation of wealth sets men free from the
necessity of toil.'3 The furnishing of middle-class domestic interiors provide some of
the strongest evidence of this shift in interest, both in terms of the commodities
purchased and the style in which they were displayed. The following section outlines
some of the conditions under which the change in attitude carne about within Pakeha
society.
\

The period of the early 1860s was a troubled time in New Zealand history. While the
native question looked as if it would be resolved through natural selection, the colony's

Figure 6
3D. Macgregor, 'The Problem of Poverty', NZM, I, 1876, p.60; 'A Retrospect', SMM, I, 12 (1864),
p.710.
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overseas image remained tarnished by the conflict. Mrs C. Thomson found herself
commonly asked the question in Britain, 'Does not living with the Maoris make people
become savage?', a reflection of the Lamarckian argument that man was what his
surroundings made him. 4 It was proving difficult for the country to attract more
immigrants with capital and the unsettled lifestyle of many labourers also continued to
be of concern.

Fairburn has identified a transient lifestyle as one of the main characteristics of early
New Zealand society.s The problem was not new but became especially noticeable to
the south of New Zealand after the discovery of gold in 1861. Dunedin changed almost
overnight with the arrival of thousands of unassisted single men of dubious character,
mainly from Australia. 6 The town became a chaos of tents and hovels erected on tiny
subdivisions, 'without regard to ventilation, airspace, comfort or decency'. 7

Such dramatic events as the Otago gold rush heightened the tensions inherent in the
dominant ideology between competitive individualism and the role of the family in
society. James Fitzgerald declared, 'It is not power in palaces which we have to dread
in these countries and in this age: it is power in the tavern and the hovel'. 8 Clearly
something needed to be done to discourage single men from spending their increased
leisure time and money in the public bars since drinking and billiard playing destroyed
'the hallowing, elevating influences of domestic life'. 9

In this context, arguments stressing the wholeness and order of culture offered a
powerful alternative to the anarchy of extreme individualism and utilitarianism. The

4Mrs C. Thomson, Twelve Years in Canterbury New Zealand with Visits to the Other Provinces, and
Reminiscences of the Route Home through Australia etc., London, 1867, p.2.
5Fairburn, p.94.
6R. Arnold, The Farthest Promised Land: English Villagers, New Zealand Immigrants of the 1870s,
Wellington, 1981, p.xi.
7 E.H. McLintock, The History of Otago, Dunedin, 1949, p.473.
8 J. Fitzgerald, 'On the Nature of Art', Trans. and ?roc. of NZ lnst., II, 1869, p.264.
9·cotonial Amusements', SMM, I (Feb.l864), p.706.
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English writer, Matthew Arnold, put forward some of the most compelling arguments
in favour of culture and its bearing on the progress of society in his book entitled

Culture and Anarchy ( 1869). Culture, for Arnold, was the study and pursuit of
perfection. tO He believed in the existence of objective, universally valid moral and
aesthetic laws which had been gradually developing and revealing themselves
throughout the history of Western culture. 11 Arnold argued that culture was a process
which concerned both the individual and society generally and was not confined to any
one part or section. 12 Real culture sought to do away with classes, making the best of
what was known current everywhere, so Arnold placed a very high importance on
national education.I3

Such ideas are found reiterated in a pamphlet published in Dunedin by Father O'Malley
in 1880 which critically analyzed many of the latest thoughts about civilization.
O'Malley wrote, 'Civilisation, as understood by all men, Secularists and others, implies
\

culture - that is, the individuals composing the civilised nation are cultured or cultivated.
In the next place, the greater the number of individuals so cultivated, and the higher
their point of culture, the more civilised the nation is.' 14 There were two fundamental
ideas. First, the perfection of the individual through cultivation; and second, the
healthy influence cultured individuals exercised on each other. Taken together
civilization and culture implied order and co-operation as an individual both contributed
what he or she had to offer and received the benefit of other cultured individuals around
them. 15
IOM. Arnold in Matthew Arnold Culture and Anarchy with Friendship's Garland and Some Literary
Essays, R.H. Super (ed), Ann Arbor, 1965, p.91. A similar idea is also found in the writings of
Ruskin. See Williams, Culture and Society, p.139.
11 Arnold in Super, pp.225-6; Houghton, pp.16-17.
12Arnold in Super, pp.112-3; Williams, Culture and Society, p.ll5.
13Similarly Darwin wrote in 1870, 'We must remember that progress is no invariable rule. It is very
difficult to say why one civilised nation rises, becomes more powerful, and spreads more widely, than
another; or why the same nation progresses more quickly at one time than at another. We can only say
that it depends on an increase in the actual number of the population, on the number of men endowed
with high intellectual and moral faculties, as well as on their standard of excellence.' C. Darwin, The
Descent of Man, [1871] London, 1889, p.140.
14Father O'Malley, Secular and Christian Civilisation (compared), Dunedin, 1880, p.8.
I5see also 'Civilisation', OW, 15 January 1876.
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In New Zealand, as in England, a new weight was being placed on culture as a whole
way of life and the arts used as a standard of the health of a civilization.'6 James
Fitzgerald, following ideas first put forward in England by Pugin, explained at a lecture
delivered at the Colonial Museum in 1868 how the term Art was capable of much wider
application. Not just pictures and statues but 'our churches, our houses, our chairs and
tables, our fire-irons and our clothes, our carriages and our crockery, all bear witness,
not only to the skill of the workmen, but to the inventive fancy of the artist.. ..It is not
only in monuments and pictures and statues, but in every specimen of handicraft, that
we read the history of the people by and for whom they were made. A people thus
unconsciously writes its own history in the daily works of its hands.'i7

Domestic architecture, above all, had the power to uplift as well as reflect human
development, according to John Ruskin, another of England's most influential
\

nineteenth-century writers. In his most important books on architecture, Stones of
Venice (1849) and Seven Lamps of Architecture (1854), Ruskin specified that moral
principles should guide house building and that certain architectural elements ought to
be emphasized. Firstly, there was sanctity about a good man's house. Houses needed
to be built to last more than one generation if parents were to be duly honoured by their
children and the stability of the family maintained. 18 Secondly, since the home should
be a quiet resting place, houses needed to be as lovely and pleasant as possible inside
and out, built and decorated in a style which expressed the man's character, history and
occupation.' 9 Inside, the fireplace and bay window bore associations with the domestic

16See Williams, Culture and Society, pp.43, 134.
17Fitzgerald, 'On the Nature of Art', p.255. A few years earlier a contributor to the SMM had similarly
written, 'It might seem hardly necessary to mention it did not experience contradict such an idea, that
ugliness is no necessary part of economy in house-building. A house may, even if built of materials as
rude as slabs, exhibit some amount of taste, and ought if possible to do so, as it is almost impossible
to calculate the amount of pleasure which such things afford almost unconsciously to many who have
brought with them theories to their new home strongly opposed to such refinements.' 'Colonial
Experience', SMM, I, 5 (1863), p.219.
l8J. Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, [1849] London, 1909, pp.250-2.
19Ruskin, Seven Lamps, pp.254-5.
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virtues of protection, security and trust. They should form a focus because the very
sight of them inspired recollections of home and reinforced the family-based strengths
of Anglo-Saxon culture.2o

The writer of an article published in the New Zealand Mail in 1874 clearly shared
Ruskin's views. 'All the work of the world', it read, 'the railroading and navigation,
digging, manufacturing, inventing, teaching, writing, fighting, are done, first of all to
secure each family in the possession of its own hearth; secondly, to surround as many
hearths as possible with grace and culture and beauty.'2l The news item probably
derived from America since it concluded with the words: 'The work of all races for five
thousand years is represented in the difference between a wigwam and a lady's parlour.
It has no better result to show', but the editor might just as well have replaced 'whare'
for 'wigwam'. According to social evolutionary theory, the mechanical skill evidenced
in some whare was now considered the lowest order of knowledge.

While for most men the state of the domestic interior would remain of secondary
importance to the exterior since it was women's business and in the main, hidden from
public view, a new focus came to be placed on women's sphere of influence.22
Herbert Spencer and others writing in the 1870s highlighted the central role of women
in socio-cultural evolution. Social Darwinists argued that the better adapted women
became to reproduction, the greater degree there was in racial advance. Racial
development emphasised the differences between the sexes and it was widely argued
that women's personal choices should be subordinated to the higher moral and scientific

20G. Wright, Moralism and the Model Home, Chicago, 1980, pp.l3, 32.
Zealand Mail (NZM), 10 October 1874.
22A. Callen, Women Artists of the Arts and Crafts Movement 1870-1914, New York, 1979, p.l71.
For example J. Fitzgerald wrote 'You may hide your little ugliness in your own chambers, and sing out
of tune in your own boudoirs, and indulge in tawdry ornament and worship a false fashion in the
privacy of social life; butyou do not thereby poison the public taste, or pervert the popular judgement.
But you cannot erect forms upon which for long years the eye of the public must rest day by day and
hour by hour, without more or less moulding the feeling the community at large. Whether you like it
or not, every house is a lesson ... '. 'On the Nature of Art', p.262.

2 lNew
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goal of racial advancement. 23 Certainly no serious Christian doubted that women were
and should be subordinate to men. 24

Concern for the future generation of Pakeba New Zealanders would help place more
weight behind the need to improve the quality and beautify homes over the following
decades. Articles published in the Otago Witness emphasized bow children were
susceptible to the scenes and actions around them. 25 'Hopeful', author of the book

Taken In, described how children living in New Zealand lodgings were being exposed
to all the drinking, bad language and carryings on, and even those in families with
respectable backgrounds were missing out on all the refinements which had helped
mould their parents. 26 In 1879, A.B. Wylie wrote that she had come almost to accept
the universal rudeness and ill-manners of children as somehow a condition of the
climate until she visited the beautiful home of the Wynn-Williams in Christchurch and
realized it was quite possible for children to be 'becomingly brought up' .' 27

There was an additional utilitarian argument for surrounding as many hearths as
possible with grace, culture and beauty; namely the implications it had for the
development of New Zealand industry. In Britain during the 1830s and 1840s, the
market for the country's manufactured goods bad fallen behind the continental nations
and the reason was partly explained by the British workman's ignorance and lack of
artistic ability.28 A Parliamentary Select Committee in 1835 all agreed that the French
particularly excelled because of their training schools for designers and museums which
diffused taste throughout the whole population. 29 The old Latin saying 'de gustibus
non est disputandum' was dismissed by design pundits and replaced by a belief that a
23D'Cruze, pp.72-73.
24Davidoff and Hall, p.ll4.
25·Love of the Beautiful', OW, 29 August 1874; 'Attractive Homes for Young People', OW, 17
September 1886; Macdonald, Wornan of Good Character, pp.l70-2.
26Hopcful, Taken In: Being a Sketch of New Zealand Life, [ 1887] Christchurch, 1974, p.l66.
27 A.H.Wylie, Chatty Letters ji·om the East and West, London, 1879, p.l23.
28 A. Forty, Objects of Desire: Design and Society 1750-1980, London, 1986, p.58.
29J .D. Lubbock, Tyranny of Taste: The Politics ofArchitecture and Design in Britain 1550-1960, New
Haven, 1995, p.251.
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set of fundamental rules needed to be established to countermand the fads and fancies of
novelty and fashion.3° The British State consequently founded public design schools,
promoted the grandest international trade fair known as the Great Exhibition in 1851
and founded the Museum of South Kensington to help teach the new philosophy.3I

New Zealand, largely populated by settlers of British working-class stock, seemed
faced with the same problem which England had experienced. The overall growth of
the economy had been slow and by the late 1860s the colony had become a dumping
ground for cheap, inferior goods which were not wanted elsewhere. 32

The country

generally appeared to be importing too much and losing employment opportunities.33
The ever increasing market for household goods was an obvious sector to develop.

Concerns about the possible degeneration of New Zealand society led to a new
emphasis being placed on cultural pursuits and the home environment during the latter
\

part of the nineteenth century. As in Britain, the design of ordinary household effects
had become a public issue because their private consumption was perceived to have
public consequences.34 Local newspapers stressed how it was now for the good of the
nation that people should spend their money in New Zealand and improve their
dwellings.35 Gradually men's relative indifference to domestic interiors would change
as culture was marketed into consumer items for the home and the social benefits seen
to increase.

30Lubbock, p.261.

31Lubbock, p.248.
32 'Imported and Local Manufactures', NZ Herald, (NZH) I 0 October 1871; R. Dalziel, The Politics of
Seulement' in The Oxford History of New Zealand, p.! 02.
33'E.T. 'New Zealand Industries', Letter to the Editor, OW, 10 February 1872; 'Native Industries', OW,
23 May 1874.
34 Lubbock, p.xv.
35See NZH, 2 May 1871.
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II

1865 heralded the era of industrial exhibitions in New Zealand, inspired by the Great
Exhibition in London in 1851. These extravagances constituted the most public display
of progress in civilization and culture in New Zealand. New government policies
during the 1870s aimed to stimulate a rapid growth in the production of household
goods by local manufacturers and encourage greater private expenditure on housing.
Middle-class urban dwellers in particular would use their money to establish greater
comfort, formality and compartmentalization in their domestic lives.

As early as 1862, a small industrial exhibition had been held in Dunedin, the success of
which generated another on a much more ambitious scale in 1865.36 The intention of
the second was 'to enlighten the people of the colony on the subject of the vast
resources with which nature has endowed them' and 'to promote their culture and to
\

increase the spread of Science and Art.' 37 A reviewer also noted 'this Industrial and Art
Show will exercise an important influence upon the future material development of New
Zealand and the growth of its commercial interests,'38 The event established Dunedin's
supremacy as a commercial centre in New Zealand and also helped secure a prosperous
future for its chief supporter, Julius Vogel,39

Vogel became Premier of New Zealand in 1873 and under his administration, the socalled 'native industries' made rapid progress. The Government introduced incentives
such as a bonus of £300 offered to the pottery industry for the production of the first
£2,000 worth of approved quality pottery ware suitable for household purposes. 40
Once manufacturers had made a success of producing and selling such menial items as

36McLintock, p.477.

37ow, 21 January 1865.
3sow, 13 May 1865.
39McLintock, pp.476-8.
40NzM, 29 August 1874.
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ordinary house-lamp glasses, they could add fancy ware like wine and cucumber
glasses to their lists.4l

It became increasingly attractive to produce for the local market as the population of

New Zealand virtually doubled during the 1870s. No industry was too small to be
ignored. One Auckland firm, headed by George Burke, estimated in 1871 that with
38,000 households in the country, there was a market for at least half that many pairs of
bellows.42 All of the materials for the bellows were locally produced except for the
tacks.

Of a more sophisticated nature, a Mr Cutler of Wellington started manufacturing
harmoniums and pianos in 1875.43 He detected from the 'musical taste so generally
diffused' that an instrument was a necessity in every dwelling. Indeed by 1880 pianists
had become the main exponents of music in the drawing room and the prevalence of
\

pianos in houses with even the slightest pretension of gentility was particularly
noticeable in New Zealand. 44 Cutler found native woods ideal for the purpose. 45 He
only had to import the keys and hoped to produce thoroughly good pianos for £30
instead of the £60 paid for instruments from overseas.46

Though it had to be conceded that a prejudice against such items as colonially-made
pianos would be hard to dislodge, the public were urged to reward entrepreneurs by
buying local products and the results were proudly displayed at other industrial
exhibitions in Dunedin and elsewhere. 47 In the inaugural speech of the 1881 Dunedin

41For example see article on Auckland glass manufacturer in OW, 24 September 1870.
42southern Cross cit. Nelson Examiner, 6 April 1871.
43Possibly Charles Lewis Cutler, cabinet maker, later declared bankrupt. Mercantile and Bankruptcy
Gazette, VII, 299 (1882), p.14.
44NZM, 15 May 1880.
45•rnfant Manufacturers', Saturday Advertiser, (SA) 6 November 1875.
46Ibid.
47SA, 11 August 1877; Nelson Examiner, 6 April 1871.
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Industrial Exhibition, where everything relating to houses was displayed in great variety
and profusion, Alexander Bathgate rejoiced, saying:
We can rise in the morning from beneath the soft kaikorai blankets on a
handsome bedstead made of New Zealand wood; ... our toilet-ware is from the
Royal Pottery at Milton; ... our breakfast ware is, like the toilet-set, colonial
make; our silver furnishings are our own production; Enjoying the quietness of
our home in the evening, we light our Dunedin candles; our eyes rest with
satisfaction on the New Zealand landscapes which adorn our walls; our ears are
gratified by sweet airs played on a New Zealand piano; and the day is closed by
a hymn of grateful praise, sung to the swelling and tuneful notes of a colonialbuilt organ .... 4s

Accounts boasted the quality of New Zealand goods produced and entries submitted to
exhibitions overseas helped to promote a progressive image of the colony abroad. The
brass founders A. & T. Burt of Dunedin, for example, earned high praise for their
displays at the Sydney Exhibition in 1879 and the Melbourne Exhibition the following
year. 49 A five-light gaselier helped impress the progress of the industrial arts as it
\

featured Maori figures and native ferns in metal. 50 Similarly the furniture manufactured
by Guthrie and Lamach's Woodware Company of Dunedin was reportedly unrivalled
in beauty or workmanship when shown in Australia. 51 An inlaid cabinet of native
woods which featured a 'very appropriate' design of a Maori and his whare on one side
and an Englishman and a train and ship on the other, formed a 'credible specimen of
New Zealand industry upon New Zealand material.'52

London export houses had to forget the notion that anything was good enough for the
Colonies.53 Over twenty years, the increase in the total value of imports to New
Zealand had only risen from £7,000,655 in 1864 to £7,663,888 in 1884. 54 Matching
48 IIlust.

NZH, 14 July, 1881. Speech also printed in NZH 25 June, 1881.
Sydney Exhibition. Opening of the Exhibition', OW, 20 September 1879; 'News of the Week',
OW, 30 October 1880.
50Ibid.
51The Sydney Exhibition', OW, 20 September 1879.
52•News of the Week', OW, 21 June 1879.
53 NZ Public Opinion and Saturday Advertiser, 25 June 1881; 'Our Trade in Australia', The Cabinet
Maker & Art Furnisher, X, 1 October 1889, p.9l.
54R. Stout, Notes on the Progress of New Zealand for Twenty Years 1864-1884, Wellington, 1886,
p.20.

49'The
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suites of furniture, once only produced at great expense by cabinet makers, could now
be machine-made in the country at a more affordable price. Around 1878, the typical
middle-class dining room was furnished with a set of six horse hair chairs, a sofa and
an easy chair, and so was the drawing room except with a slight change in materials. 55

The Government also introduced measures to encourage expenditure on housing during
the 1870s, the Premier himself setting the example by building a grand new house
along Tinakori Road, Wellington, in 1873.56 Building societies were formed to enable
more working -class men to build houses of their own. 57 Other colonists with ready
capital quickly took advantage of the schemes.5 8 From 1871 to 1900, expenditure on
housing (including farm dwellings) was the largest component of private capital
formation. 59

The building industry boomed as investment peaked during the mid-1870s.6° Dunedin
\

did the best.6I Some houses in Dunedin doubled their value in the space of a year.62
Between 1874 and 1875, 577 new dwellings were erected in Dunedin alone bringing
the number to 4,200. 63 The estimated total value of rateable property in the town rose
from £2,000,000 to £4,000,000 during the same period.64 The increasing use of stone
and brick rather than wood in the towns and wood instead of clay and daub in the
country suggested that the houses were being built to last, even though speculators
were inclined to take short cuts.65

55•Artistic House Furnishing', NZ Graphic, XII, 24 (June 1894), p.562.
56Hamer and Nicholls, p.125.
57 Daily Tribune, 4 April 1874.
58 Ibid.
59J.A. Dowie, 'The Course and Character of Capital Formation in New Zealand, 1871-1900', New
Zealand Economic Papers, I, 1 (1966), p.46.
60Dowie, pp.46, 50.
6lE. Olssen, History of Otago, Dunedin, 1984, p.74.
62•carpenters' Trade Union' OW, 8 August 1874.
63 Statistics of Municipal Boroughs, Areas, Rates etc in Statistics of New Zealand, 1874 and 1875.
64Ibid.
65 For some figures see Stout, pp.31-32. A lack of legislation governing health standards meant that
many houses, from mansions to cottages, suffered problems relating to inadequate plumbing and
drainage. 'Hints about Houses', OW 17 June 1876; 'Ventilation', NZM, 28 November 1884.
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It was the age of the enterprising carpenter-architect in the history of New Zealand
domestic architecture.66 Journals and pattern books from England and America such as

Woodward's National Architecture (1868) provided plans for houses which embodied
Ruskin's ideals as well as incorporating the latest overseas ideas of comfort and
convenience. They answered a demand for homes which were both fashionable and
symbolic of family virtues.67

Plan book writers emphasized that every room in the house should have a well defined
function.68 The most important spaces in the house were at the front where guests were
entertained and the family gathered. The parlour was the most formal room. It
announced the status and harmonious relationships of the family. It contained the most
elegant and artistic objects. A large central frreplace symbolized the ideal of home as a
place of protection and communality. Bay windows could afford rooms sufficient light
\

and ventilation as well as providing a pleasant outlook and leaving enough
uninterrupted wall-space for furniture and pictures.69 The dining room was separate but
integral to this presentation of civilized and cultured family life. It too would have a
large fireplace.

The hall could be used to connect each principal room, avoiding the frequent necessity
of passing through one room to reach another and helping to preserve the specialized
function of each spaceJO The introduction of piped gas illuminated the way and
coloured glass appeared in hall doorways for decorative effect as well as to let in more
light.7 1 An arch in the ceiling or some other symbolic device such as a narrower
66F. de J. Clere, 'Domestic Architecture in New Zealand', Studio Yearbook of Decorative Art, London,
1916, p.122.
67 Wright, p.45.
68 C!ark, p.40.
69ow, 31 August 1878.
70Jbid.; K. LAmes, 'Meaning in Artifacts: Hall Furnishings in Victorian America', Journal of
Interdisciplinary History, IX, 1 (Summer 1978), p.28.
71CJere, p.122; R. Guild, The Victorian House Book, London, 1989, p.160. For a description of the
joy of gas in the home see A. Drummond (ed), Thames Journals ofVicemus Lush 1868-1882,
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passage signalled how far down the hall guests might go before they reached the private
area of the house. 72 The rooms beyond were invariably more utilitarian and simplified
in terms of decorative detail.7 3 The kitchen was at the back with other service areas.
The bedrooms were preferably located upstairs- that is, well away from visitors.

A minority of New Zealanders who had large amounts of money to spend employed
individual architects to design their houses but architects were influenced by the same
ideals as the pattern book writers. Most trained in Britain and kept up to date with
overseas trends through study trips and magazines. 74 Their plans also divided visitors
from residents, adults from children, family from servants and women from men, only,
as in England, the bigger the house, the more segregated the spaces became.

When the British architect Robert Kerr published The Gentleman's House: or How to
Plan English Residences in 1871, he specified twenty-seven necessary rooms based on
\

the 'unvarying ... domestic habits of refined persons' and indicated suitable
furnishings.75 To be a respectable gentleman required not only wealth enough to build
a large house but to behave and live in the correct manner. The mistress, for instance,
had her feminine boudoir to work in and the master had his masculine study. After
dinner, ladies withdrew to the feminine drawing room decorated with dainty pieces of
china while the gentlemen had cigars in the male smoking room or else played a game in
the male billiards room surrounded by pictures of hunting scenes.

This kind of highly ordered and segregated social life gradually found more of a place
in New Zealand, encouraged by the gradual shift of middle-class housing away from
the business centres to suburbs. Residential segregation occurred in Dunedin during

Christchurch, 1975, pp.187, 190.
72Stewart, p.49; Ames, p.28.
73Ibid.
74T.E.R. Hodgson, The Big House: Grand & Opulent Houses in Colonial New Zealand, Auckland,
1991, p.37.
75 Kerr cit. D. Spain, Gendered Spaces, Chapel Hill/London, 1992, p.132.
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the 1870s and 1880s as the town became larger and more industrialized and the number
of landless wealthy men increasedJ6 The well-to-do increasingly occupied the choicest
sites on the hill above St Clair, City Rise and sections of Maori Hill so it mattered more
who was living next door.7 7 The division between private and public domains which
concealed people from one another also complicated the relations between themJ8
Men's lives became more remote from women's and knowledge valued by men became
less accessible to women. 79 Women started to organize more formalized social
gatherings amongst themselves such as the regular ladies afternoon tea parties known as
'At Homes'.

Newspapers featured details of the latest mansions and encouraged people to build in an
ever grander manner, even when they felt comfortable in smaller wooden houses. 'We
enjoy life in our little parlour of 14 by 12' read one front page article illustrated with a
drawing of an old English stately home, 'and we sleep soundly in our tidy bedroom,
\

although it be a foot or two less. We have gone through all the gradations of colonial
architecture, beginning with the mudhut, next developing into a peacock's tail
residence, and then reaching the dignity of a two-storied suburban villa, with a glazed
porch doing duty as a bit of green-house. We do not think we have reached the
pinnacle of improvement. We have heard of quiet tradesmen in Melbourne spending
£15,000 on a suburban mansion, and the time is not far distant when our citizens will
build snug retreats ... where the amenities of life will be enjoyed more expensively than
at present. •so

The politician and businessman, W.J.M. Larnach, became a local hero when he spared
no expense in building himself and his family a house like a Scottish baronial castle on

760issen,

p.92.

77 Ibid.

78Wilson, pp.lOO, 149; Rybczynski, p.l08.
79 Spain, pp.3-4.
80•Audley End', SA, 28 October 1876. Judging by the context, the term 'peacock's tail residence'
probably means a house built for show rather than referring to a particular architectural form.
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the Otago Peninsula. Completed in 1876 from plans drawn up overseas, 'The Camp'
originally had about 22 rooms (excluding the ballroom which was added at a later date)
and so was not overly large by British standards (plate 14). Nevertheless the house,
which came to be known as 'Larnach's Castle', was undoubtedly one of the most
magnificent private residences in New Zealand. Larnach employed only the very best
craftsmen and materials in its construction.8 1 The entrance halls and passages were laid
with tesselated, multi-coloured tiles specially imported from England. The skirtings,
wainscoatings and hanging staircase were all of varnished native woods. Italian
craftsmen plastered the ceilings and walls with 'keen's cement, which sets as hard and
smooth as inarble, and as white as alabaster' and the fireplaces and mantelpieces
appeared as 'perfect gems of art; each aperture is lined with many coloured tiles of the
most elaborate design. '82

In Auckland in 1878, one of the city's founding fathers, Sir John Logan Campbell,
\

finished planning his new large two-storeyed house named 'Kilbryde' with designs by
Edward Mahoney and Son.83 Campbell chose to build an Italianate style of gentlemen's
residence because it bore associations with his previous residency in Italy.84
Completed in 1881, the house had unusually large public rooms. The music room
could seat 500 people and was the most spectacular (plate 15). 85 It had a minstrel
gallery, ornate ceiling picked out in vivid colours and gilt and walls decorated with
frescos of Italian and Swiss landscapes. The parquet floors featured various native
woods and, as at 'The Camp', fine ceramic tiles abounded.

Lavish houses were not confined to the towns. The big landholders also built opulent
country estates where they could entertain in style and help break down the barriers of

81 Hardwicke Knight, The Ordeal of William Larnach, Dunedin, 1993, p.45.
82•Larnach Castle', Otago Daily Times, 3 February 1875.
83 R.C.J. Stone, The Father and his Gift, Auckland, 1987, p.140.
84Ibid.
85stone, pp.170-1.
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their geographical isolation.s6 Robert Campbell's 30-room house at Otekaike was
completed in 1877 and featured on the front page of the NZ Public Opinion and
Saturday Advertiser in 1881.87 Contemporaries were astonished to learn that it was

equipped with electric bells throughout. 88 'Glenmark' at Waipara (North Canterbury)
sported a coloured marble fountain in the drawing room. 89

Yet the local demand for very cheap housing and household goods continued.90
Substantial rises in the cost of consumer goods and services and the price of freehold
land within the towns meant that the children of more long-established working-class
settlers could not afford to own their homes. 91 Despite the building boom, there was a
serious want of quality working-class housing. 92

Contrasting with the descriptions of houses being built by the wealthy, a report by the
Inspector of Nuisances in Auckland revealed just how large the gap had become in
\

housing between the classes even by 1874. About one hundred men, women and
children lived in small tenements of one or two rooms either side of the long, narrow
thoroughfare known as Bacon's Lane. The first tenement the Inspector visited
'consists of one room, with about half a dozen Maoris, male and female, all lying
together; the house horridly dirty, and no access to a drain. The second has two rooms,

one of them occupied by a man; dirty; no access to a drain. The third, two rooms,
occupied by an old woman, a young woman, and two children; dirty; no access to a
drain. The fourth, two rooms, occupied by a man, his wife, and six children; dirty,
and in a dilapidated condition; no access to a drain. '93
86fairburn, p.90.
87 NZ Public Opinion and Saturday Advertiser, 5 March 1881.
88 0lssen, p.129.
89T.E.R. Hodgson, Fire and Decay: The Destruction of the Large New Zealand House, Martinborough,
1978, p.8.
90'Cheapness and Economy', NZM, 19 October 1878.
91•Present Cost of Living', LT, 24 November 1874; Old Colonist', 'Scandinavian Immigration', Letter
to the Editor, Nelson Examiner, 13 April 1872.
92•Present Cost of Living', LT, 24 November 1874; 'Workmen's Dwellings in Wellington', Press, 21
September 1878.
93NzH, 2 September 1874.
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The appearance of urban slums was blamed by some at the time on the recent influx of
assisted immigrants. 94 The 'Vogel' immigrants were more solidly drawn from the
lower working-class than the earlier immigration flow had been and so arrived with
next to nothing. 95 However, as Rollo Arnold found in his investigation of English
villager immigrants of the 1870s, the majority settled in country districts.96

Where the new wave of immigrants did possibly have an impact with regard to housing
was in the differing pace between the town and the country with which the house
became a substitute for land as a symbol of wealth. In the towns, the house made most
apparent the purchasing power of its owner. 97 All that was required of the land was
that it be large enough to situate a large house and located well away from the workingclass housing and rental tenements of the poor. In the country, the house remained a
more or less beautiful ornament on the land.98 Farmers' homes continued to see fewer
\

improvements so long as their owners' incomes had to be spent on servicing mortgages
for the land. In 1877, not only were young men intent on having a farm of their own,
but many of the older settlers were still induced to move house in order to secure
additional freeholds despite the social cost to their wives and children.99

Class distinctions generally remained less important in rural areas and expectations of
the house and contents seem to have kept correspondingly lower. 100 This was certainly
the experience of Peter and Emma McGregor who emigrated from England in 1874.
Peter McGregor worked initially as a carpenter in Dunedin before becoming a
schoolmaster at the Welsh gold mining settlement of Cambrian in Otago the following
94 Arnold, p.350.
95 Ibid.
96 Ibid.
97J. Cohn makes this point in relation to American housing in The Palace or the Poorhouse: the
American House as Cultural Symbol, East Lansing, 1979, p.l8-19.
98 Ibid.
99'The Farmers' Home', Suppl to the Press, 28 April 1877.
IOOE. Olssen, 'Social Class in Nineteenth Century New Zealand' in D. Pitt (ed), Social Class in New
Zealand, Auckland, 1977, p.39.
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year. A four roomed house came with the job. It measured 23 by 18 feet and was
valued at £30 a year.IOI

A floorplan of 'Clan Gregor Castle' reveals the arrangement of their makeshift furniture
(plate 16).102 Peter made the stretcher in the sitting room himself with canvas nailed to
a folding wooden frame. It served as a sofa or bed if required and decorated with
dimity and a rug on top, formed 'quite a handsome article of furniture'. 103 The same
patterned dimity covered the bed and two boxes in the bedroom. The dressing table
was constructed from two boxes and hung with pink calico and muslin. Peter's books
and desk were arranged on top of the sitting room cupboards. They had a clock on the
mantelpiece together with several other small knick-knacks and always kept two glasses
filled with sprigs of a green shrub which grew in the hills nearby.

The couple only had a kerosene lamp for light, two chairs, no carpet, no fender or fire\

irons but overall they thought the house looked and felt very comfortable and snug.
The carpet was not missed because scarcely anyone else had one and if too many
friends came to visit at once, the McGregors would 'perch them on a box or else hang
them up on the floor.'104 Carpet was considered a luxury.Ios Two years later the
couple transferred to Maheno in North Otago and were living in a more convenient
house with a front passage and pantry (plate 17). They spent about £25 acquiring
furniture but a horse was still regarded more of a necessity than having a fender for the
parlour.I06 Likewise Mary Robinson found a little further north at Temuka that 'people
about here don't look for a fine house and a lot of furniture; it is all pushing ahead'. 107

10 IPeter McGregor to his mother, 22 August 1875, Letters of Peter McGregor and his wife Emma to
Peter's Family in England, 1874-1887, MS MeG, ATL.
102Peter McGregor to his father, 19 December 1875, McGregor Letters.
103p. McGregor to his mother, 22 August 1875, McGregor Letters.
104p.McGregor to his father, 17 October 1875, McGregor Letters.
105Ibid.
106Peter McGregor to his mother, 11 March 1877; P. McGregor to his parents, 6 December 1877,
Mcgregor Letters.
107Cit. Arnold, p.281.
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By the end of the 1870s, government policies and local enterprises had succeeded in
aiding the growth of native industries and promoting greater private expenditure on
houses. Industrial exhibitions helped create a more competitive market place which
enhanced New Zealand's image overseas and widened the choice of goods available to
consumers. As the following section will further reveal, industrial exhibitions also
served as a means of instructing the public on what goods to buy and how to display
them in their private homes. During the period c.l865-1890, this particularly applied to
those of their audience with genteel aspirations living in towns.

III

At the same time as champions of culture in the home in England and New Zealand
upheld democratic principles, there remained a second divergent tendency towards
cultural elitism which centred around the matter of taste. The very definition of culture
favoured the upper strata of society who already had a good education. In an economic
climate which aided upward mobility, this educated group began to use the concept of
cultured taste in home-decorating to differentiate themselves from the rest. A fashion
for 'Art' furniture consequently evolved as the new status markers provoked a desire
amongst some subordinate groups to emulate the distinctive style of the Aesthetic
Movement.

In 1878, a Fine Arts and Industrial Exhibition was held at the Wellington Working
Men's Club, an account of which helps to illuminate how the concept of taste related to
culture and effectively served to legitimate the higher rank of some and subordinate
others. The exhibition was intended to help dispel the 'more or less prevalent' belief
that the mass of the population attached little or no importance to ornamental art. 108 It

I08NZM, 6 July 1878. I am indebted to Jane Vial for this reference.
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included furniture and other useful items made by local members to counter the second
popular notion that things of beauty could not also be of use.

The Mayor of Wellington, J. Dransfield, supported the cause, stating:
Not only do our social and family relationships influence us for good or
evil. .. but we take on the hue of our outward environments; an untidy house
leads to an untidy family .... Purity of taste and love of the beautiful, should be
diffused thoughout the community - diffused not only in its subtle enjoyment
for the few, but in its more substantive application for the many .... After noble
purpose and family affection, [there is] no means more effectual whereby to rise
above the sensual and the commonplace than the cultivation of the true and the
beautifuJ.I09
As W. Hutchinson, a trustee of the Club, declared, 'numbers of our artisans possess
that cunning skill which effectually lifts their labor above mere rude mechanism, and in
many instances fills and informs it with the beauty, and even with a species of creative
design.' The hitch was that this aesthetic faculty, 'although inborn, requires culture and
direction for its full development'.IIO

In New Zealand, as in Britain and America during the mid to late-nineteenth century,
the most legitimate way of acquiring culture and taste was through access to it from an
early age. The American, Charles Eastlake, stated in his book entitled Hints on

Household Taste (1868), the general impression was of good taste being 'a peculiar
inheritance of gentle blood, and independent of all training'. Few could explain just
how this 'sense of the beautiful' and 'faculty for distinguishing good and bad design in
the familiar objects of domestic life' might be acquired, but it seemed to be the
unconscious result of long exposure to cultured activities such as music, science and
languages. 111

109 Ibid.

IIOibid.
I liCit. J. Gloag, Victorian Comfort: A Social History of Design from 1830-1900, London, !96!,
pp.33-34.
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Taste was, according to Charles Eastlake, a faculty which most educated people,
particularly women, thought they possessed. 112 It effectively separated them from both
the working-class and the nouveau riche at a time in New Zealand when just a few
pounds difference in salary could open the way into a higher social set.113 It also
denoted fine British stock at a time in England when elegant simplicity was being
emphasized as a national characteristic as opposed to French ornate luxury .114 In 187 6
the Otago Witness reported how 'among the most cultivated classes in society house
furnishing is becoming more and more an expression of individual taste and culture, an
external symbol of internal grace and harmony; not an exponent of the cash balance in
bank, or the occasion of displaying the profits of the last successful speculation.'115

Professional upholsterers or interior decorators could be paid to advise on furnishings
but the result had no soul. 116 What mattered most, according to the writer of the same
article, was that taste, fitness and comfo11 dictated throughout. 'The artistic sense
cannot be bought with money, and it matters little comparatively as to the amount of
money expended in furnishing a home.' Taste, or 'manifested preferences' as Pierre
Bourdieu defines it in Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement ofTaste, was
and still is, in fact, the product of upbringing and education.

The selection and arrangement of ordinary, everyday things in an artistic manner was so
distinguished and distinctive because, like the manner of eating at table, it meant
sublimating primary needs and impulses and so stylizing life that form took primacy
over function. 1!7 The manner in which art and culture had been acquired tended to live
on in its manner of use, which gave recognized possessors of taste 'an absolute,

112C.L. Eastlake, Hints on Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery and Other Details, 3rd rev. ed.,
New York, 1971, p.~.
113See 'Colonial Society', SA, 26 April 1879.
114See R. Kerr, The Gentleman's House, 3rd rev.ed., London, 187!, p.86; Lubbock, p.261.
115•House Furnishing', OW, 20 May 1876. See also 'Some Hints on the Furnishing of Rooms',
NZM, 4 March 1882.
116 Ibid.
1!7p. Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, Cambridge, 1984, p.S.
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arbitrary power to recognize or exclude'. 118 Hanging pictures, for example, was
considered an art in itself. Paintings were regularly hung all over the walls at public
exhibitions. Anyone who attended enough galleries knew, however, that the best
works were always shown 'on the Line'. In private houses, works of art were
supposed to be arranged at eye level where they could be properly seen and made a part
of everyday life, not, as was commonly the case, hung right up to the ceilings like in
the Williams house in Napier (plate

18).119

Lady Barker, who wrote numerous well known books, was from one of these most
cultivated classes. She came to New Zealand with her second husband, Frederick
Broome, in

1865

and observed how 'A lady's influence out here appears to be very

great, and capable of indefinite expansion. She represents refinement and culture (in
Mr Arnold's sense of the word), and her footsteps on a new soil such as this should be
marked by a trail of light.' 12 0 In this case, she helped usher a new ideal in domestic
furnishing to New Zealand which emphasized aesthetic sensibility and the home as a
unique statement of a particular family.

Significantly, Lady Barker's first impulse on making herself at home overnight in a
bachelor's up-country sheep station was to draw the curtains together and to move the
existing furniture away from their symmetrical position against the walls. 121 Curtains
helped regulate the amount of light in a room as well as retaining the heat of an open
fire. Subdued lighting would be favoured as adding a certain romantic mystique to
rooms and women alike, in keeping with the adage, 'beauty half seen is loveliest'.

122

The new look would also emphasize a variety of styles and objects, arranged into 'art

118Bourdieu, pp.2, 95.
119'How to Hang Pictures', Weekly News, 18 March 1876; 'Hints for Home Decoration', OW, 16
March 1888.
120Lady Barker, Station Life in NZ, [1870] London, 1984, p.105.
121 Lady Barker, Station Amusements in New Zealand, [ 1873] Christchurch, 1953, p.66.
122'Furnishing and Household Decoration', NZM, 17 July 1880; 'New Fashion in Room Illumination',
NZM, 22 February 1884.
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units' in a picturesque and irregular fashion. 123 Lady Barker obviously considered
that she had taste in such matters because she wrote two books on household
decoration, Houses and Housekeeping (1876) and The Bedroom and the Boudoir
(1878).

In Houses and Housekeeping, the author outlined her personal opinions on the ideal
drawing or sitting room; that is, the room where the mistress of the house spent all her
time indoors, working, writing, resting, playing with her children as well as
entertaining friends. Unlike the stately parlour of the rich and ambitious, she envisaged
the room as bright and cheery in the winter and shady and restful in the summer, very
like her own drawing room at 'Broomielaw' in the Malvern Hills, North Canterbury in
1866.124 Restraint needed to be exercised with ornaments, displaying only the most
artistic ones, such as reproductions of Greek statues. Above all the room should have
an original character and style of its own so that a visitor left alone for five minutes
\

could conjure up an idea of the tastes and habits of the people who arranged it and lived
there everyday.12s

In The Bedroom and the Boudoir, Lady Barker indicated how parents might impart
their artistic values to children. She recommended that both boys and girls become
accustomed to making and keeping their bedrooms as pretty and original as possible.
Boys could arrange their collections of 'eggs, butterflies, beetles, and miscellaneous
rubbish' in a decorative way and make their own picture frames, brackets and book
cases.t26 Boys needed to feel that their room was their private domain and kept free of
the trammels of good furniture. Girls could likewise be encouraged to make and
arrange their 'little odds and ends of ornamental work' and 'shown the difference

123see Rybczynski, p.177; W. Seale, Tasteful Interlude: American Interiors Through the Camera's Eye,
2nd rev.ed., Nashville, 1981, p.19.
124For a description see Barker, Station Life, p.64.
125Lady Barker, Houses and Housekeeping: A Fireside Gossip upon Home and Its Comforts, London,
1876, pp.130-2, 141-2.
126Lady Barker, Bedrooms and Boudoirs, London, 1878, p.13.
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between what is and is not artistically and intrinsically valuable, either for form or
colour' - only girls should be made to dust their little treasures themselves and leave
their rooms neat and tidy each moming.I27

Lady Barker essentially promoted 'Aesthetic' interiors which cultivated beauty in every
aspect of life. She espoused Ruskin's theory of suitableness of decoration and stated
how the style of furniture should fit the circumstances and surroundings of the whole
house. The dining room, for instance, should be kept sombre and quiet in tone, in
keeping with its austere function. She recommended the use of sage greens, autumnal
leaf yellows and brown colours; curtains bordered with arabesques designs with inner
draperies of airy white muslin; ferns in pretty cheap china pots on the sideboard;
photographs and prints of good pictures on the walls rather than stuffy ancestral
portraits; bentwood chairs if ones with carved backs and velvet of leather cushions were
still a dream of the future. What pleased and refreshed the eye was a combination of
\

scrupulous cleanliness, elegant forms and harmonious colours. 128

Despite the emphasis on taste being individually acquired and the cultivated few
thinking only they held the correct responses to their surroundings, the cultivated, like
everyone else, followed prevalent styles at the time. The so-called 'Aesthetic
Movement' in interior design of which Lady Barker was a part, first evolved in Europe
and America during the third quarter of the nineteenth century and was always in
practice more a state of mind than a set formula. 129 As its popularity grew, the
Movement came to embrace a considerable range of disparate styles and forms.
Nevertheless certain elements did become dominant and easily recognizable.I30

127Barker, Bedrooms and Boudoirs, p.14.
128Barker, Houses and Housekeeping, pp.138-9, 146, 148, 150.
129Banham et al, p. I07.
I30Banham et al, p.11 0.
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Photographs of a house thought to be located around New Plymouth, offer an
illustration of the Aesthetic Movement at its height (plates 19-21). The slender,
ebonized overmantel and sideboards were typical of the furniture made to imitate
oriental lacquer and the work of French ebenistes shown at the 1867 Industrial
Exhibition. 131 The incisions were probably picked out in gold. The painted floral
panels replaced the ornate carving which had been common in previous decades.m

The stylistic diversity of designs and rich patterning of the walls was also typical of the
Aesthetic interior. 133 The affect was partly brought about by the practice of dividing
walls into three horizontal parts: the dado, the filling and the frieze. It is not possible to
tell whether these particular rooms had a frieze running along the top next to the ceiling,
but the dado occupied the normal space of about three of four feet above the skirting in
each room. The pattern of the dado in the sitting room (plate 20) is Pompeian, a very
different style from the dado in the parlour (plate 19) with its pattern of stylized
chrysanthemums and illustrative of the eclectic, almost ahistorical approach to
design. 134

Japanese chrysanthemums, peacocks with their beautiful plumage, like that which
adorns the cushion on the chair beside the fire in the parlour, and sunflowers like those
on the filling in the parlour, were favourite aesthetic subjects. 135 Sunflowers, along
with lilies, perhaps symbolized the physical and spiritual world. 136 The sunflower
paper in the parlour may well have been supplied by Robert Martin Limited of
Wellington, a large importer of art wallpapers. The design is very similar to the sage
green, apricot and cream-coloured dado wallpaper used in the dining room of Katherine

IJIBanham eta!, p.l25.
132 Ibid.

mrbid.
I34Sec Banham et al, p.l22.
135See R. Spencer, The Aesthetic Movement: Theory and Practice, London, 1972, p.70.
I 36M. Girouard, Sweetness and Light: The 'Queen Anne Movement' 1860-1900, Oxford 1977, pp.2832.
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Mansfield's birthplace at 25 Tinakori Road, Thorndon and dated c.1888.137 Aesthetic
decors favoured soft 'natural' colours which could be produced by vegetable dyes
rather than aniline mauves and magentas.t38

Oriental accessories reflected a new-found appreciation of Eastern handicrafts.
Examples in the New Plymouth house include the large Imari ware plate on top of the
dining room sideboard and lacquered Japanese brackets attached to the wall on either
side (plate 21); the Chinese hardwood pedestal table behind the tall Japanese vase in the
sitting room and the Indian or North African occasional table in the parlour. Decorative
art from India and the Far East appeared graceful and elegant compared to the heavy and
overwrought ornamentation of commercial and machine-made products. Design
reformers praised such objects for their simplicity, the absence of shams and imitations
of materials and the flat, conventionalized quality of their design. 139 'The art of the
decorator', wrote Eastlake, was 'to typify, not to represent, the works of Nature, and it
\

is just the difference between this artistic abstraction and pseudo-realisms which
separates good and noble design from that which is commonplace and bad' .140

The precise date of the New Plymouth house is not known but reports of the overseas
fashion first appeared in New Zealand newspapers during the rnid-1870s. 141 One of
the earliest articles to appear in the newly-established 'Ladies Corner' column of the NZ
Mail in 1874 reported the great rage for knick-knacks and folding screens, sometimes

made of bamboo lined with silks. By 1880, readers of 'Gossip for Ladies' in the Otago
Witness learnt that Americans were now hanging fans on walls instead of pictures or

plaques. Fans from every country, from Japan, China, Austria, France and England,

l37This wallpaper was found preserved and was reproduced when the house was restored in 1988 and
opened to the public.
13 8Girouard, p.87.
l39Lubbock, p.261.
l40Eastlake, p.134.
l41Chinese and Japanese fancy goods of a type 'suitable for the drawing room and for gracing the toilet
table' were available in New Zealand as early as 1872. See advertisement in NZH, 14 June 1872.
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were admitted to 'fan boudoirs' with absolute impartiality.t42 The emphasis on the
aesthetic qualities of colour, line and form, encouraged people to divorce the objects
from their original functions and to use them purely decoratively, which explains the
somewhat ironic inclusion of Chinese goods even in places like New Zealand where
anti-Chinese sentiment ran high.l43

Marketers of the new fashion did tend to emphasize goods from Japan, a country which
had recently thrown open its doors to the world and whose government was eager to
convince Western powers of how civilized they were. 144 In 1875 an article in the NZ

Herald, timed to coincide with the Melbourne Intercolonial Exhibition which included a
Japanese court, informed readers that every Japanese household was a model of
cleanliness and that the Japanese differed radically from the Chinese in their mode of
living. 'They neither eat, nor drink, nor sleep, nor dress, nor shave, nor salute one
another, nor even sit, in the Chinese manner.' 145 The Japanese also tailored their
\

exportware to please Western tastes.

The two large international exhibitions held in Sydney and Melbourne in 1880 and

1880-1 have been identified as instrumental in the Japanese capturing of the middleclass Australian market and New Zealand's acceptance of Japanese furnishings by some
of the middle-class occurred around the same time.l46 Communication by steam liner
between Sydney and Auckland, Melbourne and Dunedin was frequent and swift by this
stage and newspapers included extensive reports. 147 In 1882 Messr H. Matson and Co.
auctioneers in Christchurch could expect a large attendance at their sale of Japanese

142•Gossip for the Ladies', OW, 18 December 1880.
143•Desire for Decoration', NZH, 9 August 1879.
144E. Wilkinson, Misunderstanding: Europe versus Japan, Tokyo, 1981, p.52; NZH, 26 April 1876.
145•Romance of Japanese Life and History' [repr. from the Melbourne Argus], NZH Suppl., 13
November 1875.
146A. Galbally, 'Aestheticism in Australia' in A. Bradley and T. Smith (eds), Art and Architecture:
Essays Presented to Bernard Smith, Melbourne, 1980, p.126 and J. Serle, 'Asian and Pacific Influences
in Australian Domestic Interiors 1788-1914', Fabrications: The Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians, Australia and New Zealand, 4 (June) 1993, p.75.
147 An engraving of the Japanese Court in Sydney appeared in the Illust. NZH, 31 December 1879.
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curios owing to the 'present tendency ... to possess "something Japanese" . 148 The
value of imports from Japan rose dramatically, from £95 in 1881 to £2,529 in 1882 and
from £3,571 in 1883 to £10,393 in 1884. 149 Plates 22, 23,25 and 26 testify to the
popularity of oriental fans and parasols as decorative additions to sitting and drawing
rooms. In 1889, fans cost about sixpence each.1so

Little 'Aesthetic' furniture of fine quality was brought into New Zealand from Europe
owing to its fragility and the subsequent high cost put on by importers to cover
losses. I 51 The handcrafted domestic wares produced by Morris & Co., originally
intended by their makers for use in working-class homes, were also priced beyond
most people's reach. 152 Nevertheless every fashionable pattern of furniture from
England and America was available for purchase at a shop like A.J. White Furniture
Warehouses in Christchurch. A collection of pier glasses from the Antique to the Old
English black and gold or Queen Anne creative revival styles ranged all down one wall
\

of their principal showroom in 1882. They set a whole room aside on the second floor
chiefly for the display of Japanese, Indian and Chinese 'curiosities' such as tea caddies,
ornaments and knick-knacks.l53

Local manufacturers began producing 'Art' furniture once the fashion started to take
hold in the colony. The term 'Art' furniture had first been applied to furniture by
Charles Eastlake in Hints on Household Taste and usually implied that the piece had
undergone some special process. 154 Rather than just being a product of mass
manufacture, its design had been formulated according to artistic principles and
involved a strong element of craftsmanship.

148Press, 6 November 1882.
149Sratistics of New Zealand, 1881-1884.
150zealandia, 1 January 1890, p.424.
151•A.J. White's Furnishing Warehouses', Press Suppl. 24 June 1882.
152G. Naylor, The Arts and Crafts Movement, London, 1971, p.108.
153Press Suppl. 24 June 1882.
154Banham eta!, pp. 124-5.
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A few manufacturers placed design and craftsmanship before profit and began to
stipulate that their employees learn drawing and design at art school. New Zealand's
first School of Art had opened in Dunedin in 1870, based on the South Kensington
system with the mission of providing art education for the artisan class.tss The school
suffered in its first years from public and government indifference though the
ironmaster, H.S. Shacklock, was amongst its founders and sat on the board between
1874-1891.1 56 Shacklock insisted that his company pattern makers aimed at perfection
and took enormous trouble to enhance the appearance of the coal ranges housed in an
ever-increasing number of New Zealand homes.t57

Gradually commercial enterprises generally began 'putting on stylish airs' with
letterheads, business cards and signs like works of art.I 58 Their displays at industrial
exhibitions also adopted the new look. The artistic arrangements of the 1889 New
Zealand and South Seas in Dunedin were particularly notable:
\

As we enter the great vestible and reach the central hall, the large amount of
artistic taste displayed in the ornamentation gives one a fair notion of how easily
we can, by dint of harmony in the use of tints and colours, and the judicious
introduction of quiet though rich draperies, mirrors, statuary, and last, though
not least, foliage, flowering shrubs, arrive at tout ensemble which, though
inexpensive, has great effect, and is pleasant to the eye .... The great feature of
the NZ Exhibition is decidedly that it differs from all previous ones in that
respect, the management having taken the utmost care that from the very
threshold every vestige of the show element has been studiously avoided. I59

Within the space of three to five years, colours and patterns which had been considered
'quite recherche' became virtually unsaleable.I60 In 1879, if 'Stella' of the NZ Mail is
!55 A. Calhoun, 'A Trade for their Daughters: Women in the Fine and Applied Arts in New Zealand
from 1870 to 1900', Bulletin of New Zealand Art History, XIV, 1993, p.16.
L56•ow, 27 December 1873; J. Angus, The Jronmongers, Dunedin, 1973, p.41.
157 Angus, p.42. According to OW advertisements, in July 1895 there were 10,000 'Orion' ranges in
New Zealand kitchens. By December 1898, the number had almost doubled to 19,000. Other schools
of art in the same South Kensington mould sprang up in Christchurch (1880), Wellington (1886) and
Auckland ( 1889). H. Burston and Co. of Christchurch began making Art Wicker furniture c.1888 and
in 1900 required any new hands to attend the School of Art. Weekly Press Jubilee Number, 15
December 1900.
158•Aesthetic Taste', OW, 9 June 1883.
l59'Alice's Letter to her Readers', OW, 19 December 1889.
l60press Suppl. 24 June 1882.
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to be believed, New Zealand could not boast of a single dado. 16I Bold 'pure' colours
were still generally preferred. According to C.W. Richmond, red and gold was the
colour scheme most in vogue in Wellington, colours long associated with wealth and
opulence.I62 By 1882, the carpets in the furnishing warehouses of A.J. White in
Christchurch were dominated by aesthetic and geometric patterns in subdued tones.I63
The 'careful and artistic blending of colours' had replaced 'steering reds and
yellows'. 164

The Aesthetic Movement, sold to the wider public at industrial exhibitions and shops,
helped dispel some of the remaining indifference to art in the mass of New Zealand
hornes.I65 According to one newspaper report, by 1883 beauty and grace was generally
considered nearly as important as comfort in the horne:

\

The windows of nearly every cottage are cheaply yet prettily draped; ceilings
and walls harmoniously coloured; books, albums, vases, and pictures in
profusion, and elegant what-nots tastefully crowded with bric-a-brac, where
years ago a prim, stiff precision was the order of the day. This development of
a love for the beautiful indicates moral and intellectual advancement, and when it
becomes so general and runs into such infinite detail, may be regarded as a sign
of national progress.I66

Yet, at the same time, the columnist writing for the Otago Witness had to admit 'We
have still a great deal of hideous caricature in the way of ornamentation'. 'The love of
gaudy trinkets and loud colours,' seemed to be 'peculiar to savage and rude rninds'. 167

16Istella, 'Hints on Furnishing and House Decorating no.6', NZM, 16 October 1880.
l62Cit. F. Porter, Born to New Zealand: A Biography of Jane Maria Atkinson, Wellington, 1989,
p.322.
163Press Suppl. 24 June 1882.
164Press Suppl. 6 May 1882.
165See N. Harris, 'Museums, Merchandising, and Popular Taste: The Struggle for Influence' in Quimby
(ed.), Material Culture and the Study of American Life, New York, 1978; B. Benedict, The
Anthropology of World Fairs: San Francisco's Panama Pacific International Exposition of 1915,
London, 1983.
I66•Aesthetic Taste', OW, 9 June 1883.
167 Ibid.
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Maori and working-class homes continued to serve as a negative reference point in
relation to which cultured New Zealanders helped define themselves. Despite the
illusion of unrestricted access once Aestheticism became part of the fashion system,
culture, like economic capital, classified people and helped forge the unconscious unity
of a class. 168 The notion of effortless taste naturalized real differences which existed in
New Zealand society at the time.l69

IV

A shift in women's circumscribed social role was another major factor in the changing
appearance of domestic interiors in New Zealand during the late-1870s and 1880s. The
artistic ideal in the home was an extension of the notion that women possessed an
idealistic and self-expressive nature. 170 While house plans continued to stress the
\

importance of hierarchy and order in domestic life, the decoration of homes became
increasingly feminized. A new emphasis on personal taste and creativity in the
manufacture and display of material possessions in a sense spoke of a greater equality
between household members. 171 Women especially seized the opportunity to
demonstrate their individual taste and talent.

In 1864 John Ruskin delivered a lecture entitled 'Of Queen's Gardens' which contained
a message which proved very popular: that women were not inferior but different from
men.l72 It had been generally accepted in New Zealand as in England at mid-century
that a man's duties were public and a woman's were private, despite the fact that
women played a vital role in the pioneering enterprise at home and in developing small
168 See A. Appadurai (ed), Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, Cambridge,
1986, p.25.
169see Bourdieu, Distinction, pp.57, 77,
17°Clark, p.l29.
171 Clark, p.l08.
172Gay, The Bourgeois Experience, III, pp.300-l.
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businesses.173 The home was the woman's domain and newspapers of the 1850s and
1860s seldom contained any articles to do with domestic affairs. As Sarah Courage's
'better half declared, only stupid people were interested in details of everyday life. 174

Ruskin held that women did in fact have a public as well as a personal duty. Their true
place was in the home, creating a sacred place where none of the anxieties of the outer
world were allowed to enter. 175 The woman secured the home's order, comfort and
loveliness while the man secured its maintenance, progress and defence. The couple's
public duties were an expansion of these private functions. The man had a duty to
assist in the maintenance, advance and defense of the state while the woman's duty was
to assist in the ordering, in the comforting, and in the beautiful adornment of the
state. 176

Ideas contained in Ruskin's writings first began to be aired and specifically applied to
\

the colony during the mid to late-1860s. 'Of Queen's Gardens' had been specifically
directed towards the seriousness of female education and in 1865, Mrs Ponsonby,
Principal of the Scotch College for Young Ladies in Dunedin, urged how it was
'essential to the well-being of the country that the elevation and enlargement of male and
female education go on contemporaneously in their respective spheres, otherwise we
have those flagrant mental disparities between the sexes which produce ridicule and
contempt, and which tend neither to promote the happiness for the family circle, nor the
refined enjoyment of society at large.' 177

173J. Ruskin, 'Of Queen's Gardens' in Sesame and Lilies, [ 1865, 1871], London, 1900, p.l30; J.
Binney et al, pp.l85-6.
174S.A. Courage, Lights and Shadows of Colonial Life, [1896] Christchurch, 1976, p.76. Similarly,
Mary Hobhouse mentioned in 1860 that her letters were intended for a feminine public as she chronicled
'things with a minute detail that is anything but generally acceptable'. Hobhouse cit. Drummond,
p.l46.
I75Ruskin, 'Of Queen's Gardens', p.l 08.
I76Ruskin, p.l30.
177 Mrs Ponsonby, Education of Young Ladies: What it ought to be, Dunedin, 1867, p.S.
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Ruskin's popularity in New Zealand increased from the late-1870s onwards. At first he
had just 'a glorious minority' of followers. 178 Rev. Fitchett revealed himself as
another one of these when he delivered a lecture on 'Domestic Aesthetics and the
Higher Education of Women' in 1878. He argued that no system of female education
was complete unless it paid heed to the vocation of marriage. The wife was the
aesthetic element in her husband's life. Education in aesthetics would mean the
cultivation of the imagination, the training of the artist nature, which was, to the greater
or lesser extent, a specific endowment in every woman.t79

From the mid to late-1870s major newspapers such as the New Zealand Mail and the

Otago Witness began to include a regular ladies' column which reflected this altered
perception of the importance of women's affairs and acted as an important vehicle for
the dissemination of new ideas.tso Female columnists writing on the women's page of
the Otago Witness seem to have been particular fans of Ruskin's, quoting for instance,
\

his definition of the true wife and promoting the ideal peaceful, happy home with the
mistress as queen. 18l There were other British writers who expressed similar ideas but
in 1900 it was Ruskin who was hailed as being 'so universally and popular a "cult"
among us'. 182

The ideals for which Ruskin stood (what modern scholars have termed 'The Cult of
True Womanhood' and the 'ideology of domesticity') represented a middle-class ideal
of the perfect wife and mother. 183 She was an angel who organized the household so
that everything conveyed good taste and the 'beauty of fitness' and her children's

l78Front page article in SA, 10 June 1876.
l79sA, 28 September 1878.
18°For a discussion of other factors contributing to the proliferation of decorating advice during the
1870s see J. Gordon and J. McArthur, 'Interior Decorating Advice as Popular Culture: Women's Views
Concerning Wall and Window Treatments, 1870-1920', Journal of American Culture, IX, 3 (1986)
p.15.
!Stow, 8 February 1879; OW, 15 October 1886; OW, 16 July 1888.
l82Emmeline, 'Cosy Corner Club', OW, 3 May 1900.
18 3See C. Skelton, 'Women and Education' in D. Richardson and V. Robinson (eds), Introducing
Women's Studies: Feminist Theory and Practice, London, 1993, p.326.
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attention was drawn to all that was good, true and beautiful. 184 As the printed message
in the Otago Witness read in 1880:
Have your walls, as well as your furniture and carpets, artistic, appropriate, and
pleasing. Let your parlour be rich and elegant; your hall dark and imposing;
your library, quiet, restful, and, if desired, a little sombre, for a student likes
that; your boudoir, cheerful and cosy; and your bed-chamber such as to invite a
quiet, calm repose, not bringing nightmares of brilliant reds or yellows, but
peaceful dreams of gentle flowers and birds. Then you may, with the exultation
peculiar to a woman, look over your household, and, no matter if you wish for
many things you have not, you can still, with perfect truth pronounce it a v.
"palace beautiful".I85
Education in the home now required 'the passive contemplation of universally
acclaimed objects ofbeauty.' 186 This detached, 'pure gaze' as Bourdieu has described
it, required some distancing from the absolute necessities of life and in this way, was
associated with a life of ease.I87

The middle-class ideal for the working-class tended to be of a 'good woman' who
\

demonstrated her practical abilities and skills as a housewife and mother. 188 This
attitude was reflected, for example, in contemporary descriptions of the homes of
Scandinavian immigrants, brought out from Denmark, Norway and Sweden to work
the Seventy Mile Bush between Wellington and Hawkes Bay in 1871. The interiors of
their crude slab huts were no more spacious or comfortable than those experienced by
the earliest settlers to New Zealand. 189 Yet the group of settlers were praised for their
determination in making 'happy, comfortable homes, in the most uninviting, most
unromantic region on the face of mother earth'. 190 Their houses demonstrated tidiness,

184R. Parker, The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, London, 1984,
p.158.
185•Gossip for Ladies', OW, 11 December 1880.
186Wright, p.19.
187Bourdieu, Distinction, pp.S, 54.
Jssskelton, p.326.
IS9see G.C. Petersen, Forest Homes, Wellington, 1956, pp.25-26.
190Wanganui Herald cit. OW, 20 May 1871. The Nova Scotian Scots who had established another
special settlement at Waipu were also said to have benefited from communal spirit and secured
'excellent and well-furnished habitations'. NZH, 29 April 1870.
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thrift and industry. 191 Every Scandinavian woman, one newspaper reported, had a
spinning wheel (the classic attribute of a good wife and mother).192

Maori women, in contrast, were still apparently in need of the most basic domestic
training. According to T.S. Grace, even if a husband went to all the expense of
building his family a European-style cottage, the wife had no idea how to make it
comfortable, which was why they ended up living in the kitchen out the back.193 The
priorities of Maori home expenditure between 1870-1890 tended to reflect traditional
obligations of hospitality to strangers, support of kinsfolk and contributions to hui. 194
Grace stayed in a 'nice European cottage of 4 rooms' around Opotiki owned by a Maori
friend of his, where the bedroom and sitting room were obviously intended for the use
of visitors though the rooms contained a bare minimum of furniture. Grace considered
'had his wife been domesticated she would have known from the first, all that would be
required, and the poor man would have acted accordingly.'195 This was damning
\

criticism indeed when one of the most fortunate gifts a woman could possess was the
ability to discern the possibilities of a room.l96

Pakeha tended to dismiss their Maori contemporaries, particularly the women, as
having no education and taste. James Stack came to this conclusion by looking at the
'incongruous' colours worn by Maori women and the 'hideous' varied colours used by
'uninstructed native painters'.l97 Stack may have been referring to the Maori figurative
painting which developed during the 1870s in close association with Te Kooti and the
Ringatu Church. 198 These paintings seemed naive when judged according to the
Western academic laws of perspective. Compared to the Turnersque watercolours by
191 Wellington Independent cit. OW, 25 February 1871.
192Wairarapa Mercury cit. OW, 22 June 1872.
193Brittan and Grace, pp.277-8.
194c.L. Andrews, 'Aspects of Development: The Maori Situation 1870-1890', MA thesis, University
of Auckland, 1968, p.156.
195Brittan and Grace, p.277.
196tSome Hints on the Furnishing of Rooms', NZM, 4 March 1882.
197James Stack, 'Notes on the Colour Sense of the Maori', Trans. & Proc. NZ lnst., XII (1879), p.158.
19Ssee R. Neich, Painted Histories: Early Maori Figurative Painting, Auckland, 1993.
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New Zealand painters like John Gully which graced the most fashionable walls after
c.1880, the colours did not look subtle. 199 J.F.H. Wohlers wrote in 1881 that even by
the time he first arrived at Ruapuke in the 1840s, the Maori had altogether lost their
sense of the beautiful and the women had no taste. zoo

Despite middle-class beliefs about how the lower-class did or should behave, the
fashion system also played a part in directing the attention of all women towards the
beautification of the home. During the 1880s, the image of Aesthetic decors began to
permeate popular New Zealand fiction. For example, in 1880, C.L. Innes published a
story set iii Christchurch in The New Zealand Illustrated Annual where she described
the home of a Mrs Scott, who was 'a good woman, of a contented, happy disposition,
who had fought the battle of life bravely'. Inside the house with a bay window and
verandah, 'The little sitting-room was simply furnished, pretty curtains, and covering
for the chairs and sofa of pale grey cretonne, with groups of green leaves; pictures of
\

Ethel's paintings hung on the walls; a piano in one comer, and a bookcase, filled with
books of the day, in the other, shewed that the refinements of life were not wanting in
this little home.' 201

Similarly New Zealand's first top selling novelist, Louisa Alice Baker, used the
Aesthetic interior to help characterize her heroine in A Daughter of the King. As a
person, Florence was 'Receptive and sensitive always, she absorbed joy and health
from every object of beauty and strength around and diffused it as an essence'; 'the
village school, the books at her command, her violin, and Nature in all her moods were
her only masters'; 'She was the embodiment of peace'; 'the joy of others were her
happiness'; 'home meant home with Florence there'.202 Florence's very presence at

199For details and examples seeP. Entwistle, William Matthew Hodgson and his Circle, Dunedin,
1984.
200J.F.H Wohlers, 'On the Conversion and Civilization of Maoris in the South of New Zealand', Trans.
and Proc. of the NZ Inst., XIV, (1881), p.126.
20ic.L. Innes, The NZ Illustrated Annual, December 1880, p.43.
202AJien, A Daughter of the King, London, 1894, pp.70, 71, 72, 143.
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'Broome Cottage' transformed the sitting room. From being spotlessly neat and clean,
yet old-fashioned with its red furnishings, 'the old crudeness vanished, and in its place
certain little refinements and elegances had appeared':
The low broad book-cases had grown higher and fuller; poets, novelists,
philosophers, and scientists were all represented ... The music-stand, violin,
music books, a Japanese vase or two, filled summer and winter; a brightcoloured rug a low chair, and the broad bay-window overlooking the beach,
told, by its artistic touches, which comer of the room was chiefly occupied by
Florence. 203

Furthermore, despite the English male, middle-class establishment of conventionalized
rules to define good taste, women of all classes persisted in demonstrating a preference
for naturalistic ornament in their homes. 204 In New Zealand, as in Britain and America,
closeness to nature became paramount in popular iconography, another indication of
Ruskin's unrivalled influence on public taste. 205 Nature, Ruskin maintained, was the
great teacher. 206 Beauty was to be found in the human figure and all the external
\

appearances of nature outside. The infinite variety of nature revealed God's glory.
Ruskin maintained, therefore, that beauty could not be reduced to a set rules because
this excluded God from His own creation. 207 Ruskin's enormous popularity partly
derived from his evangelical tone which suited the needs of his middle-class and
working-class audience. 208 Geographically, too, New Zealand appeared to offer the
artist all the abundance and variety of Europe and America combined so that the pursuit
of art seemed bound to succeed. 209

Plates 22-28 offer visual evidence of how nature was brought into the house in a
number of different forms. It appeared in real life as potted plants and as fresh and
203 Alien, pp.80-81.
204see Lubbock, p.280.
205Wright, p.26; NZM, 28 October 1882.
206•Harrnony in Human Life', London Spectator cit. NZM, 28 October 1882; See Lubbock, p.285.
207 Ibid.
208 G. P. Landow, 'How to Read Ruskin: The Art Critic as Victorian Sage' in John Ruskin and the
Victorian Eye, H. Whelchel (ed), New York, 1993, p.54.
209W.M. Hodgkins, 'A History of Landscape Art and Its Study in New Zealand', reprinted in Entwisle,
pp.l56-62.
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dried flower arrangements as in the Batsons' house (plate 22a and 22b). According to

C.E. Warburton, cottages usually had pots of sweet-smelling musk in a window,
which grew wild by the sides of creeks and streams.2IO Items collected outside on
nature walks such as shells and pine cones were used to make rusticated picture frames.
Stuffed animals and birds such as the one perched on top of the clock in plate 24 toyed
with the contrast between real and unreal.2II

Nature was tamed and conventionalized to a greater, but more often lesser extent, into

art and ornament on china, needlework, woodwork, metalwork, fabrics, carpets and
wallpapers. During the late 1880s and 1890s, figurines which appealed to the
sentiment with titles such as 'Tambourine Girl' and 'The Flower Girl' became
popular.2I2 Flowers featured everywhere. They constituted the aspect of nature most
closely connected with women, reflecting the smallness, fragility and transient beauty
of the stereotyped female form. 213 A love of flowers was thought to present an outward
\

expression of a woman's finest feelings which transcended class lines and their
presence in a room read as a guarantee of ladylike habits.2I4 The French, who
continued to be associated in the popular mind as the epitome of luxury and elegance,
had long produced feminine fabrics with naturalistic floral designs.

Metaphorically, too, the domestic interior could change like the seasons throughout the
year. This was particularly true of the fireplace adornment. It became an art in itself to
know how best to disguise the symmetrical lines of a basic mantelpiece when a house
had no elaborate overmantel and to hide the bare hearth during the warmer months. A
valance or lambrequin, perhaps embroidered or painted with flowers 'warmed' the hard

210C.E. Warburton, 'Changing Days and Changing Ways': Collections and Recollections of Palmerston
North and the Manawatu District about 1875 to 1900, 1954, MS WAR, ATL, p.73.
2IIsee Seale, p.38.
21 2'Notions in Decorations', NZM, 5 March 1886; Auction catalogue, July 1887, Ephemera A, ATL,
p.l7.
213B. Seaton, The Language of Flowers: A History, Charlottesville, 1995, p.17-18.
214Seaton, p.5; OW, 3 April 1880.
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wood or marble (plates 22-24, 28). 215 Newspaper columnists strove to answer the
demand for novel decorating ideas. In the grate, a tin box camouflaged by basket work
or tiles could be filled with plants, flowers and creepers trained over the cane, or a
mirror placed in the centre and decorated all around with corals, sponges and shells.216
Arrangements of dried grasses such as toitoi required less work. 217 Curtains, screens,
fans and easels offered other easy alternatives.

Popular advisers tended to respond more to the notion of the home as a unique
statement than to any abstract ideals of beauty.218 In creating an individualized setting
for a particular family, they tended to promote personal expression, inventive details
and handicraft skills.219 A series of illustrated articles from the American
Agriculturalist, which appeared in the Otago Witness between 1878-79, offered advice
on furniture which could enable 'anyone with a little ingenuity' to furnish their homes
inexpensively. A barrel with part of a box nailed on top could be dressed with a
flounce of light material into a washstand. 220 Three old chairs nailed together with a
plank formed the skeleton of a sofa. 221 A.J. Downing recommended such items as the
cheapest and simplest means of giving a cottage an air of taste.22 2

'Stella' writing on household decoration for the NZ Mail in 1880, spurned some of the
excesses of overseas fashion amongst the very rich, but similarly passed on details of
any novelties she liked and praised originality in design and execution. She was
particularly impressed by a gentleman she knew who made an ingenious tripod table out
of old cotton reels. Painted with 'Japan varnish' and gilt with 'Judsons' gold dye', it

215A. Toy and R. Griffin, The Language of the Fireplace, exhibition catalogue, Elizabeth Bay House,
Sydney, 1991, p.IO; Mrs Orrinsmith, The Drawing Room, London, 1877, p.34.
2!6•ornaments For Your Firestoves', NZM, 29 October 1886; 'Fireplace Screens', NZM, 25 December
1885.
217NzM, 10 December 1886.
2l8Wright, pp.55-56.
219 Ibid.
22oow, 29 June 1878.
221ow, 5 July 1879.
222 A.J. Downing, Architecture of Country Houses, New York, 1850, p.413.
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turned out 'uncommonly pretty•.:m Windsor and kitchen chairs could similarly be
promoted to the drawing room, painted black, touched up with gold and covered with
cushions of some thick, pretty material.22 4

The imaginative possibilities of a parlour or boudoir were now perceived to be endless
and offered women a new creative outlet for expressing themselves. Previously a
woman's consumption choices had been largely confined to her personal clothing.22s
Only in 1884 did the Married Women's Property Act give women any legal entitlement
over their possessions in New Zealand and in 1881, H.S. Fish & Son of Dunedin were
still targeting gentlemen as customers for their splendid stock of dado paperhangings.226

Furnishing in the new manner gave women influence over their surroundings and
provided a sense of self-fulfilment. This was particularly true for middle-class women
who, for socio-economic reasons, had been relegated to a life at home. It served as an
\

antidote to the lack of public recognition for the importance of cleaning, cooking and
housework and 'draped a curtain of fantasy over the realities of life, as conventional
respectability draped a curtain, less fantastic but far thicker, over the crude facts and
aberrant lusts of human nature'. 227 There were still husbands who denied their wives
the freedom to furnish and decorate rooms in order to express themselves rather than
the character of the man who supported them.228 The options multiplied, however,
once it was revealed that the decorating could be done atlittle extra expense.229

The well-publicized initiative displayed by American women at the Women's Pavilion at
the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Pennsylvania probably acted as an additional spur for
223 Stella, 'On Furnishing and Household Decoration'- no.3', NZM, 7 August 1880.
22 4 'Ladies Column', NZM, 31 January 1880.
225See J. Gordon and J. McArthur, 'American Women and Domestic Consumption, 1800-1920: Four
Interpretive Themes', Journal of American Culture, 8, 3 (1985), p.36.
226Nz Public Opinion and Saturday Advertiser, 9 July 1881.
227J. Gloag, Victorian Taste: Some Social Aspects of Architecture and Industrial Design,ji·om 18201900, London, 1962, p.l36. Also Clark, p.l 07.
228Alice, 'The Rooms We Live In', OW, 7 October 1887. See Cohn, p.228.
229For example see 'Papering Walls', NZM, 15 April 1871.
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New Zealand men to accept the artistic ideal. The Pavilion housed the arts and crafts
and inventions of women from all over the world and became the most conspicuous
symbol of the women's movement for equal rights in America.230 It effectively
demonstrated that by extending their practical tasks and traditional womanly
accomplishments into activities which had been traditionally regarded as man's work
such as wall-papering, painting and furniture making, any woman could save or
actually make money without leaving the home to join the work force, losing social
status and disrupting the 'natural' order of society. 231 One woman in StLouis was
reportedly making £500 a year carving furniture.232

The New Zealand Government recognized the social and economic potential of such
domestic activities and supported the so-called 'Home Industries' during the 1880s. On
opening a Home Industries section at an exhibition in Wellington in 1885 Julius Vogel
announced the project was intended to reveal unrecognized talents and inspire greater
\

individual achievement. Not only might the discovery of just half a dozen artisans or
talented children have considerable effect on the economy but the venture into creating
things could also add to people's happiness. Echoing Ruskin's central convictions on
the ennobling power of the human imagination and that the aim of all art was the
worship of God through nature, he said, 'We are apt to think that manufacturing and
producing mean only materialism. We overlook the imaginative - the creative side of all
superior artsmanship. Art is the soul to the life which the artisan gives to his work, and
art brings him back to nature and to nature's God .... '233 The Home Industries offered a
continued means of promoting home improvement as well as encouraging thrift in the
sense of spending one's leisure time and energy fruitfully.

230Judith Paine, 'The Women's Pavilion of 1876', The Feminist Art Journal, Winter 1975-76, pp.S-12.
See also OW, 2 September 1876; OW, 16 December 1876.
23l•Making Repairs', OW, 22 July 1876.
2320W, 29 October 1881; OW, 31 December 1881.
2330pening of the Home Industry Branch', Wellington 22 August. Speech by Sir Julius Vogel, The
Illustrated NZ News, 31 August 1885. Compare Lubbock, pp.287, 296.
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The idea of making something out of nothing held wider appeal during times of
economic hardship. The Government's expansionist programme during the 1870s had
accumulated such massive debt that the economy fell into a long depression. Money
was no longer as plentiful and so it was harder for people to buy things new. 234 The
do-it-yourself aspect meant there was no excuse for an ugly home. One Mrs McMurray
who lived near Inangahua on the way to Westport reportedly stayed up until midnight
making furniture, as well as taking care of the house and children and making the best
butter in the country. 235 The International Industrial Exhibition held in Dunedin in 1889
included a Home Industries section where the walls of several bays were decorated
'with the refined tastes and deftness of hand to be met with in many a New Zealand
home. '236 Exhibits by women included flowers in glass shades made out of wax,
Berlin wool and human hair, macramed manteldrapes and brackets and handpainted
screens, tables, stools and plaques.237

\

Yet despite all of the rapid change and progress made since c.l865, it is as well to note
that c.l890 there were still plenty of mothers who had little or no time for home culture.
According to 'Hopeful', in 1887 the tendency of the colony was 'more or less, to
demoralize' and 'certainly not to elevate'. 238 Piped water only started to be introduced
to private houses during the 1880s and when people had no conveniences for washing
· and cleaning, or indeed any comforts at all, 'they get slack and careless, and care little

how it is done, get through it as quick as they can, that is all.'239 Many colonial
children were only bathed once a week and left to play in the 'filthy yards' and run dirty
and unkempt through the unlovely streets 'where there is also nothing to elevate the
mind or open the heart, only grinding toi1.'2 40 Even where a family could afford to

234'See Elise, 'Practical Housewifery no.VI', NZM, 2 October 1880.
235f. Menzies, Diary, 1883, Canterbury Museum, p.21.
236QW, 28 November 1889.
237New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition, Official Catalogue, Dunedin, 1889, pp.123-4.
238Hopefu1, p.l67.
239Ibid.; Salmond, Old New Zealand Houses, p.l43.
240Hopeful, p.l22
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keep a maid, 'Cigarette' claimed homes could more commonly and accurately be
described as 'hugger mugger' than 'comfortable' or 'artistic':
Directly you enter you feel it. The servant is not quite sure which room to show
you into, for the baby is reposing in the drawing room, and the tablecloth has
not been removed since the last meal in the dining room .... The blinds in the
drawing room are down for the sake of the baby and to hide the dust on the
piano, the flowers are faded, for it is not an "At Home Day" in the "hugger
mugger" household, and the room is only "done" once a week, when visitors
are expected. There are some feeble attempts at decoration. The fireplace is
draped with art muslin, the folds of which are thick with dust; a few fans are
pinned against the wall, and in every available nook and corner grass-weed
reeds are stuck. The dining-room is worse than the drawing room. It is a
combination of nursery, sitting room, workroom, and general living room. It is
littered with crumbs and children's toys. One half of the table is laid for lunch;
on the other stands the sewing machine and all the paraphenalia of dressmaking. The hearth is full of ashes; the fire is made of coke - that most
abominable of all fuel; the blind is crooked, and a smell of cabbage pervades the
house ... .In a "hugger-mugger" household the inmates are always in a hurry,
and yet the meals are never punctual. Breakfast is a scramble, and dinner a
moveable feast. The children are pacified between meals with bits of bread and
jam; their father is irritable, their mother harassed; existence seems a perpetual
struggle, and comfort and rest unknown.'2 4I

\

As Shani D'Cruze notes, 'dominant ideologies and discourses limit and structure
consciousness, though this effect is always mediated by experience and challenged by
resistance'. 242 The middle-class in New Zealand had adopted the role developed in
Britain for women which while subordinating them to men as individuals, nevertheless
gave great importance to domestic life. Gentility, as in England, had come to be
accepted as a certain kind of lifestyle, physically, financially and socially removed from
the business world. Gentility also implied a certain kind of femininity where such arts
as decorating a room were deliberately cast as the opposite of business duties and
openly demonstrated a dependence on their husbands.

Yet tensions between class aspirations and feminine identity complicated the ordered
ideal. Upper class fashions in furnishing which spoke of culture in its elitist sense
became commercialized and consequently available to a wider range of consumers.
24 lCigarette, 'Hugger Mugger Households', OW, I September 1892.
24 2Purvis, p.52.
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Households which strove to maintain the appearance of gentility did not always have
the full financial resources to support such a way of life and women began to make
money from ladylike pursuits. Women in country areas who might have dreamt of
furnishing their homes like town houses still did not have the time and means available
as their husbands did not share the same priorities. By the end of the 1880s, New
Zealand could boast of its progress in culture as well as civilization but not everyone
shared equally in its benefits.

\
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PART FOUR

The New Zealand Domestic Interior c.1890-1914

The final part of this thesis revolves around the idea of a distinct New Zealand interior
which emerged as a facet of the nationalist movement c.l890-1914. The same period
saw the emergence of the modern anthropological concept of culture. Norbert Elias has
made links between nationalism and the changing ideas of culture and civilization, and
furthering such connections I suggest the possible importance of contemporary debate
over domestic interiors to these wider issues.

Before c.l900, as Stocking has outlined in his collection of essays, Race, Culture and

Evolution, 'Whether in the humanist or the evolutionist sense, it [culture] was
\

associated with the progressive accumulation of the characteristic manifestations of
human creativity: art, science, knowledge, refinement- those things that freed man
from control by nature, by environment, by reflex, by instinct, by habit or by custom.' 1
But c.l900, the idea of the self being socially constituted, foreshadowed in the writings
of Locke and Tylor, began to make more sense. 2

By a questioning of the assumptions of classical evolutionism, anthropologists
gradually developed the argument that rather than treating the cultural practices of
savages as 'imperfect approximations of those of European civilization', they should be
viewed as 'differently constituted cultural categories that were at best problematically
commensurable to a Eurocentric evolutionary standard.'3 By 1911 in America, Franz
Boas was writing about the 'cultures' of individual human groups, having come to see
the evolution of culture in historical terms, in the sense that one must distinguish for
1Stocking,

Race, Culture and Evolution, p.201.
2CJifford, p.92.
3Stocking, After Tylor, p.l2.
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each group what was borrowed and what was original. 4 In Britain around the same
time, W.H.R. Rivers also began writing about cultures in the plural, although he
continued to classify them as 'high' and 'low'.s

Historians of anthropology have tended to emphasize the role of field work in
developing this revolutionary pluralization of the culture concept. George Stocking,
however, acknowledges that the emergence of British social anthropology could be
fruitfully set in relation to broader political, social and cultural issues in Britain at the
time and has issued a general invitation for the exploration of broader contexts. In
response, I would like to recommend that an investigation of contemporary discussions
about the house and home might prove particularly enlightening.

Reading Herman Muthesius's book, The English House, which earned him instant
fame in 1904 both in England and Germany, one cannot help but be struck by such
\

statements as 'the history of the house is also the history of a culture', and 'If we are to
give an illuminating account of conditions in England we must widen our scope beyond
a bare description of the house; we must describe the conditions that govern it.. .. This
means discussing everything from the English attitude towards nature down to tablemanners.'6 Although it is beyond the scope of the present study to prove it,
Muthesius's exhaustive analysis may be related to the German anthropological tradition
which had already revolted against Darwinism and influenced the ideas of both Boas
and Rivers. 7 The following pages may offer some other ideas on connections which
might be made, discussed in terms of the New Zealand context.

Section One links the search for a national cultural identity with middle-class interests.
Section Two identifies and explores the significance of the trend towards some Pakeha
4 Stocking,

Race Culture and Evolution, pp.203, 206.
Sstocking, After Tylor, p.202.
6 Herman Muthesius, The English House, New York, 1979, pp.3, 4. Das Englische Hews was
originally published in Berlin in 1904, 1905 (3 volumes).
7 See Stocking, After Tylor, pp.l80-l, 202.
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New Zealanders incorporating Maori design into the interior decor of their homes.
Section Three indicates how scientific developments influenced attitudes towards
domestic interiors and introduces the modern concept of the bungalow. Section Four
draws together the various differences which have recurred as themes throughout the
thesis between Maori and Pakeha, urban and rural, middle and lower-class, men and
women, towards a general evaluation of New Zealand homes pre-World War One.

I

Norbert Elias develops some theories about nationalism, civilization and culture in his
last book, The Gennans, which, somewhat modified, further an understanding of how
domestic interiors were viewed at the turn of the century in New Zealand. Although
anthropologists now regard culture and nations as concepts which precede industry,
\

Elias observes how in all societies at a specific stage of development, the industrial
middle-classes, combined with the industrial working-classes whenever they too have
reached a ruling position, 'increasingly based their pride and their claim to a special
value either on their nation's ancestry or on seemingly unchanging national
achievements, characteristics and values.' 8

Elias argues that concepts such as culture changed from being progressive
developments to concepts referring to unchanging states as the middle-class hope for a
better future lost its former significance. 9 Previously, humanist and moral ideals and
values had taken priority as the middle-class intelligentsia strove to improve their lot.
Once established in a position of power, the concept of progress no longer held such
emotional power, status and prestige, and the core of their self image, social beliefs and

8Elias,

The Germans, p.l35. See also E. Hobsbawn and T. Ranger, (eds), The Invention ofTradition,
Cambridge, 1983; Tomlinson, Cultural Imperialism, pp.90ff.
9Elias, The Germans, p.l36.
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scale of values shifted instead to an ideal image of themselves founded on the past and
present. 10

Elias oversimplifies the process. He does not include a consideration of how a
common ancestry is invented to legitimize the position of the middle-classes. Nor does
he explain why social Darwinism and progress were also 'typical' of industrial,
capitalist nations in Europe after 1880. 11 Nevertheless, Elias's observations do hold
some validity, at least in connection with New Zealand.

During the 1890s, New Zealand appears to have reached such a stage as that described
by Elias as many of the provinces began to celebrate their fiftieth jubilees and longestablished Pakeha New Zealanders paused to reflect on their colonial history. The
middle-aged and elderly middle-class in particular recorded their reminiscences. The
Otago Early Settlers Association became the centre of a small social elite in Dunedin and
a new value was placed on old relics of the country's collective past which made a
continuity between the past and present. 12 This desire to collect, not merely as a way of
possessing quantities of things but to gather and display the good and the worthwhile,
also touched people in their living rooms. 13 For examples, see the geological
collection displayed along the mantelpiece at Lake Station (plate 29) and the china
collection in plates 30a and 30b.

A vogue spread in middle-class homes for resurrecting old items of furniture. 14 The
popular preference was for dark-stained wood, 'old, blackened with age' .Is Fifteen or
twenty years earlier these same pieces might well have been relegated to a back room or

IOEJias, The Germans, pp.l34-5.
11 These criticisms of Elias derive from written comments made by Professor Wilson on a draft of this
thesis.
12W.A.V. Clark, '"Dunedin in 1901 ":A Study in Historical Urban Geography', MA thesis, University
of Canterbury, 1961, p.67.
13See Seale, p.l60.
14 'The Work Corner', NZ Farmer, Bee and Poultry Journal, XII, 2 (1892), p.508.
15Emmeline, 'Answers to Correspondents', OW, 6 July 1899.
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verandah, but now the more old-fashioned the chairs were the better.I6 They
functioned not only as personal mementoes of the past and reminders of how far their
owners had come, but also as symbols of family durability.!? The inhabitants of the
sitting room with a long panelled painting of early sailing ships arriving at harbour
hung prominently over the simple fireplace below a large portrait photograph of a
founding father, were taking pride in the fact that they had been amongst the first to set
up the land (see plate 31).

Those interested in the fashionable hobby of photography were encouraged to record
historic spots such as old Chinese mining camps, station buildings and ferry houses,
palisaded pas and, in the context of this mood of nostalgia, the isolated homes of
gumdiggers also seemed liked surviving remnants of a by-gone age (see plates 32 and
3 3). IS Local officials bemoaned the neglected homes of the Northland gumdiggers
where 'men, women, and children turn out and live on the swampy ground, either in
\

miserable whare or in dilapidated tents, often wet through - always damp, and living on
wretched food, thus laying the sure foundations of subsequent disease' .19 Yet to the
city dweller out for a summer excursion, the bare boards and odd collections of
transient objects to be found in a gumdigger's domestic interior spoke of a kind of wild
freedom and deep-felt emotion which seemed quite romantic.2o

In contrast to the worry and strain caused by competition and crowded professions in
the towns, a gumdigger's existence recalled the old happy natural life dear to men like
J.L.Gillies.21 All a man needed to make a living was a gum spear and spade, a bucket,

l6•Renovating Old Chairs', NZ Farmer, Bee and Poultry Journal, XII, 12 (1892), p.508.
17See M. Thompson, Rubbish Theory, Oxford, 1976, pp.51-52; M. Douglas and B. Isherwood, The
World of Goods: Towards an Anthropology of Consumption, New York, 1978, p.66.
18Emmerline, 'Over the Teacups', OW, 27 October 1898.
19Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives (AJHR), 1885, G-2, p.3 cit. C. Lesley
Andrews, 'Aspects of Development: The Maori Situation 1870-1890', MA thesis, University of
Auckland, 1968, p.16.
20Nz Herald and Auckland Weekly News Exhibition Number, 1898.
21 '0ld Identiana, being 'A Compilation of incidents and anecdotes of the Pioneer days, As Told by the
Early Settlers', ODT and OW Otago Jubilee Supplement, 1898.
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an axe, a home-made haversack and a small flour bag. 22 For middle-class women,
too, the contrast was striking. The furnishing of some fashionable drawing rooms had
almost become a case of art for art's sake, scarcely leaving room to move (see plate
34). Societal pressures helped drive couples to become more pretentious and luxurious
every year. Every week during the 1890s, newspapers published descriptions of
elaborate 'At Homes' and long lists of wedding presents which contributed to
escalating expectations. 23

Just as middle-class colonists had been lured forward to emigrate in the first place by
the thought of a simpler, healthier future in New Zealand, now the same happy idea
drew them back to the values of the past. Elizabeth Caldwell recalled the 'easy way of
life' when people thought themselves comfortable with scarcely any furniture. 24 The
simplicity of those first houses gave them a great charm of their own. 'There was no
straining after the picturesque for the picture's sake in the minds of the practical early
\

settlers, and any charm that their buildings possessed arose from their very simplicity
and fitness for the purpose they were intended to perform.'25

Old fashioned 'homely' homes seemed preferable to 'artistic' ones because 'everything
in it speaks of loving care ... there is nothing brand new or obtrusive about the house;
everything looks as if it were well used, and everything speaks of comfort.'26 In a
'homely' household, the whole family felt a pride of possession.27 Husbands knew
they had duties to perform in family life and children were considerate, courteous and
unselfish.28 Women were womanly, that is, happy home-makers, content to be the
beautiful, harmonious background of others' lives rather than fiercely striving for
22 B.W. Hayward, Kauri Gum and the Gumdiggers, Auckland, 1989, unpaginated.
23 'Hints for Afternoon Teas', NZ Graphic, XV, 4 (1895) p.150; Alice, 'Weddings and Wedding
Presents', OW, 2 September 1887; Emmeline, 'On Presents', OW, 5 December 1895.
24 E. Caldwell, Washbourn family papers, MS papers 1771, ATL.
25 Clere, p.122.
26Cigarette, 'Hugger Mugger Households', OW, 1 September 1892.
27 Ibid.
28 Emmeline, 'Home, Sweet Home', OW, 17 May 1894.
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outside education and work. 29 The photograph of a family sitting quietly together
beside the fire expressed this homely spirit very well (plate 35).30

The so-called 'Colonial Revival' style of interior decorating already underway in
America, added momentum to the call to once more put comfort before art.3I This style
looked back to the Georgian period, with light painted joinery and symmetrically
arranged furniture. Quiet, unobtrusive wallpapers or painted plaster walls devoid of
'Japanese fans, brackets, tamborines, saucers, rolling-pins, and anything that has a
hook with which to hang it up' were designed to lend a 'sense of space' or comfort to a
room. 32 Floors were simply left as polished wood with Indian or Oriental patterned
rugs. In the 'Era of Elegance' between c.1895-1910 when most of the houses with
towers and turrets were built, this style of decor, served as a kind of middle-class
compromise between having a large, formal, expensive house and exercising simple
'good' taste. 33 Since vestiges of the Aesthetic Movement had become so widespread, a
\

new fashion had had to be created to distinguish the superordinate group from those
who hunted upper-class status.3 4 A photograph of the Malcolms' home, 'Matitiki' in
Opawa Christchurch in 1906 represents the new fashion (plate 36).

The name 'Matitiki' which the Malcolms bestowed on their house was also telling of
the period. Many large homesteads in the countryside had long been known by Maori
names, most commonly derived from their geographical location. 35 Around 1900, this
tendency seems to have become a fashion within the towns as well. Some owners had
to resort to Williams' Dictionary, or else made one up for themselves. A Ladies' At

29 Emmeline, 'Only a Womanly Woman', OW, 28 June 1900; Constance Clyde, 'Home-making', OW,
9 October 1901.
30compare Seale, p.149.
31Lane and Serle, pp.53-55.
32Cigarette, 'No.1-Artistic Homes', OW, 4 June 1891.
33 M.B. Cooke, The Age of Houses Illustrated, Lincoln, [1972], p.73; Seale, p.25.
34McCracken describes this dynamic of the fashion system in Culture and Consumption, p.94.
35for examples, see T.E.R. Hodgson, Fire and Decay: The Destruction of the Large New Zealand
House, Martinborough, 1978.
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Home Book for Christchurch reveals that by 1902, twenty-one of the 228 most
fashionable houses in the city were known by Maori names. 36

The irony, which did not go unnoticed at the time, was how little these Pakeha houses
had in common with the stereotyped image of the living conditions of Maori, past or
present. 37 Other than the name, there was nothing Maori about 'Matitiki' or the Webb's
house, 'Te Wepu' in Papanui, Christchurch (plate 37). Most Pakeha lived apart from
Maori. Historical accounts continued to describe the traditional whare where 'the
common sort lived' as 'little more than dog kennels, evil smelling and indescribably
dirty'.3 8 Very rarely did an illustration appear of a comfortably furnished wharepuni
like that of Alfred W arbrick, built by Nirimona Pene at Ohinemutu (plate 38). 39
Important changes and improvements had been made in some areas, those at Parihaka
being the most acclaimed example. 40 However, even inside a seemingly respectable
weatherboard cottage, Irvine and Alpers claimed one was just as likely to find a pig in
\

the kitchen as a piano in the parlour.4I A greater incongruity could scarcely be
imagined; the piano in the parlour being the icon of middle-class gentility and the pig,
though highly-prized in Oceania, long associated in Europe with dirt, greed,
indiscriminate appetite - the very antithesis of the civilized world. 42

James Cowan attributed the trend to give houses Maori names to 'the craving for a
home-name which shall be redolent of the soil' .43 The ancient Maori, like the
gumdiggers of the far north, lived close to nature and had always been intimately
associated with the land which Europeans now occupied. Some well-to-do Pakeha
New Zealanders were chasing to associate their urban homes with an idealized image of
36Ladies At Home Book, [1902] Christchurch, 1977.
37Emmeline, 'What's in a Name?', OW, 14 July 1898.
38 R.F. Irvine and O.T.J. Alpers, The Progress of New Zealand in the Century, London, 1902, p.27.
39•Ko Rautao Tepiere', NZ Graphic, VIII, 27 (1891), p.125.
40see Andrews, 'Aspects of Development'.
41 Irvine and Alpers, Progress of New Zealand, p.410.
42See Stallybrass and White, pp.45-59.
43J. Cowan, 'Maori Place Names', The New Zealand Illustrated Magazine, June 1900, p.647.
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how the more noble Maori lived in the past, free of the negative aspects of highly
civilized society. The poetic name-calling was another example of the increasing use of
Maori imagery in European art forms. In literature, poetry and art, Pakeha began to
incorporate what they considered to be distinctly 'New Zealand' stories from Maori
mythology.4 4

The incorporation of Maori imagery, like the return to a simpler style of interior design,
related to the rise in nationalism and efforts to legitimize the settler society as an
indigenous community. As with the previous period when culture had been exclusively
identified with education and the arts, what was corning to be identified as typical of the
whole way of life in New Zealand suited the interests of middle-class Pakeha. 45 The
powerful defined what New Zealand culture was and their domestic interiors reflected
this idea.

\

II

There were other middle-class New Zealanders around the country who chose to draw
the association with the Maori even closer at the turn of the century and began to use
Maori designs to decorate their houses. These homes, in effect, embodied the
suggestion that Maori art could form the tradition on which to found a distinctive
national style of domestic interior design. Despite the fact that the number of Pakeha
New Zealanders partaking in the trend remained small, the movement repays deeper
investigation because sometimes, exploring activities on the boundaries of social

44 P.J. Gibbons, "'Going Native": A Case Study of Cultural Appropriation in a Settler Society, with
Particular Reference to the Activities of Johannes Andersen in New Zealand during the First Half of the
Twentieth Century', PhD thesis, University of Waikato, 1992, p.23; K. Sinclair, A Destiny Apart:
New Zealand's Search for National Identity, Wellington, 1986, pp.49-50; L. Bell, Colonial Constructs:
European Images ofMaori, 1840-I914, Auckland, 1992.
45 For a discussion on the importance of this point see D. Novitz, 'On Culture and Cultural Identity' in
Culture and Identity in New Zealand, D. Novitz and W. Willmott (eds), Wellington, 1989, pp.277-91.
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acceptability can reveal processes of ordering and sense-making in a society which
would otherwise remain hidden from view.

Examples of domestic interiors and furniture decorated with Maori designs are not to be
found in the standard architectural and furniture histories of New Zealand. A
trivialization of the decorative arts and neglect of domestic interiors have played a part
in leading art historians to underestimate the significance of Pakeha appropriations of
Maori art which occurred around the tum of the century. Francis Pound in his book,

The Space Between, acknowledges that there was a movement as early as 1896
towards incorporating Maori into the nationalist image. He also mentions A.R.D.
Fairburn's use of Maori designs on firescreens, curtains and tablecloths but dismisses
such objects as 'merely copies'. 46 According to Pound, Fairburn 'diminishes and

domesticates the Maori image, shrinking it and using it for 'decorative purposes' ... '. 47
Such 'relatively weak, vapid translations' are nothing compared to the use of Maori
\

motifs in the high art of Gordon Walters and Colin McCahan during the 1940s and
1950s.48

Even at the time of their first appearance, the existence of such a genre was not widely
known as the following declaration written in 1905 indicates: 'It has frequently been
asked by those who take an interest in the development of art schools in New Zealand,
how it is that no attempt has been made to adapt the "root-patterns" of Maori decorative
art to the needs and requirements of every-day colonial life, so that...it might be taken
up and become a national characteristic .... '49 Yet records of the genre have been
preserved and in some cases examples remain in situ, handed down from family to
family or else contained in museum collections.

46 Pound, p.78
47 Ibid.
48Pound, pp.l81, 114.
49A. Hamilton, 'Maori Art', The Young Man's Magazine, VI, 4 (1905), p.96.
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Thomas and Bessie Hocken evidently had carved Maori designs decorating the
Doctor's surgery, bannisters, newel posts and all the door frames in the drawing and
dining rooms of their house, 'Atahapara', in Moray Place, Dunedin. so Alexander
Bathgate, also of Dunedin, completed a carved Scottish Baronial style chair with Maori
designs in 1915. 51 Near Christchurch, J. H. Menzies extensively decorated his family
homestead 'Rehutai', on Banks Peninsula, with Maori-style painting and carving,
having been 'more and more struck by the good taste and art' evident in kowhaiwhai.52

'Rehutai', which still stands, is planned around a central 'Maori' hall, where the walls
are lined with reeds and the ceiling and door frames decorated with kowhaiwhai.53
Small carved details ornament the skirting boards. Elsewhere in 'Rehutai', two of the
fireplaces feature Maori designs. The one in the drawing room originally had koru
patterns carved in stone around the mouth of the fireplace. Now only the carved
wooden mantelpiece and surround remains, decorated with motifs such as spirals and
tiki. The rooms also originally contained wooden furniture, made up by T. Cox & Son
in Christchurch from panels Menzies decorated himself. A photograph of the drawing
room shortly after the house was built in 1894 illustrates a cabinet which appears to
have been inspired by a Maori pataka or foodstore (plate 39). The decoration
incorporates designs from a number of different Maori art forms. The pattern down the
far left side is the poutama design used on tukutuku panels. The koru design near the
centre could well be derived from the kowhaiwhai decorating other parts of the house.

Examples in the North Island included Walter Cameron's dining room near Masterton
where the mantelpiece was carved by a Maori labourer working on the farm in lieu of
£5 (plate 40).5 4 Anna Stout commissioned the celebrated Maori carver, Jacob

50M. Lee, The Not So Poor, Annabel Cooper (ed), Auckland, 1993, pp.87-88.
Sl Otago Settlers Museum, Ace.# 1996-1-1.
52J.H. Menzies, Maori Patterns Painted and Carved, [Christchurch, 1904], unpaginated.
53 For illustrations see I. H. Menzies, The Story of Menzies Bay Banks Peninsula, Christchurch, 1970.
54PAI-q-377 Cameron Album, ref.# C21941, ATL.
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Heberley, to carve a lintel over a doorway in her Wairarapa house. 55 Edith Fenton and
Martha Buchanan carved a chair, the design on the front stretcher inspired by the
paepae of the pataka Te Oha which Edith's father acquired in 1885.56 The Nathans at
Manurewa had a library chimney-piece decorated with Maori designs (plate 41).57 L.S.
Mackie of Otakeho carved a bed with Maori designs which was exhibited at the
Wembley Exhibition, London in 1924 (plate 42).58 Around 1914, Henry Lloyd of
Maraia started carving Maori designs on everything in wood around his home and
garden, including plant holders, a fire screen, clock case, lamp stand, umbrella holder
and a large cabinet modelled on a pataka which housed the family gramophone. He, in
turn, inspired his brothers (one of whom was the Auckland cartoonist Trevor Lloyd) to
decorate their houses in a similar manner. 59

When these people took the step of decorating their private homes with Maori designs
they were expressing more than just a nostalgia for a simpler life or identification with
the land. Their actions represented a critical re-evaluation of Maori art. Maori art and
artifacts had been recorded and collected by Europeans since Cook's voyages to the
Pacific. On the one hand they had curiosity value. That is, they were interesting as
novelties. On the other hand, they were gathered as scientific specimens. Coming
from a previously unknown society, Maori artifacts further illustrated the diversity of
the human species. They were used to help classify Maori in relation to other Pacific
peoples on the scale between barbarism and civilization.

Such an evolutionary understanding of Maori material culture implied a certain distance
and attribution of inferiority even though the structure and decoration of chiefs' whare
were taken as evidence of mechanical skill (a factor on the evolutionary scale) and some

55Roger Neich to writer, 28 March 1994. Illustrated in Records of the Auckland Institute and Museum,
28, (1991), p.92.
56 Acc.#59/69, Reg.#F.l83, AIM.
57'Beautiful New Zealand Homes', The Ladies Mirror, I August 1922, p.l5.
58Mackie's bed is now in the Taranaki Museum.
59J. Walsh to writer, 23 February 1997. M. Bryant to writer, 6 April 1997.
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early observers such as Augustus Earle responded positively to Maori art.6o Maori
artifacts in private homes could attest to the owners having visited remote places or
observed unusual phenomena in much the same way as souvenirs of a grand tour could
represent a knowledge of classical sites. They might also hold the status of gifts,
demonstrating a feeling of goodwill and power over people.

George Grey, for example, who enjoyed great mana with some Maori, kept a mixture
of European and Maori artifacts in 'Mansion House' on Kawau Island.6l According to
a description written in 1881, the drawing room contained a great many paintings,
including two by the sixteenth century artist Bernadino Lanino. In addition, all around
the room was 'a sort of shelf or ledge, covered with curios of every description,
peculiar chinaware, little deities of different metals, Maori curios etc, In the hall we
found more curiosities, there being a splendid collection of Maori carvings etc. '62
These may well have been gifts.
\

Having Maori curios in the house expressed an interest in the objects but did not
necessarily involve making an aesthetic judgement.63 The advent of the Aesthetic
Movement c.1881-2, however, encouraged people to value objects primarily for their
formal characteristics and beauty. The ensuing fashion for Oriental decorative arts in
the home, also indirectly influenced the way Maori artifacts were displayed. For
example, a photograph of Castle Hill Station shows a kotiate hung decoratively above a
Japanese plate, and a patu or mere symmetrically positioned on either side of the
mantelpiece (plate 43).

60E. Shortland, Traditions and Superstitions of the New Zealanders, [1856] Christchurch, 1980,
pp.202, 210; J.R. Forster cit. Prickett, 'Houses and House Life in Prehistoric New Zealand', p.34;
Earle, p.23.
61 K. Sinclair in New Zealand Dictionary of Biography (NZDB), Wellington, 1990, I, p.161.
62 Supplement to New Zealand Public Opinion, 22 January 1881.
63See N. Thomas, Entangled Objects,: Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific,
Cambridge Mass./London, 1991, p.130.
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The continual campaigning by design reformers to follow the example of Japanese
craftsmen and represent rather than copy nature opened the way to a new perception of
what Maori design had to offer the home decorator. In 1899 W.E. Outhwaite
specifically advised anyone interested in woodcarving but not 'gifted with the power of
conceiving their own designs' to study and analyse Maori examples. Though not
original, the results would at least be an improvement on the kind of naturalistic
decoration which continued to be so popular. Outhwaite went so far as to suggest that
a school of art furniture with Maori-style carving 'of course bowdlerised', would serve
as an excellent advertisement for New Zealand woods and workmanship and would
probably pay well. 64

Interest in the newly-termed 'Arts and Crafts' movement after 1888 also played a vital
role in the re-appraisal of Maori art. This movement originated in England around midcentury when British manufactured goods were being criticized for their lack of
\

craftsmanship and taste, as outlined in Part Three. One of Henry Cole's main
intentions behind the Great Exhibition had been to demonstrate the simplicity and
superiority of handmade goods from India and the Orient when seen alongside
machine-made goods. Owen Jones explained in The Grammar of Ornament, published
in 1856:
The ornament of a savage tribe, being the result of natural instinct, is
necessarily always true to its purpose: whilst in much of the ornament of
civilized nations, the first impulse which generated received forms being
enfeebled by constant repetition, the ornament is oftentimes misapplied, and
instead of first seeking the most convenient form and adding beauty, all beauty
is destroyed, because all fitness by superadding ornament to ill contrived form
[sic]. If we would return to a more healthy condition, we must even be as little
children or savages; we must get rid of the acquired and artificial, and return to
and develop natural instincts.65

64W.E. Outhwaite, 'Art, Drama, and Music', The New Zealand Illustrated Magazine, October, 1899,
p.62.
65Cit. E.H. Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art, New York,
1979, p.52.
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Both Owen Jones and William Morris, whose firm was at the heart of the British Arts
and Crafts Movement, made specific mention of Maori art in their writings. Jones's
very first illustration of the 'Ornament-of Savage Tribes' was a tattooed Maori head in
the Museum of Chester which he found 'very remarkable as showing that in this very
barbarous practice the principles of the very highest ornamental art are manifest, every
line upon the face is the best adapted to develop the natural features.66 Though Morris
favoured the English medieval tradition, he also revealed an appreciation of Maori
carving when he wrote in 1887:
Maybe: man may, after some terrible cataclysm, learn to strive towards a
healthy animalism, may grow from tolerable animal into a savage, from a
savage into a barbarian, and so on; and some thousands of years hence he may
be beginning once more those arts which we have now lost, and be carving
interlacements like the New Zealanders.67

At the time when such views on primitive art were first being aired in England, they
had little relevance to the New Zealand situation.68 During the New Zealand Wars,
\

\

· Pakeha lived in a state of fear and looked forward to the time when the 'savages' and
nature might be tamed. The settlers could not afford to allow any sentiments about the
bush stand in the way of industry. By the end of the century, however, the Maori
population had dropped to around 44,177 in 1891 and were widely believed to be
dying out. 69 Maori no longer posed the same threat and Pakeha chose to look back at
them in history more in terms of a brave Aryan race.

Certainly the tastes and values of the Arts and Crafts Movement underpinned those of
Augustus Hamilton, the person most responsible for raising the profile of Maori art
c.1900. Hamilton, a biologist, ethnologist and Director of the Colonial Museum from
1903-1913, spent twenty years researching the book, Maori Art: The Art Workmanship
66Gombrich, The Sense of Order, p.51.
67W. Morris, 'The Aims of Art' in On Art and Socialism: Essays and Lectures, London, 1947, p.94.
68Ruskin pointed out that in the light of the Indian Mutiny and Crimean war, these ideas also made
little sense in England. Lubbock, p.28l.
69D.I. Pool, The Maori Population of New Zealand 1769-1971, Auckland, 1977, p.58.
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of the Maori Race in New Zealand, originally produced in five parts between 18961900 and then published as one volume by the Governors of the New Zealand Institute
in 1901. The very fact that Hamilton chose to call his book Maori Art is telling of the
time it appeared. He stated in the Preface that 'From a general point of view, the whole
of the artwork of the Maori comes under the head of ornament.' It was only since the
development of a specific design theory and production of buildings, furniture and
fabrics which put the new ideas in practice during the mid to late-nineteenth century in
England, that the status of ornament had become equal to that of artJO

Echoing the 'truth to materials' dictum and emphasis on abstract design espoused by
Owen and Morris, Hamilton found after all his years of research, 'the due application
of ornament' to be the most strongly marked characteristic of Maori art. 'The ancient
Maori', he wrote, 'had a deep and true sense of the fitness of things, and never
ornamented his weapons or implements in such a way as to interfere with their primary
\

purpose and free use .... There are no representations in the solid of plant forms, or of
animals (with a few exceptions that prove the general rule)JI

Hamilton's general attitudes, aims and methods were typical of ethnologists around the
turn of the century. He wanted to record and preserve pure ancient Maori art, or at least
his idea of it, before it became lost owing to the 'lack of practised skill in the present
representatives of the race' and 'difference of environment caused by the tide of
colonisation.' 72 Hamilton also wanted Maori art to be studied and seriously regarded
in relation to other schools of decorative design.73 He disregarded the figurative
70Gombrich, Sense of Order, pp.58-59.
71Hamilton, Maori Art, p.6.
72 Hamilton, Maori Art, p.S. SeeR. Neich, 'The Veil of Orthodoxy' inS. Mead and B. Kernot (eds),
Art and Artists of Oceania, Palmerston North, 1983, pp.255-6.
73 Horatio Robley expressed a similar aim when he wrote, 'the beautiful arabesques in moko patterns
might, I think, commend themselves to art students and designers, as well as to students of ethnology
and folk lore; for the native artist in moko must be entitled to the credit of great originality and taste in
his patterns; and his skill was such as to class him among the world's artists. These designs seem to
me to contain a mine of wealth to the modern student.' H. Robley, Moko or Maori Tattooing, (1896)
Wellington, 1969, pp.ix-x.
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painting which was probably the most vigorous of contemporary Maori visual arts.74
Hamilton instead favoured very neat, symmetrical designs, like the kowhaiwhai pattern
used to decorate the Royal Daulton bone china tea set which he had produced in
1907. 75 In other words, Hamilton sought to order Maori culture into a complex whole,
based on tradition or 'authentic' custom and freed from impure 'outside' influences.76

Hamilton's ideas and activities can only be properly understood in the context of British
imperialism, and to explain this connection, his association with the 1906-07 New
Zealand International Exhibition in Christchurch perhaps serves as the best example.
The exhibition included a reconstructed pa, erected by Maori under Hamilton's
directorship. According to the Official Catalogue and Souvenir, the pa showed 'the
conditions under which the Stone Age man lived in New Zealand, and reproduces his
attempts at beautifying his home, his means of defense against his enemies, and the
manner in which he applied his arts and crafts'.77 Cowan, in a history of the
\

exhibition, described how 'in decorative art certainly [the Maori] had evolved some
most beautiful designs which even the cultured pakeha cannot but regard with
admiration.'7 8 Visitors were being officially invited to view the Maori carving,
weaving and painting in terms of the 'House Beautiful', a concept invented by the
English.79

This European aestheticization of Maori art constituted a political act because it
presupposed some denial of the Maori's capacity to continue their own uses and
74See Roger Neich, Painted Histories: Early Maori Figurative Painting, Auckland, 1993.
75 Neich, 'The Veil of Orthodoxy', pp.255-6; Jennifer Queree, Royal Daulton, Christchurch, 1993,
pp. 72-73. Such decorations conformed perfectly to Eastlake's definition of good and noble design and
were thoroughly in keeping with Doulton's reputation for 'endeavouring to teach the public to
appreciate quieter and more simple taste, by introducing into their work imitations of good ancient
forms'. R. Edis, Decoration and Furniture of Town Houses, London, 1881, p.252. For another design
for a plate drawn from a Maori tattoo see Robley to Hocken [1909?], MS488, HL.
76compare Clifford, p.88.
77 New Zealand International Exhibition, 1906-07, Official Catalogue and Souvenir, Christchurch
[1906], p.l50.
78 James Cowan, 'The Maori Pa: Scenes of Ancient Maoridom', Dominion Museum Bulletin, 3,
(1911), p.l8.
79K. Berger, Japonisme in Western Painting from Whistler to Matisse, Cambridge, 1992, p.99.
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construction of things. 80 All the art on the reconstructed pa was done in the
standardized Rotorua style approved by Augustus Hamilton, with almost no overt
political or religious content. 81 While there is evidence that during the period after the
New Zealand Wars carvings became more pictorial as Christianity and European
int1uence weakened the traditional context, more than ever, the wharepuni had become
a symbol of Maoritanga as it combined the functions of a church, assembly house,
chiefs house and ancestor memorial.82

The Maori pa at the 1906-07 Exhibition was modelled on the StLouis Exposition held
in 1904 and reflected a broader trend in exhibitions around the world towards
presenting native material culture as innocuous and suggestive of a praiseworthy
inclination towards craftsmanship and industry.83 This contrasted with the idea of
barbarism and unproductivity previously used to justify European interference with the
Maori way of life. 84 Above all, the Stone Age aspects served to emphasize the
\

technological advances displayed in neighbouring pavilions and confi1m Europe's
triumphant present.85

Despite springing, as in the case of J.H. Menzies, from a genuine appreciation of Maori
art, a similar political interpretation could be placed on the use of Maori designs in
Pakeha homes of the period. There are some cases where pieces of dismantled or
plundered wharepuni were cut to fit mantelpieces. The lintel carvings on a fireside
surround now in the Australian Museum are rumoured to have come from Te Kooti's
house.s6 Apart from being valuable as works of art in their own right, pieces of old
8°Compare Thomas' remarks on the Fijian experience in Entangled Objects, p. I 74
Sl Neich, Painted Histories, p.241.
82Neich, 'Veil of Orthodoxy', p.250.
83Cowan, 'The Maori Pa', p. 15. See Thomas, p. I74,
84 Russell wrote for example in I 842, 'Unacquainted with the useful arts, the savage has rarely made
any progress in those which improve the taste or elevate the imagination'. M. Russell, Polynesia: or,
an Historical Account of the Principal Islands in the South Sea, including New Zealand; the
Introduction of Christianity; and the Actual Condition of the Inhabitants in regard to Civilization,
Comm.erce, and the Arts of Social Life, Edinburgh, 1842, p.369.
85Ciifford, p.228.
86Reg #E54160, Austral ian Museum, Sydney.
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wharepuni are tapu to Maori and so making use of the lintel in this way would
nowadays be deemed sacrilegious. In his book on the art of Maori carving, Sidney
Mead included a photograph of a 'domesticated' and 'assimilated' carved lintel taken
from the carved house 'Hinernihi', and used to decorate the mantelpiece of a house in
England.87

Even when Pakeha carved their own furniture, they could defy Maori protocol since in
Maori society during this period only men were allowed to carve. 88 Around the tum of
the century, woodcarving and furniture making was a popular past-time amongst
European women as well as men. 89 Pakeha women such as Edith Fenton, who helped
carve the chair in the Auckland Museum, were being actively encouraged to carve
Maori designs. Edith Fenton sent three entries to the carving section (class 10) of the
Home Industries Section of the New Zealand Industrial Exhibition in 1906, a new
category expressly created 'for the encouragement of imitating carving on the line of
\

Ancient Maori Art. 9o A Miss Deller began carving a fire surround and overmantle with
paua insets in 1890 for her family home, 'Bushcroft', in Carterton and at least two
other similar instances in private North Island homes are known to exist.91

No historical evidence of Maori opposition dating to the tum of the century has been
found against the trend towards Pakeha New Zealanders appropriating Maori art, that
is, making it their own. On the contrary, Maori carvers and leaders welcomed the
attention. Hori Pukehika exhibited a carved mantelpiece at the Wanganui & West Coast
Jubilee Exhibition in 1887 (now believed to be the one in the Whanganui Regional
87S.M. Mead, Te Toi Whakairo: The Art of Maori Carving, Auckland, 1986, pp.117-8.
88Mead, p.199.

89Around 1890 there was a craze for wood-carving amongst young ladies since 'they have, granted taste

and intelligence, every opportunity of distinguishing themselves in this artistic occupation, which
unlike most amateur cravings for art occupation is not expensive and is really useful in filling and
decorating the home.' The New Zealand Farmer, XI, 12 (1891), p.529. See also OW, 10 September
1896; OW, 27 February 1900.
90 Schedules of the Home Industries Section of the New Zealand International Exhibition,
[Christchurch, 1906], p.41.
9 1Barbara Pole to writer, 1 October 1996. Accession L.71.19, old register, Gisborne Museum & Arts
Centre.
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Museum). 92 The Young Maori Party led by Apirana Ngata, Maui Pomare and others
promoted a romanticized and idealized image of the Maori past which provided a proud
basis for a modern Maori identity as well as being acceptable to Europeans.93 Roger
Neich in his book Painted Histories, has argued that Ngata and his colleagues chose to
support the Arawa and Ngati Tarawhai style of carving used at the 1906-07 Exhibition
as the national style of Maori art, rather than figurative painting closely associated with
Te Kooti and his Ringatu Church, because it emphasized unity and peace between
tribes and races.9 4

At the Tenth Annual Conference of the Te Aute College Students' Association
(TACSA) in 1906 Apirana Ngata, Takuta Pomare and Harnutana resolved to ask
Augustus Hamilton and the Wellington architect F. de J. Clere to join them on a
committee to design and make widely known among the Maori people, a type of
inexpensive house which had artistic taste like the ancient 'picturesque' whare as well
\

as meeting modern hygiene requirements.9 5 The convenor, Apirana Ngata, supported
the move because he felt the weatherboard houses being built to replace traditional
whare looked like boxes.96

Ngata and his wife had the panels and beams in the drawing room of their own
European bungalow at Waiomatatini carved with Maori designs.9 7 Pomare's modern
house at Lower Butt was similarly decorated. 98 Reweti Kohere carved a bay window
in the sitting room of his homestead at Te Araroa on the East Coast, complete with

92Michelle Horwood to writer, 24 May, 1996.
93Neich, Painted Histories, pp.ll8; 142-3.
94 Ibid.
95 Te Aute College Students Association (TACSA) Report of the lOth Conference held at Ohinemutu,
Rotorua on 25 December 1905 to 1 January, 1906, p.39.
96 TACSA Report 1905-6, p.9. I am grateful to Miria Simpson, Godfrey and Toroa Pohatu and
Michael Reilly for their assistance in translating this passage.
97 F. Harsant, 'My everyday life as travelling organiser for Maori women on behalf of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union', 1913, Ms-Group-246, ATL.
98 R.T. Lange, 'Revival of a Dying Race: A Study of Maori Health Reform, 1900-1918, and Its
Nineteenth Century Background', MA thesis, University of Auckland, 1972, p.208.
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tukutuku and kowhaiwhai in the traditional style and colours around the same period.99
But 'Tuhoromatakaka', the home of the famous tourist guide Maggie Papakura at
Whakarewarewa perhaps represented the Committee's ideal. A photograph taken of the
interior c.l91 0 reveals her house, decorated with a sophisticated mix of Pakeha and
Maori art and artifacts, had electricity as well as windows along the back wall for light
and ventilation (plate 44).

The application of Maori design in New Zealand domestic interiors at last began to give
a semblance of equality between Maori and European cultures which helped give the
idea appeal to Maori at the time. The trend continued on into the twentieth century. 1oo
It would, however, be more than fifty years before the idea of Maori art being on a par
with European art became fully institutionalized and for men like W. Menzies Gibb, a
Christchurch painter on the Fine Arts Committee for the 1906-07 Exhibition, the notion
was inconceivable. He wrote a letter to the Christchurch Press declaring he could not
\

imagine 'anything conceived in any age, in any country more hideously inartistic than
the Maori village set up at the recent International Exhibition.' 101

The result of the whole idea of using Maori imagery was an even stronger force
asserting the need to identify with the British Empire. 102 The leading architect S. Hurst
Seager, published his objections in the Journal of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. He acknowledged the work of Maori as the only historical art in New
Zealand but considered, 'these, though excellent examples of savage art, are scarcely
suitable as standards on which to found our national taste.' 103 Hurst Seager did see
exciting possibilities in the use of native flora and fauna on decorative features such as

99S.S.L. Kohere to writer, 4 December, 1996.
IOOsee F. Pound, The Space Between: Pakeha Use of Maori Motifs in Modernist New Zealand Art,
Auckland, 1994.
101 Cit. Gibbons, p.81.
102See Belgrave, p.32.
I03s. Hurst Seager, 'Architectural Art in New Zealand', Journal of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, 3 (1900), p.490.
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the beaten copper work around fireplaces. 104 However, writing from his home in
Christchurch, hailed since its inception as the most English of New Zealand
settlements, Hurst Seager represented the opinion of most New Zealand architects
when he wrote in 1900 that New Zealand should and would unquestionably continue to
follow what was being built in the 'Old World' since 'our materials and our conditions
of life are not sufficiently distinctive to lead to any special mode being adopted.'l05

Hurst Seager made his living like others such as the England Brothers designing Old
English and Arts and Crafts style houses for wealthy middle-class clients in
Christchurch suburbs. 106 For an interior of one such house see plate 45. Romantic
associations of Old England suggested by the dark beams on the ceiling and Royal
Doulton Dickensware rack plates, appealed to long-established Cantabrians, even
though the architecture and furnishings they were designed to hold constituted the most
up-to-date styles in Britain. England was universally regarded in Europe and America
\

as the fountainhead of stimulating ideas in the field of domestic architecture at the tum
of the century.I07

Although the two models for a national style of interior design were based on
conflicting forms, they still had much in common. They both derived from the same
British Arts and Crafts tradition. Furthermore, as Michael Belgrave discovered in his
study of the writings of Edward Tregear and J. Macmillan Brown which represented
similar opposing models of nationhood - one founded on the Aryan Maori and the other
drawing on the British heritage of the majority of the population - both were completely
dominated by European conventions. They were both 'based on organic conceptions
of historical continuity that made a unity of the past, of race, and of the environment,
104Jbid.
105Seager, p.481.
106J.W.F. Cattell, 'Domestic Architecture in Christchurch and Districts 1850-1938', MA thesis,
University of Auckland, 1981, pp.58-61.
I07E.T. Joy, 'The Overseas Trade in Furniture in the Nineteenth Century', Furniture History, VI,
London, 1970, p.71.
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the basis of social homogeneity' which left little room for differences in culture, race or
class. 108

The decades following 1900 gave rise to increasing tensions and conflicts among
different social strata within New Zealand which shed serious doubts on the whole idea
of national unity . 109 Yet economics and international politics rather than internal affairs
provided the primary impetus for nationalism.IIO Before World War One, the most
powerful force continued to be for New Zealanders to show their best side to England.
The country upheld its allegiance to the British throne. Queen Victoria herself had
come to represent everything the British prided themselves in - their sense of duty,
application and industry, stability and strength, model family life and sense of decorum
and manners. III Her qualities were assumed to affect her people and many New
Zealand children grew up with proud portraits of British royalty at school and in their
homes (see plates 46 and 47). 112
\

Ultimately the idea that Maori art could form the basis of a distinctive New Zealand
style of domestic interior design did not gain great popularity. Research into the trend
has nevertheless revealed a previously neglected chapter in New Zealand's art history
and helps to illuminate elements of continuity and change between the singular elitist
concept of culture with a capital C and the plural, lower case concept of an emerging
ethnology.

108Belgrave, pp.124-5.
109Belgrave, p.l29.
IIOEJias, The Germans, p.166.
IIIJ.Walvin, Victorian Values, London, 1987, pp.148-53.
112See Walvin, pp.154-7.
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III

While evidence of a hierarchy of values and evolutionism persisted, by the end of the
nineteenth century academic reformers had nonetheless moved beyond the scienticism
of a strictly Darwinian awareness of environmental adaptation and stages of
development. 113 The interventionist policies of the Liberal Ballance Government were
described as the very opposite of 'Social Darwinism', as they chose to support the
weak and undermine the power of the privileged.11 4 A popular desire had arisen to
reform New Zealand society and rid it of those aspects of imported heritage which
seemed at odds with the country's founding ideals. liS Again contemporary
developments in the form and attitude towards domestic interiors were indicative of the
change.

For members of the Young Maori Party, the re-organization of the physical
\

environment and the improvement of houses was critical if the race was even to survive
into the twentieth century. Two leaders, Maui Pomare and Peter Buck, were trained
medical doctors and so, fully conversant with the newly-developed germ theory which
stressed the importance of public and private sanitation. At the first conference of the
T ACSA in 1897, the star speaker, Apirana Ngata, emphasized that all other reforms
depended on changes in the Maori home and the others agreed that 'although they went
to the people with the Bible in their right hand, they should carry soap, water, brooms,
and good dwellings in their left'.ll6

TASCA members who were products of the Native School and denominational college
systems, fully appreciated the magnitude of the changes required, not only to improve
physically the generally 'deplorable' living conditions of Maori c.1900 but also to alter
113Wright, p.ll2.
114Galbreath, p.l87.
115J. Graham in The Oxford History of New Zealand, pp.l37-9.
116 Lange, p. 160.
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people's private behaviour. 117 The health reforms involved, in Pomare's words, 'the
dissolution of time-honoured customs, the tearing-down of ancestral habits and
teachings, the alteration of Maori thought and idea [sic], in fact, a complete change in
their socialistic, communistic and private life.' 11 8 The group realized that the European
reforms had to be introduced to Maori by Maori and carefully worked in cooperation
with chiefs and elders to modify their old cultural traditions.119

In fact there was nothing new about elders and some young men having a duty to see
that the settlements were kept clean. 120 Much of the old tapu system had served a
hygienic mid sanitary purpose but problems had arisen since Maori had moved off
hilltop pa to live in unfortified kainga on lower ground near their cultivations.121 These
flat sites lacked the necessary drainage and invited epidemics of all kinds for those
living in whare and weatherboard houses alike. W.T. Prentice described the additional
problems of the domestic interiors in 1897 as follows:
\

Before you are a yard inside, you become aware that the place is not properly
ventilated. A glance at the roof and walls shows them to be discoloured with
smoke. But the mats that cover the floor present a clean and tidy appearance.
These are, of course, the old fashioned whares. But numbers of natives live in
weatherboard houses, of European make. But here the presence of dirt is more
persistent and annoying; it is not in keeping with the house. The floors are
seldom scrubbed, and in some of them it would be a real puzzle to find out what
timber they are made of. The furniture and other household articles show the
same want of care and attention.l22

Prentice laid the responsibility for the dirt and neglect wholly on the women stating
'The women are either too lazy to attend to the cleanliness of the house or else are
ignorant of the most ordinary duties of a housekeeper.' He repeated a remark
addressed to him by one Maori woman because of its significance in explaining the
essence of the problem:
117Pomare cit. Lange, p.222.
118Pomare cit. Lange, p.218.
119Lange, pp.l61, 164.
120See Lange, p.4.
121Lange, pp.I9-23; R.T. Kohere, 'A Model Pa', TASCA Papers, 1897 (2), p.20.
mw.T Prentice, 'Cleanliness', TACSA Papers, I897 (2), pp. I3-14.
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Speaking of the pakeha housekeeper she said:- 'How foolish the wahine pakeha
is. She cleans and scrubs just for others to make dirty again, and then she has
to clean and scrub all over again. She only makes work for herself. If I were
her I would not trouble myself at all about it.' And in her own home, the result
of a strict compliance with her own ideas of household economy, was
deplorable. 12 3

Prentice and other young Maori leaders had clearly adopted the European ideals of
domesticity and true womanhood and counted the education of Maori women in
domestic duties as part of the necessary reforms. In traditional Maori life, Maori
women played an important role in cultivating and gathering food which took them
away from the whare during the day. 'The Maori', wrote Ngata, 'must somehow learn
to know the meaning of 'home' as Europeans understand it, to live his inner secluded
life in the privacy of the domestic circle, with sturdy sons and beautiful daughters
looking to him and their mother for guidance, help, and counsel. It is a matter of
generations .... ' 124 They believed in separate public and private spheres for men and
women, that women had a duty to fulfil both to their own family and society in general
and that their place was in the home making it pleasant.

Between 1904-1909, 1256 houses were destroyed and 2103 new wooden and 301 new
raupo houses built by Maori around the country, largely through the efforts of Native
Health Officers like Pomare, funded by the newly-created Government Department of
Health. 12 5 Pomare condemned outright the common practice of having kautas or
'Maori kitchens' out the back of their 'elegant pakeha homes'.l26 Where there was
obviously not enough money to build a new house, Pomare advised families how at
least to ventilate the existing whare and put up bedsteads, 'for the custom of simply
lying on the bare ground and huddling together is pregnant with many evils.' 12 7 He did
not care whether people ate with fingers rather than knives or forks so long as their
123 Ibid.

124A.T. Ngata, 'The Education of Maori Girls', TASCA Papers 1897 (2), p.28.
125AJHR 1901 cit. Lange, pp.2l7, 207.
l26AJHR 1902 H-31, p.63.
127AJHR 1902 H-31, p.62.
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hands were clean but insisted that fences be built in order to keep the pigs and dogs
out.128

While the drive to build new wooden houses met with little resistance, altering personal
habits and water supplies proved more difficult both for financial and cultural
reasons.I29 There was little money available to encourage kainga to dispense with
shallow surface wells close to the houses, purchase water tanks and build water
closets. Some Maori would have nothing to do with water caught from roofs because
tapu water came straight from heaven.I 30 The Health Officers consistently campaigned
for the ereCtion of water closets but found that they had to provide considerable
explanation before any action was taken.I3I

As for the education of Maori women, Ngata acknowledged the unpublicized role of his
female equivalents, such as Maggie Papakura who had been schooled at Hukarere or St
\

Joseph's and the importance of women's daily gossip in the communication of new
ideas.I32 The Women's Christian Temperance Union also helped bring about change as
they concerned themselves with sanitary matters. Florence Harsant who journeyed
through the Bay oflslands, East Coast and Wanganui River in 1913 on the Union's
behalf, recorded in her diary how at a meeting in the Urewera a Maori woman stood up
and said, 'once upon a time they let dogs wash the plates - then a pakeha came and said
"wash them in water" now I came and said "wash them in hot soapy water, and keep
the dogs away." So she wanted me to go back and teach her people.'l33

The Liberal Government accepted the cult of domesticity and promoted it within
primary schools in rural Maori areas. The system focused on the domestication of girls
128Ibid.
129 Lange, p.209.
130Lange, p.23.
131Lange, pp.210-211.
I3 2Ngata, p.29.
133 Harsant, p.l53.
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and young women and became centres for inculcating European ideas on health and
hygiene. 134 As the country was opened up with roads and railways, the emphasis
began to shift in the long isolated Maori communities of the central King Country,
away from extended families working to cultivate fields towards individuals being
involved in a wide range of activities. 135 Domestic service offered Maori women some
of the most promising prospects for employment and must therefore have acted as an
important economic incentive to adopt new habits.t36

The Liberal Government's moves to improve housing conditions of the poor were not
confined to the Maori sector of New Zealand society. Sanitation became a focus as
never before in 1900 as fear of the bubonic plague touched everybody.l37 Two
commissioners were appointed to investigate sanitary conditions everywhere.t3s Some
of the menaces they uncovered were milk stored under beds, fruit covered with rags
which had been gathered off the street and houses unfit for habitation.l39 Slums in
\

Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin were of particular concern. The

Otago Daily Times described how in Dunedin slum buildings occupied by Chinese
around the Stafford and Walker Street area,
Everywhere the same offensive atmosphere was encountered, the only variation
being that it was thicker in some places than in others. Leprous looking paper,
stained and mildewey with damp, peeled from the walls, grim and grease
blackened the ceiling, while a warm sickening smell from the cookhouses
poured through the dingy passages.I40

Emergency legislation enabled a frenzied clean-up in the worst areas.
l3 4S. Coney (ed.), Standing in the Sunshine: A History New Zealand Women Since They Won the
Vote, Auckland, 1993, p.l94. See also E. Olssen and A. Levesque, 'Towards a History of the
European Family in New Zealand' in P.G. Koopman-Boyden, Family in New Zealand Society,
Wellington, 1978, p.9.
135 Andrews, pp.35-37.
t36see Coney, p.l94.
l37D.L. Piesse, 'Houses for Homes: the State and Housing Problem in New Zealand', MA thesis,
University of Auckland, 1978, p.37.
l38Lange, p.169.
l39AJHR, 1901 H-31, p.l.
l40Cit. Clark, 'Dunedin in 1901 ', p.86.
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Parliamentary debate surrounding the Worker's Dwellings Bill in 1905 drew further
notice to urban working-class living conditions which mocked the idea of a classless
society. In contrast to middle-class homes, a very small percentage of the workingclass had a bathroom in their houses by the turn of the century. Prime Minister,
Richard Seddon considered it should be made a standing law that no house be allowed
to be occupied unless it had a bath and bathroom and proper sanitary arrangements.l4l
More physical comforts, Seddon argued, could save lives, increase economic
production by improving workers' health, and induce wage-earners to stay at home by
the fireside in the evening with their wives and children rather than seeking other
spheres of enjoyment.l42

As a result of the Bill being passed, a competition was held in 1906 for designs of
houses to be built in the four main centres. Seddon specified in addition to the sanitary
requirements, that the houses have five rooms so that even if a large number of children
made conditions crowded, there would be no immoral mixing of the sexes (though
official text relating to the illustration shown in plate 50 reveals that some four roomed
houses were still built). 143 Following the example of housing estates in England and
America, a number of different designs were sought so that the houses would have a
variety of forms, decoration and size. This was intended to raise the aesthetic tone of
the worker and nation at large, and lessened the chance of social stigma being attached
to renting a readily-recognizable state house. 144

Like the size specification, intended to lessen the risk of incest and accompanying threat
to the stability of the family unit in society at large, the decision to build a variety of
designs also constituted a form of social manipulation at a time of increasing unrest.
14 1NZ

Parliamentary Debates, CXXXV, (!905), pp.84-85.

142 Ibid.
14 3Ibid.
l44B. Fill, Seddon's State Houses: The Workers' Dwelling Act in 1905 and the Heretaunga Settlement,
Wellington, 1984, p.9.
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Organized trade unionism had been a problem to New Zealand authorities since c.1890,
bringing with it a heightened level of class consciousness.l45 Generally the shift was to
be towards a more egalitarian society but the push for variety or individualism in the
homes of the working-class may still be interpreted as a force against the sameness of
communism, a political ideology feared by the middle-class as an obstacle to civilization
and progress. 146

Thirty-four out of 150 entries were selected and a number of those actually built
between 1905-1919 published in a booklet in 1914. The plans showed some regional
differences. In Wellington the designs included two-storeyed dwellings such as J.
Charlesworth's house built at Petone (plate 48). In Auckland, all the houses were onestoreyed with a verandah (see plates 49-51).147 A photograph printed in the

Appendices of the House of Representatives revealed two typical interiors of homes
built in Ellerslie (plate 50). The majority of workers dwellings were built in what
\

architectural historians have termed the 'transitional style', part way between being a
villa and a bungalow.148

The typical villa built in the Auckland area in the 1880s was the single bay variety
described by Jeremy Salmond in Old New Zealand Houses. 149 It had a parlour with a
bay window and verandah at the front, a long central hall with bedrooms and a kitchen
running off on either side, and the washhouse, lavatory, small bathroom, scullery and
pantry located right at the back of the house. Towards the end of the century however,
this plan came under attack as harbouring a kind of 'spurious gentility'. An article
published in the Weekly Herald gave the following description of a visit to such a

145E. Olssen, Red Feds: Revolutionary Industrial Unionism and the New Zealand Federation of Labour,
Auckland, 1988, pp.viii, xi.
146see J.C. Firth, 'Nation Making', NZ Graphic, VII, 1 (1891), p.2.
147pm, p. 9.
148Salmond, Old New Zealand Houses, p.212.
149for a floor plan see Salmond, p.155.
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house where the family was trying to marry up and consequently preserved a public
show while economizing in private. ISO
Give a polite rat-tat at the knocker owned by a genteel family, and you will hear
the shutting of doors, the shuffling of feet in the passage, the sound of subdued
voices, and suppressed commotion reigning through the front of the
establishment. At length and at last the door is opened by some slipshod
woman, or a boy, or the old mother, and you are shewn into the drawing-room
- a drawingroom, mark you, by the Lord Harry! in a four of five-roomed
cottage. And in this room which you have been shewn into you wait, turning
over the inevitable, everlasting album of sickly photographs, without which a
drawing-room cannot exist. In a quarter of an hour one after another of the
girls drop in, looking as fresh and blooming in their early toilettes as a bed of
violets on a spring morning, and as enticing as the first bundle of asparagus of
the season ... take my word for it, if you were to go into those girls' bedroom,
you would find torn, soiled, raggedy skirts lying on the floor, which had been
hastily stripped to be replaced by the finery they appeared in upon the drawingroom carpet. You would find beds unmade, scanty sheets, threadbare blankets,
the floor unswept, while the toilet table is strewn with pastes and pomades, and
dyes, pads, powder, and what-not, which has helped to give that charming
freshness of countenance, when viewed, always, mind you, at the proper
distance. 151

\

Indeed the very idea of a drawing room or front parlour started to seem too artificial and
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I50see Douglas and Isherwood, p.85.
l51J. Browne, ('Snyder') Scrapbook, 1845-1885, Z.Ms BRO, CPL.
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concerned with status and display. As a cartoon for the New Zealand Punch indicated
(figure 7), even in an 'Artistic' home where there was no attempt at 'vulgar show' and
beauty and refinement reigned supreme, the drawing room's function for receiving calls
implied that it was not always convenient or desirable to be 'at home' for visitors.l52
Drawing rooms spoke of social differences and front-stage versus back-stage behaviour
when the rest of the house might well be a mess, the furnishings of the servants
quarters were invariably inferior and the room was occupied by a new generation of
'young ladies' waiting to get married and more content with seeming than
accomplishing. 153

During the 1900s and 191 Os, ideas for a new way of living in the form of a bungalow
started to be introduced, first by architects working for middle-class clients and
following overseas trends. In England in 1901, a bungalow was defined as an 'artistic
little dwelling, cheaply but soundly built with proper regard to sanitation and popped
\

down in some pretty little spot with just sufficient accommodation for our particular
needs' .154 In America in 1914, it was described as 'simply a scientifically designed
habitation for men'.l55

The most fundamental difference between a villa and a bungalow was the size and
position of the hall. 156 Instead of entering through a door at the front, a visitor now
made their way around the side of the house to find the entrance located in a less formal
position away from the street. 157 The hall itself often took on the proportions of a room
which, as in the case of house designed by Hurst Seager for Henry Wood in

152 'Hugger

Mugger Households', OW, 1 September 1892.

153 For examples of the criticism see OW, 12 June 1890; OW, 3 March 1892; OW, 1 September 1892;
OW, 1 November 1894.
154R.A."Bungalow" Briggs, Bungalow and Country Residences cit. Salmond, Old New Zealand
Houses, p.l86.
!55Bungalow Magazine, cit. Salmond, p.185.
156 Salmond, p.198.
157Ibid.
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Christchurch, furthered the mood of informality and spontaneity as opposed to manners
and decorum (see plate 52).

Architects designing bungalows further collapsed the old distinction between the public
self and the private self within the home by replacing the drawing room or parlour with
a 'living room'. 158 This area of the house could still be interpreted as a stage. The
rooms retained a degree of formality with their dark-stained wooden doors and window
frames. But inglenooks near a large familial hearth looked warm and cosy; the
ornamental details were relatively simple and uniform with the rest of the house; sliding
doors and doorless arches gave a open, spacious feel, especially when owners took
architects' advice and used fewer pieces of furniture. Living rooms like the one
designed for a house by the England Brothers c.1910 illustrated in plates 53a and 53b,
were intended as a modest backdrop, expressive of an honest, purposefullife. 159

\

Arts and Crafts architects such as Gerald Jones in Auckland re-read the writings of
William Morris and recommended that people empty their houses and begin again. As
a plea for art in the home, Jones wrote, 'In furnishing, one needs a simple,
comfortable, serviceable and well-constructed style of furniture, with a quiet homelike
feeling. Rooms should not be made into museums; they are to be lived in, not for
show' .160 A stained and oiled oak dining table with perhaps just a simple flower
arrangement was far preferable to anything elaborate. He considered the guiding
principle should be Morris's dictum, 'Have nothing in your houses that you do not
know to be useful or believe to be beautiful' and the golden rule, to avoid all so-called
'Art Furniture'.I61

l58CJark, p.132. K. Halttunen, 'From Parlor to Living Room: Domestic Space, Interior Decoration,
and the Culture of Personality, in S.J. Bronner (ed), Consuming Visions: Accumulation and Display in
America 1880-1920, New York/London, 1989, p.l88.
159G.E. Jones, 'How Houses May Be Improved. A Plea for Art in House Design', Progress. June,
1912, p.ll36. See also Clark, p.151.
160Jones, p.l135.
161 Ibid.
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In contrast to Ruskin's definition of architecture as building plus ornament, Arts and
Crafts architects such as Gerald Jones recommended decoration ought to be thought of
as an inseparable part of the whole house. 162 The floor, walls, ceiling and finally the
objects in a room should all relate to the complete scheme. There was still scope for
owners to add their touch of individuality in the selection of friezes to run along the
tops of walls, metal fittings on doors and around fireplaces and fine ornaments, though
in chosing these all educated people had to be mindful that there should be no imitation
of nature in applied art and they should avoid the colour violet because it was so
popular. 163 Such faults in home decoration were considered as bad as dropping the 'h'
from 'head' and 'hand' .164 Photographs taken by Steffano Webb of some of the most
modern houses around Christchurch reveal that limited editions of Royal Doulton china
and expensive Liberty wares supplied in the city by Beath & Co. Limited, answered
this demand (see plates 45, 52, 53).165

\

Concern over private sanitation spanned all classes and the simplified aesthetic also
spoke of a kind of conspicuous health. 166 Germs were thought to live in dust so ornate
cornices, masses of heavy draperies, crowded knick knacks and a thick foliage of pot
plants became frowned upon. 167 Ceiling heights dropped to c.8'6"-9'6" and smallpaned windows introduced which could be opened at the top now that good ventilation
depended on air circulation rather than cubic areas.16S Light curtains let in more
'lifegiving' sunshine. 169 Carpet squares made for hygienic bedrooms since they could
be easily removed. Four poster beds were the most picturesque but the simpler iron
bedsteads (which could also be draped to look French) were also to be preferred for
l6 2Jones, p.1137. See also K. Dethier, 'The Spirit of Progressive Reform: The Ladies' Home Journal
House Plans, 1900-1902, Journal of Design History, VI, 4 (1993), p.255.
163Jones, p.ll35.
164Jbid.
165Beath & Co. Advertisement, The Triad, 10 March 1913, p.56.
166Wright, p.119.
167Emmeline, 'The Tyranny of Houses', OW, 22 March 1900, p.56.
168Jones, p.1134.
169Aiice's Letter to her Readers', OW, 9 November 1888; Cigarette, 'No.l-Artistic Homes, OW, 4 June
1891.
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their hygienic properties. 170 Shiny linoleum and tiled surfaces in kitchens and
bathrooms, pedestal basins, lavatories and free-standing baths in white porcelain
enamel could be easily cleaned and looked fresh.l7l Bathrooms were more
conveniently located, close to bedrooms (see plate 54).

The number of rooms declined and the square footage of floor plans was dramatically
reduced in the model middle-class home of the first decades of the twentieth century as
houses became more economic and functiona1. 172 The change was partly due to the fact
that England's first bungalows had been built at seaside developments and designed to
suit an easy, healthy, relaxed lifestyle with a minimum of work.m Likewise in New
Zealand, Hurst Seager built some of the earliest bungalows as summer houses at the
'Spur' at Sumner between 1898-1914. 174 Another influence leading to the more
rational approach came from America where women had been campaigning since the
1870s for a greater consideration in the planning of houses. They battled against the
\

fact that most builders and architects were men whose primary experience of home was
one of ease and had little knowledge of the practical aspects of running a household.
Gradually they helped shift the focus back from a visual preoccupation with the front of
the house to the service areas.m

Advances in domestic technology after c.1890 began to make life easier for those who
could afford it. 176 The bedroom in plate 55, dated to c.1905 reveals that the house
included electricity and telephone. More built-in cupboard space than the just the
customary one beside the stove would add to the convenience of homes. 177 Built-in

170•Hygienic Bedrooms', NZ Graphic, XII, 21 (1894), p.502.
l7lpor illustrations of bathroom fittings see C. Cochran, Restoring a New Zealand Home, Wellington,

1991, p.40.
172Wright, p.235.
173Ashford, p.10.
174Ashford, pp.12-14.
175Rybcznski, pp.160-l.
l76Rybcznski, p.219.
177Salmond, pp.153; 'Comfort in the Modern Home', Progress, 2 October 1911, p.844.
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window seats and bookshelves helped ensure an efficient, economical use of space. 178
Labour-saving devices introduced through bungalows like a servery door between the
kitchen and dining room also made good sense as a shortage of servants affected
Britain as well as her colonies by the turn of the century. 179 In New Zealand in 1901,
15,400 households employed servants and 13,500 of these only had one general
maid. 180

As Jeremy Ashford noted in The Bungalow in New Zealand, the 1905 Workers
Dwelling Act meant that the advantages of the bungalow no longer remained the
preserve of the moneyed classes. 181 Hurst Seager had three designs built in Petone,
Wellington and Basil Hooper also contributed some bungalows to Dunedin. 182 Gerald
Jones's design built at Ellerslie, Auckland included a wardrobe in each of the main
bedrooms, built-in seats on the front porch, an inglenook, a linen closet and kitchen
dresser and cupboards (plate 56). All of the designs had added conveniences such as
\

an outhouse and coal shed.l83

Around the turn of the century, reports by physicians in New Zealand and overseas
expressed a heightened awareness of the influence of one's surroundings. Measures
introduced by the Young Maori Party demonstrated an appreciation of the central role
the home environment played in determining cultural behaviour. The authority of
science added impetus behind protagonists of racial and class equality and to the power
of domestic interiors to affect individuals and society positively.1 84

178 Clark, p.241.
179 Ashford, p.68.
18 °Coney, p.224.
181 Ashford, p.I6.
182 Ibid.
183 Fill, p.9.
184Wright, p.ll2; Stocking, Race, Culture and Evolution, p.l94.
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IV

In 1901 the average New Zealand villa or cottage was described as 'a square box, with
a four to six-foot passage, pretentiously called a 'hall', running through it from front to
back. On either side of this, arranged with all a Scotch gardener's love of symmetry,
are sitting-room and dining-room, bedrooms and kitchen.' 185 Historians, Irvine and
Alpers, concluded that the evolutionary starting point must have been the packing cases
which pioneer settlers imported their goods and chattels. 186 Over the following decade,
bungalows emerged as an alternative design and were to be the way of the future. The
modern movement in architecture, however, made little impact on most New Zealand
homes before World War One as traditional values remained paramount. 187 It was still
asserted at the beginning of 1914, 'the average house of the average New Zealander
displays his soul truly, and utility is his essence- a four-square box divided into four
square rooms, a verandah with filigree woodwork, and a tiled hearth in the "drawing
\

room" .' 188

The average New Zealander, according to the article by 'Dick H.' in The Triad in
December 1913, secretly deplored art but 'tolerated "hand-painted" plaques and mirrors
decorated with blobby rushes and lilies in his "drawing room". It is in his "drawing
room" that the New Zealander's artistic sense betrays itself. Mostly he still believes in
plush and varnish as the acme of domestic elegance; but when he has a little more
money than most he goes in for ''l'Art nouveau," ... '. [Art Nouveau was a decorative
style based on sinuous natural forms which spread all over Europe during the 1890s
and had been in decline ever since c.1900]. 189 'If the New Zealander has money
nough[sic], his wife probably insists on having the house built in the "quaint" style,
I85Jrvine and Alpers, p.383.
186[rvine and Alpers, p.384.
I8 7The same was true throughout the British Empire and North America. Banham et al, p.l95.
ISSoick H., The New Zealander-His Mental Attitude and Possibilities', The Triad. 10 December 1913,
p.345.
18 9J. Fleming and H. Honour, Penguin Dictionary of Decorative Arts, London, 1989, p.43.
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because it is evidence of superior taste to have things rather "dinkey" .'190 Plate 57
answers this description exactly.

American feminists might have wondered at the conservatism of New Zealand women
which this characterization implied. By the 1890s, the Cult of True Womanhood had
begun to decline in America with outspoken criticism of the privatism, limitations on
women, expense and sham ornament involved. The ideal that women should improve
the state from their homes directly conflicted with their enforced segregation from the
public world. 191 American feminists strongly endorsed simple, efficient homes which
reduced gender segregation and helped the working woman with her domestic tasks.l92
Specialized rooms such as the drawing room which had previously been singlepurpose, gender-typed rooms now turned into multi-purpose, sexually integrated living
spaces for everyone.l93

\

This modern feminist perspective, however, overlooked the power which middle-class
women enjoyed over men in their late Victorian houses. Most men did not like drawing
rooms and regarded afternoon teas as a waste of time. 194 They preferred to relax in an
easy chair in the study than to sit up straight on elegant chairs. 195 For women still tied
up in corsets, this pose was a small price to pay for a little refinement and was
doubtless easier on the stomach than slouching back. Men in drawing rooms were 'not
quite as much men as in other places' as they struggled with their moustaches to sip tea
daintily from fine bone china. 196 With cup in hand, many men could not act or think
with ease and so, just as these objects of civilized behaviour had first been used a

19 0Dick H., p.343.
191Wright, p.102.
192Wright, p.123.
193Spain, p.127.
194'Cigarette', 'Artistic Homes No.II', OW, 18 June 1891; 'Alice's Letter to her Readers', OW, 16
February 1893.
195See Muthesius, p.222.
196oAJice's Letter to her Readers', OW, 11 February 1892.
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century earlier by Pakeha to gain control over Maori, women used them to their own
advantage with men.

New Zealand suffragists such as Anna Stout who succeeded in making New Zealand
the first country in the world to give women the vote in 1893, continued to stress the
importance of family and domestic responsibilities.197 For Stout, the 'New Woman'
embodied all the best aspects of True Womanhood, combined with the courage and
intelligence of new-born feminism. 198 At the end of the century, rhetoric regarding the
feminine civilizing mission was even stronger than it had been when New Zealand was
first being settled as notions of imperial destiny were grafted on to the traditional view
of refined motherhood.l99

Women decorated their boudoirs and drawing rooms with the same thought and care as
they dressed their children- as a creative extension of themselves. 200 Table decorating
became an art in itself, church fetes holding competitions in this demonstration of a
woman's taste (see plates 58a, 58b and 59).20 1 Photographic evidence reveals that
mantelpieces and windows continued to be other focal points as the art clutter tended to
be confined to the walls instead of the centre of the room. 202 The curtains and blinds in
the Haggitts' drawing room in Belmont Lane, Dunedin would have been in the height
of fashion c.1896 (plates 60a and 60b). 203 Jessie Haggitt had her own portrait placed
on the easel beside them when having the room photographed. Photographs
themselves were a common means of personalizing a room and giving it that 'lived in'
197Coney, p.202; R. Dalziel in NZDB, Wellington, 1990, II, p.483.
198Coney, p.l5.
199 A.J. Hammerton, Emigrant Gentlewomen: Genteel Poverty and Female Emigration 1830-1914,
Canberra, 1979, pp.l62-3.
200•Alice's Letter to her Readers', OW, ll February 1892.
20l•A Novelty for Table Decoration', NZ Graphic, XII 22, (1894), p.526; Emmeline, 'Over the
Teacups', OW, 9 April 1896. The winning table at a competition held at St Matthew's Church bazaar
in Dunedin in 1895 was decorated with yellow primroses, moss and silver candlesticks with ivy
running up them. Emmeline, 'Table Talk', OW, 6 September 1895.
202See Seale, p.l89.
203Emmeline, 'Over the Teacups', OW, 6 July 1899; Conversation with Mrs I. Haggitt, 24 December
1997.
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look (see plate 61). The choice of colour became more important as fashions slowly
shifted towards having fewer items of furniture and plainer walls, though women could
fall back on the harmony rule: 'Three of yellow, five of red, and eight of blue'.204

Creating cosy comers also became a popular focus in the 1890s, the idea being to create
a snug little retreat to sit and chat, rest and read (see window area in plate 62).205
These could range in comfort and theme from a set of packing cases painted with
'Aspinall' enamel paint and covered with an old spring mattress to the exotic opulence
of 'The Card Room' at 'Olveston', built by the Theomins in Dunedin c.l907.206 Cosy
comers represented a dramatic manifestation of the changes which had taken place since
the days when Mary Hobhouse first furnished the Manse at Nelson. In place of self
and role, a new distinction had been made between self and personality.207 By the tum
of the century every woman's house was meant to be 'the exponent of her inner
consciousness, and should typify her mental and spiritual disposition. '208
\

Children, especially girls, were deeply influenced by their mothers' activities, which
could act as a conservative force. 209 Charlotte Gawen recalled her fascination with
rooms and her earliest memories of the parlour in her Sumner home c.l90 1 serve as an
insight into the meanings and impressions the best room of the house could hold for a
child. 210

204Emmeline, 'Colour from a Practical Point of View', OW, 20 September 1894; Cigarette, 'No.1Artistic Homes', OW, 4 June 1891.
205'Hints for decorating our sitting rooms', NZ Farmer, Bee and Poultry Journal, XI, 4 (1891), p.167.
206Jbid.; NZ Graphic, XIX, 17 (1897), p.542; NZ Graphic, XXV, 24 (1900), p.1139; Emmeline, 'Over
the Teacups', OW, 6 July 1899.
207 Halttunen in Bronner, p.164; M. Peckham, Beyond the Tragic Vision: The Quest for Identity in the
Nineteenth Century, New York, 1962, p.309.
208•Furnishing by Rule', NZ Graphic, XII, 5 ( 1894), p.116.
209R. Gould, Transformations cit. J.Kron, Home-Psych, p.151; Csikszentmihalyi and RochbergHalton, The Meaning of Things,. for a discussion of the strong relationship between the meaning
systems of mothers and daughters.
2IOc. Gawen, 'Recollections "My First Twenty One Years"l897-1918', Canterbury Museum. For
more childhood memories of interiors see E. Smith, 'Not a Poor Thing: Random Memories, 18881968', MS Papers 2397, ATL.
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.. .in the lamplight, the room would take on a sort of magic. We were less
aware of the people than of the familiar-by-day things around us - the great jar
of silver toe-toe standing sentinel in a shadowed corner, the two tall vases of
Venetian glass encrusted with white dancing girls twinkling in the firelight, the
curtains of white Nottingham lace looped at the sides of the long windows and
partly obscuring the holland blinds, and the Victorian pictures which gazed
smugly down upon us. I loved the one of a girl on a swing kicking a butterfly
with her bare toe. Two watercolours were our favourites, however,
"Waimakariri Gorge" by N. Gard'ner and "Sketch of Greymouth" by Alfred
Walsh, who was Mother's teacher at the School of Art. Then the music would
start again, with Katie Young at the piano and Tin singing "Come into the
Garden, Maud", "My Pretty Jane" and "Adelaide". We would dip our toes in
the long-haired silvery hearthrug and draw them back and forth through the
coarse hair. 21 1
Young wives frequently felt compelled to reproduce idealized conceptions of what they
had known as children in their new homes (plate 63).212

The advice for men who did not want their wives turning into over-educated blue
stockings was to finance and tolerate the drawing room furnishings in order to keep
their wives happy at home. The feminist movement still appeared to some to pose a
threat to the survival of the family, home and even civilization itself, although American
\

writers such as Charlotte Gilman were simply trying to free women from a
preoccupation with the 'house' which was not essential to the 'home'. 21 3 As Emmeline
wrote in 1900, 'So much stress is laid in these days on purely intellectual gifts, and so
much kudos is given to mere educational accomplishments, not in one, but in all cases
of the community .. .It is necessary for the well-being of our country that there should
be women - aye, many of them- who ... should be "sweet and sociable". Earth holds
no higher praise- it is of womanly women be sure that the ranks of the angels are
recruited. '21 4

The Cult of True Womanhood, although possibly already on the wane in the towns,
began to spread from the towns to the country districts during the 1890s and 1900s. At
a meeting of the Tuapeka Horticultural Society in 1901, Miss M.A.J. Wall welcomed
211 Gawen, p.IO.
212Emmeline, 'Home, Sweet Home!', OW, 17 May 1894.
213Cohn, pp.225-6.
21 4 Emmeline, 'Only a Womanly Woman', OW, 28 June 1900.
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the foundation of a women's section of industrial work which would 'by creating a
spirit of healthy rivaliy, help not a little to awaken a love for a higher standard of beauty
in a district, and pave the way for further progress in Art.'2 15 Throughout the 1890s,

The New Zealand Farmer magazine included a regular column with furnishing ideas for
ladies. At the same time, secular, urban, commercial interests combined to challenge
traditional spending patterns.

The end of the Long Depression and the 1894 Advances to Settlers Act, which
provided cheap loans on first mortgages for farmers to erect buildings and make land
improvements, meant that there was more money to spend on country homes.
Businesses actively targeted new mral customers. As an advertising booklet for
Wunderlich Art Metal Ceilings read, 'Your house should be as much an investment as a
home ... .It is a mistake to believe that only people who live in the cities can have
beautiful cosy dwellings.' 21 6 Veitch & Allan, the complete house furnishers, offered
\

special advantages to country customers. They undertook to send a furnishing expert
to any part of New Zealand to take instmctions and arrange details. 21 7 The first director
of Smith and Caughey Limited, another complete home furnishing company in
Auckland, used to ride far up into Northland by horseback visiting customers and the
business throve on postal orders from country districts.2 1S

Slowly women were becoming the primary consumers for the home.219 Kate
Buckland, a teacher from Invercargill, nearly broke off her engagement to Arthur, a
mining engineer living at Deep Stream (Central Otago), when she discovered he had
bought a horsehair suite for their new country home, without consulting her. 'Horse

2!5Miss M.A.J. Wall, 'Women's Part in Industrial Work', paper read at meeting ofTuapeka
Horticultural Society, OW, 27 February 1901.
21 6Briscoe and Co. Ltd., Beautiful Homes and Public Buildings of New Zealand, [Auckland, 1907?]
pp.S, 34.
217Advertisement, The Triad, IOAugust l912,p.l8.
218Interview with J.E. Caughey, 25 December 1996.
219See Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in America, New York,
1994, p.l83.
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Hair! Mine rose in horror. I spoke my mind somewhat too freely and waxed most

°

sarcastic in my reply.' 22 Kate Buckland found that she had to retract her statements
and the couple were married in 1903. Kate realized that her partner's opinions had to
be considered but got her way on the rest of the furnishings. She described the interior
of their house as follows:
The red carpet I had wanted was laid in the sittingroom. At the windows were
blinds, red also behind short frilled white curtains. I used to go outside at
nights just to see how pretty my windows looked when the lamplight shone
behind the red blinds. The paper on the walls had a red background and when
the hanging lamp - a wedding present - was up it shone on a livingroom so
attractive as to be unexpected amongst the tussocks and rocks. It was a long
room, rather narrow; a sideboard of mahogany filled one end, my piano at one
side opposite the fireplace, also a round mahogany table and ... the infamous
suite ... now clothed in dark green tapestry. It looked very well as I could not
but own.' 221

Although the values associated with simpler, small town way of life persisted in the
rural areas, in town and country alike, the tastes and preferences which women
\

exhibited in their sitting and drawing rooms were above all influenced by
shopkeepers. 222 Methods of marketing became increasingly more sophisticated around
the turn of the century. 223 Salerooms and catalogues provided by retailers combined to
present customers with furnishing ideas and an endless number of designs to chose
from. The D.I.C. in Dunedin produced an illustrated, 88-page catalogue in 1896-7, to
announce the latest range of women's fashion wear and furnishings. Broad, Small &
Co. of Invercargill issued another illustrated catalogue in 1904 to inform customers
about their vast stock which included Italian and French bedsteads at all prices, a
constantly changing selection of occasional chairs covered in every variety of material
from plush to silk tapestry and cretonne, and locally manufactured occasional tables in
red pine, walnut and veneer.

220•K. Buckland, Memoirs, MS Papers 3892, ATL.
221 Ibid.
.
222Emmeline, 'Simplicity', OW, 28 April !898; Jones, 'Interior Decoration', p. l !36.
223Sce P. Kirkham et al, Furnishing the World, London, 1987, pp.4l, 60.
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Eight years later the latest fashion in furniture was clearly for the new aesthetic of flat
surfaces, sharp angles and uncomplicated outlines. An 'Antique' suite took the front
cover of Broad & Small's 1912 catalogue in a mock-up bedroom scene designed to
capture the imagination of the consumer and persuade them to buy. But there was
obviously still a thriving business to be had in 'spindle' suites in the Eastlake mould
and ornately carved sideboards and overmantels topped by broken pediments. 'Quaint'
furniture, the commercialized version of Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau so despised
by the Arts and Crafts architects, was also well represented.224

During the 1890s and 1900s, businesses continued to stress the importance of
individuality and variety in home furnishing. Individuality was a selling point because
furniture, like clothing, had become an expression of status and personality.22s As
Briscoe and Co.'s catalogue Beautiful Homes and Public Buildings in New Zealand
declared:
\

Home or Habitation- which? Habitation- emphatically NOT. You don't want
your house to be like the one next door and the one next to that, expressionless,
neutral, and wearying in their monotony.
You want a home where you can give expression to your own individuality,
and that is where the manufacturers of WUNDERLICH ART METAL
CEILINGS are fitted to cooperate with you.226
Art Nouveau designs predominated Wunderlich's embossed metal sheeting range after
1900.227

'May Villa' (plates 64-66), the home of the Dawsons in Dunedin certainly stood out
from the .rest for more reasons than just the Wunderlich ceiling in the hall. It was a
prize example of everything money could buy. Stewart Dawson, a self-made man,
acquired his wealth as a jeweller. The imposing new house built in 1903 was furnished
224Broad, Small & Co, catalogue, 1912, pp.2, 25, 30-32.
225Kirkham, p.51; T.J. Jackson Lears, 'From Salvation to Self-Realization: Advertising and the
Therapeutic Roots of the Consumer Culture, 1880-1930' in The Culture of Consumption: Critical
Essays in American History, 1880-1980, R. Fox and T.L. Jackson Lears (eds), New York, 1983.
226Briscoe and Co. Ltd, p.42.
227Lane and Serle, p.45.
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in the mode of the French Empire Revival, the French style of living still commonly
regarded as the epitome of luxury and opulence. French decoration contrasted with the
rising Arts and Crafts mode, though the same economic forces of display made both
fashionable.2 28 The couple probably purchased their Petersdorf drawing room piano
and elaborate boulle bedroom furniture in the master bedroom at the Melbourne
Industrial Exhibition in 1888.229

The less affluent usually had to make do with haphazardly acquired furnishings which
meant that even if they had the knowledge and desire to decorate in a coherent style, the
task wouldhave been difficult to achieve.230 Middle-class customers responded by
decorating their houses in a multiplicity of historic styles, as was also the case in Britain
and America. The drawing room pictured in plates 67a and 67b represented the Empire
Revival on a more modest level. The sitting room in plate 62 combined items as
diverse as a quaint firescreen, a collection of Indian elephants and a reproduction of
\

Canova's Cupid and Psyche in the corner. Everything Oriental was still considered
·charming and correct.23I

Paradoxically the quantity and quality of mass manufactured goods made the drawing
rooms all appear rather similar. Plates 68-77 represent a random selection of middleclass examples dating to c.l900. Beatrice and Sydney Webb described 'the look' in
their 'Impressions of the trip to NZ' in 1898. The pair visited the houses of an
Auckland newspaper editor and a large importer, and found both 'typical of the
ordinary lower middle-class English household.' The 'ugly bamboo furniture, plush
and silk drapings, thick common carpets, hideous chromos', lacked taste. 232 Judging

228Seale, p.l60; Wright, p.ll3.
22 9Melbourne

Centennial International Exhibition 1888-9, Official Catalogue of Exhibits, I,

Melbourne, 1888, p.l26.
230J. Gordon and J. McArthur, 'Popular Culture, Magazines and American Domestic Interiors, 18981940', Journal of Popular Culture, XXII, 4 ( 1989), p.36.
23! Home and Household Supplement, NZ Farmer, March 1895, p.vi.
232B. and S. Webb, 'Impressions of the trip to NZ 1898', MS 862, HL.
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by their domestic interiors, some would say New Zealanders, like the English 'nation
of shopkeepers', had no eye for beauty.233

When Dick H. published his stereotype along the same lines in 1913, he drew a heated
response from two women. A. Gladys Kemot agreed that if by the comment that the
average house of the average New Zealander 'displays his soul truly and utility is his
essence' Dick H. meant that they found it difficult to get away from the harsh facts of
life to enter the heady realm of art, it was doubtless mainly true. Consideration of how
many rooms 'the insufficient and inefficient Mary Jane will consent to attend to' had to
take priority over how many rooms, windows and staircases the builders of a new
house might wish to have.234 Most New Zealand dining rooms also functioned as
family sitting rooms during the day and night (see plates 46, 57-59) which was typical
of the smaller, less specialized homes of the lower middle-class in England. 235 Yet
conceding this fact was not to suggest as Dick H. seemed to think, that the New
\

Zealander was 'a higher sort of ape'.23 6 Gladys Kemot knew a horse-trainer who was
vastly more charming and worth listening to than any long-haired dilettante youth
'mooching around in gaudy sox'.237

Perceval Malthus also wrote in defense of 'the artless New Zealander', rejecting the
notion of the less civilized and uncultured colonial and arguing instead for his relative
superiority. She described how the New Zealander smiled when imported people who
knew no better called him a 'Colonial', for the New Zealander was a nationalist and
proud of his country. 'He may be ignorant of Art, but he knows beauty when he sees
it; he sees beauty when lots of people miss it; he sees beauty and revels in it, not in
musty galleries, but at first hand. He knows his own country, from Cape Maria Van

233Cigarette, OW, 30 March 1893.
234A. Gladys Kernot, 'The Art-less New Zealander', Triad, VI, (1914), p.75.
235Cigarette, 'Artistic Homes ', OW, 18 June 1891; Clere, p.l24: Kerr, pp.99-l 00.
236Kernot, 'The Art-less New Zealander', p.76.
237 Kcrnot, p.75.
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Dieman to Puysegur Point, and he loves her with a love that is sacred.'238 Malthus was
expressing a relativist idea of culture, that 'state of being in culture while looking at
culture' which James Clifford has described as permeating twentieth century art and
writing. 239

During the 1900s, as New Zealanders increasingly used the concept of culture in the
sense of 'national culture', the pursuit of a healthy, natural outdoor life and importance
of sport rather than art emerged as common themes in nationalist discourses,
constituting a strident manifestation of anti-intellectualism. By the end of the nineteenth
century, rugby football had clearly become the most popular male past-time and a focus
of national pride and unity. 240 At the same time, criticism mounted of aesthetes and the
aesthetic which was associated with class distinction. 241 'Emmeline' explained how 'In
most small communities a certain set of persons will arrogate to itself the position of art
critics- the public good-naturedly smiling and permitting the assumption, until the
\

illusion is complete and the "ar1istic set" believes in itself quite honestly. Such persons
· have of late years set such scornful depreciation of all pictures which they are pleased to
consider "mere prettiness" .... '242

Bourdieu has argued that the glorification of 'character-building' sport is one of a
number of strategies used by dominant fractions of the dominant class to discredit the
values recognized by the 'intellectual' fractions of the same dominant class.2 43
Historically, sport, like art, had played an important role in the civilizing process of the
West and so constituted an antagonistic definition of legitimate culture.244 It served to
complicate the two main variables of educational level and social origin which made the
238 Perceval Mal thus, 'The Artless New Zealander', Triad, VI ( 1914 ), p.281.
239C1ifford, p.93.
240Sinclair, A Destiny Apart, pp.9, 88, 150-2.
241 See Williams, Keywords, p.81; Girouard, p.90.
242Emmeline, 'Among the Artists', OW, 29 January I 902.
243Bourdieu, Distinction, p.93.
244 Bourdieu, p.94. See E. Dunning and C. Rojek, (eds), Sport and Leisure in the Civilizing Process:
Critique and Counter-Critique, Toronto, I 992.
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attitudes and ideas of a Prime Minister like Dick Seddon so different to those of Julius
Vogel.

Fresh air and the outdoors could be enjoyed by everyone at no expense in New Zealand
and around the same time, Truby King began to popularize a new role model for all
wives and mothers as patriotic safeguarders of the family's health. 245 King reacted
against the emphasis in schools on scholastic achievement, arguing instead for the
promotion of practical skills in the education of boys and girls. 246 For girls this meant
'Domestic Economics' .247 For the average working-class woman with few articles of
monetary value in her home, germ consciousness perhaps became most highly
developed as it did in England. 248 At least cleaning and maintaining an active country
life was of more obvious and immediate relevance to everyday working-class life than
acting as a purveyor of good taste. In any case, during the early decades of the
twentieth century Truby King became arguably the most influential figure in Pakeha
\

society.249

It nevertheless remained true that the domestic interiors lay at the heart of the nation

because as Rob Steven has argued, the single most important feature of colonial society
which gave Pakeha New Zealanders the core to their national identity was the ability to
provide living and working conditions which were superior to those in more advanced
capitalist Britain and would therefore attract people to it. 250 Elias identifies the
tendency to claim superiority of one's own country as typical of countries in the
nationalist phase of development, though the specific basis to the claim varied to some
245See Olssen and Levesque, p.8.
246p. Truby King, The Feeding of Plants and Animals, Wellington, 1905, p.l.
247F. Truby King, The Evils of Cram, Dunedin, 1906, p.5 I.
248 Burnett, p. 174. Karen Duder found cleanliness to be perhaps the most important attribute of all in
her study of skilled working class women. Karen Duder, 'Hegemony or Resistance?: the women of the
skilled working class and the ideologies of domesticity and respectability', MA thesis, University of
Otago, 1992, p.l 5 I.
249 Sinclair, p.223.
250Rob Steven, 'Land and White Settler Colonialism: The Case of Aotearoa' in Culture and Identity in
New Zealand, p.25.
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extent.251 The home had been important to Pakeha from the earliest days and the
success of the colony attributed in no small part to the acquisitiveness and ability of the
British at establishing homes for themselves. 252 Parliamentarians even claimed New
Zealand's superiority with regard to Maori homes, describing the improvements made
since c.l900 as 'an object lesson to other countries who have to deal with Native
races', and 'a triumph of Imperial colonising'.253

The boasting did not mean a declaration that all problems had been solved. Fashions in
decor could come and go within eight to ten years, but the behavioural practices of
people changed very slowly. 254 In a survey of the Ngatiporou and Whanau-a-apanui
tribal areas in 1908, Native Inspectors found 2995 people in 107 kainga still only had
26 'closets' between them. 255 Similarly in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and
Dunedin, a Royal Commission on Influenza Epidemic in 1919 found very widespread
ignorance of the simplest rules of personal hygiene and housekeeping involved with
\

cooking, cleaning and attention to bedrooms. They recommended that hundreds of
houses in the four main cities be demolished because of the 'very serious want' of
properly-placed water-supplies, flush closets, proper ventilation, baths and
washhouses (see plate 78).256

The rate of improvements to Maori living conditions lagged far behind those of
Pakeha.257 Decades later in 1935, another survey taken of the progressive Waipu
county found nearly 60 per cent of dwellings were overcrowded and a large proportion
were damp, dark, badly ventilated or structurally defective. 'Nearly half had an unsafe
water-supply; only 13 percent had a sink, and 8 percent a bath'.2 58 This may be
25 1Eiias, The Germans, p.l67.
25 2Cigarette,

'Homes and Houses', OW, 13 November 1890.

253 Parliamentarians cit. Lange, 'Revival of a Dying Race', pp. 342, 79.
25 4Rybczynski,

p.218.

255 Lange, p.24
256 AJHR, H31-A, Royal Commission on Influenza Epidemic, 1919, pp.3l-32.
257 Lange, p.343.
25 8rbid.
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compared to a block of 54 houses surveyed in 1937 in the Pakeha, working-class
suburb of Caversham, Dunedin where analysis of statistics reveal 39 per cent had an
unsatisfactory water supply, 100 per cent had a sink and 80 per cent had a bath.259

Despite widespread official and public recognition of the need for cheap and sanitary
houses for the working-class in the period 1890-1914, cost remained the main obstacle.
Only c.650 state houses were built between 1905-1919 and the high rent placed them
out of reach for those most in need. 260 The New Zealand Government Railways
subsidized the rentals on their houses but this meant less revenue for upgrading existing
cottages. 261 One cottage at Cross Creek in 1907 reportedly had chimneys which
smoked so badly that meals were covered in soot and the sitting room fireplace could
not be used in windy weather. The house was draughty, the ceilings and wall paper
very dirty, and the water supply sometimes non-existent. 262 In 1913 there was
dissatisfaction from one end of the country to the other as the majority of station
\

masters' houses, supposedly near the top of the railway hierarchy, were exceedingly
· old, had very small rooms, inferior fittings and very often bathrooms (when provided)
were in outhouses.263

Yet the best and worst conditions should not be confused for the average and on the
whole, working-class New Zealanders did enjoy a higher standard of living than their
British counterparts at the turn of the century. Around 1892, the standard workingclass dwelling had four rooms as opposed to five rooms in Britain. 264 Between 18911911, however, the number of five to six roomed houses steadily increased so that by
259Results of 1937 Housing Survey, Caversham, Block 137, Dunedin City Council Archives.
260Salmond, 227-8.
261Chief Engineer to General Manager, Wellington, 22 March 1915, New Zealand Railways
Department, General Manager's Office, Wellington, R3 14/2913/1 ptl, National Archives Head Office,
Wellington (NA).
26 2General Manager to Chief Engineer, Wellington 18 July 1907, New Zealand Railways Department,
General Manager's Oftice, Wellington, Ace W2278, R3 05/411/1, NA.
263Extract from Report on Deputation from the Executive of the New Zealand Railway Ofticers'
Institute to the General Manager 20 October 1913, R3 14/2913/ I pt I.
264Fairburn, pp.94-95; Burnett, p.l34.
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1911 the greatest number of houses were in this group (89,275).2 65 The average
number of people per dwelling decreased from 5.17 in 1886 to 4.82 in 1906 and 4.66
in 1911.266 Moreover, the statistics for homeownership were considerably higher in
New Zealand, due in part to the early development of building societies. 267 In 1914,
the proportion of all households with homeownership in England and Wales was only
10% whereas in New Zealand, approximately one third of all working-class
households with male heads had achieved this status by the late-nineteenth century.26S

Unfortunately there is not the same photographic evidence of working-class interiors
prior to 1914 as exists for the middle-class so it is difficult to generalize about the
furnishing of working-class houses. Lists produced by shops indicate what such
households might acquire if they could afford to buy everything new. Tonson Garlick
Company Ltd of Auckland could furnish a three-roomed cottage for £15. 269 The sitting
room contained most of the same basic items as the drawing room of a six-roomed
\

house furnished for £82, except in cheaper materials and minus the overmantel. The
· table for example, came with a table cloth, indicating that it would be best covered up.
Instead of a tapestry suite with plush border, the owners of the smaller house got a
cretonne couch, a cane easy chair and four other chairs without adjectives. Display, in
other words, was less ambitious though nonetheless important, as in English workingclass homes.270
265 Number of Dwellings containing:
Year
I Room
2 Rooms 3-4 Rooms
(include.tents)
41,934
1891
11,528
11,030
42,711
12,378
11,450
1896
10,462
45,499
1901
13,263
47,098
12,558
9,651
1906
54,770
1911
12,281
9,954

5-6 Rooms
32,868
41,290
52,585
68,390
89,275

More than
No, of Rooms
6 Rooms
unstated
24,968
1,523
32,585
925
36,542
547
45,185
1,575
46,814
2,331

Report on the Results of a Census of the Dominion of New Zealand taken for the night of the 2nd
April, 1911, Wellington, 1913, p.24.

266 Ibid.
267 According to Irvine and Alpers, New Zealand was the first colony to inaugurate the system of
advances to settlers which relieved the burden of high mortgage and interest rates. In 1897 there were
68 registered building societies in New Zealand. Irvine and Alpers, p.443. Compare Burnett, p.l99.
268 Fairburn, p.93.
269Tonson Garlick Company Ltd., catalogue, [Auckland], undated.
270see Burnett, p.l74. Also Lizabeth A.Cohen, 'Embellishing a Life of Labour: An Interpretation of
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Despite the middle-class reformers' efforts to direct the furnishing of working-class
houses to conform to their own ideal of simple taste, it may be deduced from a rare
photograph of a working-class family home at Purakanui that an ornate prismed light
shade and floral china jugs kept high on a shelf out of harm's way remained treasured
possessions to at least one working-class woman (plate 79). The presence of the
gramophone in the kitchen suggests that this is where the family preferred to
congregate. Homes like those in plates 32, 79, 80 and 81 might contain no original art,
only images cut from magazines and printed on business calendars, already selected
and defined as agreeable to look at by some popular commercial concern.271

Working-class New Zealanders did not organize their homes merely to pursue upward
mobility towards middle-class goals. 'Pakeha' wrote, most New Zealanders 'would
rather live in a humpy of their own design than in a land where mildewed tradition
dictated the position of the bathroom- if any.' 272 . Nevertheless, whether middle-class
or working-class, the possession of a comfortable home stood as part of the New
Zealander's collective identity. Anyone could acquire private property according to his
or her means.

The claim that the average New Zealand house expressed the soul of the people meant a
personification of the collectivity. 273 The nation was perceived as a collection of
individuals, each of whom had an essential likeness. The essential likeness was the
appearance of the houses, the soul or heart of which, the domestic interior, was his or
her own property and so, an extension of their bodies. Differences between Pakeha

the Material Culture of American Working-Class Homes, 1885-1915', in E. Mayo (ed), American
Material Culture, Ohio, 1984, pp.I58-79.
271See Bourdieu on the aesthetic of the working class, Distinction, p.5.
272•Pakeha', New Zealwul Times, cit. Sinclair, p.86.
273R. Handler discusses a similar claim made with regard to Quebecois houses and relates it to the
particular relationship that links the individual to property. R. Handler, 'On Having a Culture:
Nationalism and the Preservation of Quebec's Patrimoine' in History of Anthropology, III, Objects and
Others, G. Stocking (cd), Madison, 1985, pp.I92-217.
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and Maori, urban and rural, middle and lower-class, men and women, all acted as
complicating factors as to their precise nature, but domestic interiors remained an
intimate part of every New Zealander.

\
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CONCLUSION

While another historian might have taken quite a different perspective, I have found that
looking at one hundred years of domestic interiors in relationship to the changing
meaning of civilization and culture has proved a most illuminating way of interpreting
the primary sources and explaining the major developments which occurred during the
nineteenth century in New Zealand. The meanings Pakeha attached to domestic
interiors and the objects they contained confirms that, despite the geographical
separation and the fact that the European immigrants were in a novel, initially hostile
environment, New Zealand followed the same progression of ideas regarding
civilization and culture as England did during the same period. Indeed, owing to the
special position that the house holds in domesticated societies, studying domestic
interiors in particular can enhance our understanding of how this changing concept
actually affected individuals and society at large.
\

·At the beginning of the nineteenth century, 'civilization' was the term used to describe
the condition of social order and level of refinement which Europeans perceived
themselves as having achieved and this shaped early European responses to Maori
whare. Whare and the personal habits of Maori were generally judged inferior and
European missionaries quickly set about introducing change. The state of Maori
domestic interiors was used to help justify British colonizing interests in New Zealand.

At mid-century, civilization was closely aligned to material progress. Information about
domestic interiors contained in manuscripts and emigration handbooks indicate that
home-ownership acted as a major incentive for Europeans to emigrate to New Zealand.
The focus is on the closely-aligned economic and social value Europeans placed on the
house and chattels. At the same time, romantic ideas about nature and private family
life also coloured immigrants' visions of the new colony, indicative of the idea of a
superior reality, removed from the market forces of the public sphere, which eventually
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led to the distinction being made in the English language between 'civilization' and
'culture'.

By the late-nineteenth century, 'culture' had become the term used to distinguish human
development from material progress and the level of interest in the arts used as a
measure of a healthy society. This, in itself, is seen as an important factor in
accounting for the increasing public and private emphasis being placed on art
furnishings in New Zealand homes. A wealth of newspaper articles and catalogues of
industrial exhibitions provides evidence of how and why domestic interiors became a
focus of commercial interest as well as being more closely associated with women in
the period c.1865-1890.

The beginning of the twentieth century saw the emergence of the modem,
anthropological concept of many cultures or whole ways of life around the world and
\

this again is seen to help explain the new-found interest in characterizing a distinct New
·Zealand domestic interior during the years c.1890-1914. The large body of
unpublished, original photographs of interiors dating to the period provides a unique
insight into the way Pakeha middle-class homes, in particular, were arranged and
decorated.

There can be no doubt that organizing a history of nineteenth century domestic interiors
in New Zealand around the changing European ideas of civilization and culture divulges
more about Pakeha than it does about Maori. The study does, nevertheless, add to an
understanding of the evolution of Maori and Pakeha society, both in their unity and in
their separateness. Each part and section of the thesis explores different ways in which
houses and people have been connected and in so doing, reveals some important
matters that have not received their due in histories of the nation's past.
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Part One and the final section of Part Two focuses on the so-called 'soft conversion' of
Maori by Europeans during the nineteenth century that historians have tended to
subsume to the 'hard conversion' of war and land confiscations. Though less visible,
the process of changing people's habitus, was, in fact, every bit as profound.
Misunderstandings in this area, emerge as another contributing factor that led to the
breakdown in race relations. Looking at the intersections between Maori and Pakeha
worlds within the sphere of the home reveals an additional means by which Maori, who
had been dominant in 1840, came to be subordinated to Europeans by 1890.

Developing out of this analysis of differences between races, one particularly valuable
line of research has proved to take full account of the objects or material culture within
the home. Anthropologists and archaeologists routinely depend, to a large extent, on
the evidence of material culture. New Zealand historians tend to draw on these
disciplines when discussing the early history and pre-history of Maori, as indeed I have
\

done by relying on the work of Nigel Prickett and David Martin. When dealing with
· later Pakeha history, however, artifacts and their uses do not generally receive the same
attention.

Further research is obviously required but I think enough has been said in Part Two to
reveal the important role material objects played in conjunction with the home in the
colony's social organization from its earliest days. The social meanings of things are
less easily defined than clubs and societies and some may dismiss such evidence as too
impressionistic to be taken seriously. Nevertheless, such social forces were and are
undeniably part of people's lives. The desire among working-class women for the
material comforts of the middle-class could be very real and effectively drove Anne
Abraham's husband to drink. The English preference for having a parlour had the
power to strengthen kinship ties and class hierarchies, no matter how distant from
Britain or remote the location within New Zealand.
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My account of the rise of the Aesthetic Movement in Part Three provides a detailed case
study of how, contrary to the argument put forward by Jeanine Graham in The Oxford

History of New Zealand, art did become more valued as the colony progressed and
how the middle-class used culture as an aid in achieving hegemony. Artistic concerns
came to prominence in both the public sphere of advertising and business as well as the
private sphere of the home. For the period c.1865-1890, the concept of good taste
helped naturalize the privileged position of middle-class women. It served to maintain
boundaries between high and low - low meaning the working-classes and, at the bottom
of the scale in European eyes, Maori.

Tracing the links between the Aesthetic Movement and the development of the fashion
industry in interior decoration in Parts Three and Four also exposes a previously
neglected aspect of women's contribution to the growing New Zealand economy. The
vital role that women played at home in the pioneering enterprise and later in developing
\

small businesses has already been acknowledged. During the latter half of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries women also played an increasingly important
role as consumers. The very process of relegating women as economic dependants to
the private sphere of the home which, in tum, led to their relative neglect in history
books, was itself central to the growth of consumer demand in the small capitalist
society of New Zealand.

Focusing specifically on New Zealand domestic interiors in Part Four has, in addition,
added to our understanding of the Pakeha appropriation of Maori art at the tum of the
century. Around 1900, the application of Maori designs to European decorative arts
and domestic architecture by amateurs was just as much a gesture of admiration and
respect for Maori as the professional incorporation of Maori motif on paintings in the
1940s and 1950s and formed a vital precursor towards the eventual elevation of Maori
culture to the status it enjoys nowadays.
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Finally, I suggest that this history might serve as a useful case study in the larger
English-speaking context as it points to the importance of contemporary debate over
domestic interiors to the emergence of the modern concept of culture itself.

\

Plate 1: G. French Angas, Interior of a Whare at Rangihaeata 'sPa
at Porirua, engraving. From Angas, G.F., New Zealanders
Illustrated, London, 1846

Plate 2: G. French Angas, Natives of Queen Charlotte Sound,
watercolour. From Petersen, G.C. and Mead, S.M.,
Portraits of the New Zealand Maori, Wellington, 1972

Plate 3: Joseph Merrett, Rakapa Ngawai with her sons Eru
Herslett and William Edwards, watercolour, c.l852.
Auckland City Art Gallery

Plate 4: Alfred Chapman, 'Interior of V-hut', pen and wash, [1850s].
Hawkes Bay Museum and Art Gallery

Plate 5: Alfred John Cooper, Interior of Settler's House, Mohaka,
watercolour [1855?]. Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 6: Alfred Chapman, 'Pursuit of Writing Under Difficulties', pen, [1850s] .
Hawkes Bay Art Gallery and Museum

Plate 7: Dr. A. C. Barker, 'Interior of Studding sail Hall Christchurch
N. Zealand', pen, February 1851. Canterbury Museum

Plate 8: Alfred Chapman, Interior of Edenham Cottage, pen, [1855].
Hawkes Bay Art Gallery and Museum

Plate 9: Alfred Chapman, Interior of Edenham Cottage, pen, [1855?].
Hawkes Bay Art Gallery and Museum

Plate 10: 'Interior of a sitting room- Malvern Hills Station ·.
watercolour, 1858. Macmillan Brown Collection,
University of Canterbury.

Plate 11: Joseph Merrett, Interior of George Curtis's House, Omara,
ink and wash, c.1850. Taranaki Museum

Plate 12: Dr. A.C. Barker, 'Interior of the Sitting Room of Blackwall House,
Christchurch, NZ', pencil and pen, December 1851.
Canterbury Museum

Plate 13: P ...., H.M., 'Bishopscourt, drawing room in Bishop
Harper 's Time ', watercolour, 1859. Canterbury Museum

Plate 14: Section plan, 'The Camp', pen and wash, drawn by R.A. Lawson,
architect. Reproduced by courtesy of Salmond Anderson Heath Limited

Plate 15: Fresco Room with Minstrels' Gallery and Alpine Scenes of Switzerland
and Italy, 'Kilbryde ', photograph. Auckland Institute and Museum
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Plate 16: 'Clan Gregor Castle- Cambrian- Otago- Nevv Zealand', pen, 1875.
Letters of Peter McGregor and his wife Emma to Peter's family in England,
1874-1887, MS-1173, Alexander Turnbull Library
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Plate 17: [Floor Plan of house at Maheno], pen, 1877. Letters of Peter
McGregor and his wife Emma to Peter's family in England,
1874-1887, MS-1173, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 18: Interior of the Williams' House, Napier, photograph, 1880s.
E.R. Williams Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 19a and b: View of an Interior [parlour}, photographs, location
unknown. Parihaka Album, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 20: View of an Interior [sitting room}, photograph, location unknown.
Parihaka Album, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 21: View of an Interior [dining room], photograph, location unknown.
Parihaka Album, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 22a and b: Batson's house- interior, photographs. F.G. Gibbs
Collection. Nelson Provincial Museum

Plate 23a and b: Victorian house interior, photographs
by M.M. White. Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 24: Victorian house interior [dining room], photograph by M.M. White.
Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 25: Sitting room [residence of Judge von Sturmer?], photograph.
Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 26: Drawing room, 'Fairfield', Nelson, photograph, c.l890.
Alexander Turnbull Library
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Plates 27a and b: Interior of the house belonging to Dr. Walter Fell,
surgeon ( 107 The Terrace, Wellington), photographs, 1889.
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 28 : Interior, photograph. Beken collection, Canterbury Museum

Plate 29: Drawing room, Lake Station, photograph. Tyree collection,
Nelson Provincial Museum

Plate 30a and b: Drawing room, photographs. W.A. Collis collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 31: Sitting room, photograph. TESLA Collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 32: Interior of gum digger's whare, photograph. From Auckland
Weekly News, 31 August 1900, Auckland Public Library

Plate 33: Interior of gum digger's whare, photograph attributed
to Beattie. Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 34: Drawing room, photograph, c.l890s. Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 35: Family scene, photograph. Auckland Institute and Museum.
Reproduced by courtesy of Waiheke Island Historical
Society Incorporated

Plate 36: 'Matitiki', Mr Robert Malcolm's house at Opawa, Christchurch,
photograph, 1906. Steffano Webb collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 37: Drawing room of 'Te Wepu', home of R.H. Webb, Webb Street,
Papanui, Christchurch, photograph. Canterbury Museum

Plate 38: 'Ko Rautao Tepiere', [pencil?]. From New Zealand Graphic,
May 1891, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 39: Drawing room, 'Rehutai ', photograph, c.1894. From I. H. Menzies,
The Story ofMenzies Bay, Christchurch, 1970, between pp.144-5
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Plate 40: Carved mantelpiece in W. Cameron's dining room,
photograph. Cameron Album, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 41: Maori carved fireplace in Nathan house, Manurewa, photograph.
From Ladies' Mirror, 1 August 1922, Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 42: Ancient Maori Art Applied to Modem Fumiture: carved bedstead
made by Mr L.S. Mackie, of Otakeho, photograph. From Auckland Weekly
News supplement, 8 November 1923, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 43: Sitting room, Castle Hill Station Homestead, Tawera County,
Canterbury, photograph. Canterbury Museum

Plate 44: 'Tuhoromatakaka' (house of Maggie Papakura), photograph by
Parkeson, 1910. Te Papa Our Place

Plate 45: Living room, photograph, c.1911. Steffano Webb collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 46a and b: Dining room, photographs, c.l905. Steffano Webb
collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 4 7: Kitchen interior, photograph, c.1905. Steffano Webb collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library
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Plate 48: Plan and Perspective View of a Workers' Dwelling Act ( 1905) House
by the Architect J. Charlesworth. From NZ Department of Labour, New Zealand
Workers' Dwelling Act and Advances to Workers Act, Wellington, 1907
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Plate 49: Plan and Perspective View of a Workers' Dwelling Act
(1905) House by the Architect E.H. Bliss. From NZ Department
of Labour, New Zealand Workers' Dwelling Act and Advances
to Wo rkers Act, Wellington, 1907

Plate 50: 'Workers' Dwelling Act, 1908'. From the Appendices to the
Journals ofthe House of Representatives, 1909, H-llB, between pp. 2-3
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Plate 51: Plan and Perspective View of a Workers' Dwelling Act ( 1905)
House by the Architect Alex Wiseman. From NZ Department of Labour,
New Zealand Workers' Dwelling Act and Advances to Workers Act,
Wellington, 1907

Plate 52: Interior view of a hall and stairs in the house of Mr Henry Wood
Christchurch, photograph. Steffano Webb collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 53a and b: Living room in a house in Springfield Road, Christchurch,
photographs, 1910. Steffano Webb collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 54: Bedroom in a house in St Albans Street, Christchurch, photograph,
c.191 0. Steffano Webb collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 55: Bedroom, photograph, c.1905. Steffano Webb collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library
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Plate 56: Plan and Perspective View of a Workers' Dwelling Act (1905)
House by the Architect G.E. Jones. From NZ Department of Labour,
New Zealand Workers' Dwelling Act and Advances to Workers Act,
Wellington, 1907
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Plate 57: Dining room, photograph, c.l905. Steffano Webb collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 58a and b: Dining room, photograph. F.N. Jones collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 59: Dining room, photograph. TESLA collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 60a and b: Drawing room of Haggitts' house, Dunedin, photographs,
c.1895-6. Cameron collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 6 1: Interior, photograph. W.A. Taylor collection,
Canterbury Museum

Plate 62: Sitting room, photograph, c.1890s. S. Head collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 63: Sitting room, photograph,1902. F.J. Denton collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 64: Front hall, 'May Villa', Dunedin, photograph, c.l911.
Private collection

Plate 65: Parlour, 'May Villa', Dunedin, photograph, c.l911.
Private collection

Plate 66: Bedroom, 'May Villa', Dunedin, photograph, c.1911 .
Private collection

Plate 67a and b: Drawing room, photographs, c.l905. Steffano Webb
collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 68: Living room, photograph. F.J. Denton collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 69: Drawing room, 'MacAndrew House', Dunedin, photograph,
c.1900. Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 70a, b and c: Dunedin drawing room, photographs.
Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 71: Sitting room, photograph, c.1900. Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 72: Drawing room in Dr Harding's house, Wellington, photograph by
C.E.L. Harding. Susan Harding collection, Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 73: Drawing room, photograph, 1905. Adkin collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 74: Living room, photograph, c.1905. Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 75: Drawing room at Mr Rose's home in Blenheim, photograph.
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 76: Drawing room of Mrs Gunder, Rotorua, photograph, 1894.
Alexander Turnbull Library
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Plate 77: 'Esther's drawing room', photograph, 1898.
Alexander Turnbull Library

Plate 78: 'Verily a clear case for demolition', photograph. From New Zealand
Graphic, 12 April1911. Auckland Institute and Museum

Plate 79: Interior, Purakanui, photograph. Hocken Library

Plate 80: Inside workers' hut, photograph, c.l907 .
Auckland Institute and Museum
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Plate 81: Man in hut, photograph. Auckland Institute and Museum
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